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ABSTRACT 
Ambulance suspensions often give a poor ride which may result in deterioration in the 
condition of ill or injured patients. To reduce patient vibration, purpose-built 
ambulances or ambulances with modified chassis can be used. A potentially lower cost 
and more effective alternative is to provide additional isolation for the stretcher only. 
This thesis describes the design and performance of a pneumatic stretcher suspension 
which uses a novel linkage to provide isolation in bounce and pitch. 
Results of linear and non-linear analyses are presented which characterise the behaviour 
of the suspension. The kinematics of the suspension linkage are shown to give to a 
vertical stiffness which reduces in compression. 
Pneumatic cylinders connected to auxiliary tanks are used as springs. These give the 
suspension essentially load-independent natural frequencies of around 0.46 Hz in 
bounce and pitch. Damping is provided by fitting a flow restriction between the 
cylinders and tanks. By simulating the response of the stretcher to realistic random floor 
vibrations, it is concluded that a low level of damping is required and that an orifice 
restriction is preferable to a capillary restriction. These simulations are believed to be 
the first for which pneumatic damping is assessed by using a realistic random input. 
Additional simulation results demonstrate that improved isolation is possib1e by using 
an innovative semi-active pneumatic damper which is controlled according to the 
skyhook damping principle. 
A mechanica1 shaker which uses adjustable stroke round carns is described. Suspension 
tests carried out using this shaker are detailed. Various combinations of patient mass, 
pneumatic damping level, and shaker stroke and frequency are used. Acceleration 
transmissibilities are presented which indicate both that good levels of vertical isolation 
are obtained (eg. greater than 90% isolation above 5.2 Hz), and that isolation 
performance is largely independent of patient mass. Coulomb damping is shown to have 
a detrimental effect on isolation - particularly for low acceleration or high frequency 
inputs. 
The results of road tests are presented. These show that the suspension provides 
isolation above 1 Hz and reduces Lm.s. accelerations by 45-60%. The suspension is 
concluded to offer the potential to reduce patient vibration at reasonable cost, although 
improvements to the design are required in moving to a production model. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
The word ambulance is derived from the Latin word ambulant, which means walking. 
Horse-drawn military vehicles, which were equipped to dress wounds and accompanied 
soldiers into the field during the Napoleonic Wars, are considered as the forerunners of 
modern ambulances. Some were used as field hospitals, and others transported wounded 
soldiers to hospital [1]. Transport in these basic vehicles over the poor roads of the time 
must have been very uncomfortable. While modern ambulances generally travel over 
very much better surfaces, the road-induced vibration experienced by patients during the 
journey to hospital can still be unpleasant andlor harmful. The vibration of patients in 
ambulances has been the subject of a number of papers over the pa,.;;t 30 years, and the 
research effort in this area emphasises both that the problem is a very real one and that 
the quality of the ambulance suspension is an important influence on patient comfort. 
Early suspensions for horse-drawn carriages, as the name suggests, literally did suspend 
the body of the carriage at the four comers by the use of very flexible laminated steel 
springs. In 1804, Obadiah Elliot revolutionised coach suspension design by mounting 
the coach body directly onto elliptical leaf springs attached to the axles [2]. Suspensions 
developed for the first automobiles used this same approach, and up until the 1960' s, 
multi-leaf rear suspensions were the standard for mass produced cars. Modern 
suspension design for passenger vehicles has now polarised toward the use of coil 
springs [3]. In recent years, active suspensions have been proposed, and some have been 
tested. None have enjoyed widespread commercial production, and this is likely to 
remain the case for some time, given their increased cost and complexity over passive 
suspensions which are adequate for the majority of applications [4,5,6]. 
In a number of countries, including New Zealand, ambulance suspensions are based on 
those of commercial vehicles, and these often give a relatively poor ride. While purpose-
built ambulances can offer improved isolation, they remain expensive due to the limited 
numbers required. A potentially lower cost alternative is to provide a secondary 
suspension for the stretcher and patient only. 
The approach of using a stretcher suspension to reduce patient vibration is not unique to 
this thesis, and the literature contains a number of designs for stretcher suspensions. 
1 
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Some of these designs have entered production and are used in a number of countries. A 
variety of spring types have been employed including torsion bars, coil springs, and 
hydro-pneumatic springs. The suspension developed during this research project uses 
pneumatic springs. These are ideally suited to the application, and are a well-accepted 
choice for high performance isolation systems. 
While there are no examples of stretcher suspensions that use purely pneumatic springs 
(as distinct from hydro-pneumatic springs), examples of the use of pneumatic springs in 
other applications are numerous. Typical items of equipment that are isolated using 
pneumatic springs include an electron microscope [7], a fatigue testing machine [8], 
vehicle seats [9], a swimming pool [10], and tables for sensitive experiments and 
manufacturing processes [11-14]. Pneumatic springs are also used as shock/impact 
absorbers, although to a much lesser extent [15,16]. 
The use of pneumatic springs for road vehicles has long been of interest, and was first 
considered in the early part of this century. Patents were granted from 1906. Experience 
during the early 1950's in America, particularly on long distance coaches, established 
the use of pneumatic isolators as a good suspension method [17]. Following on from 
this, American automobile manufacturers fitted pneumatic suspensions to passenger 
vehicles in the late 1950's [18-25]. Their widespread use was, however, short lived. 
More recently, pneumatic suspensions have been used by Ford on the Lincoln 
Continental [26], by Land Rover on the Range Rover [27,28], by Toyota on the Soarer 
[29,30], and by Mitsubishi on the Galant [31]. Pneumatic suspensions are also used for 
improving the ride of passenger train carriages [32-35]. 
A key advantage of pneumatic suspensions over fixed stiffness mechanical suspensions 
is that they can readily be adapted to suit the mass of the load. This makes them 
particularly suitable for trucks, where laden/unladen sprung mass ratios can be high [36-
38]. 
THESIS OUTLINE 
Overview of Objectives 
The original intention of this research project was simply to design, build, and test a 
pneumatic stretcher suspension which would provide an improved alternative to the 
suspensions currently in use. Key areas targeted for improvement were in terms of: 
Reducing weight. 
Reducing cost. 
• Reducing encroachment onto valuable ambulance floOl·space. 
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Improving isolation levels (particularly at low frequencies). 
These items are addressed in further detail in Chapters 2 and 3. 
As the project progressed, effort became focused on evaluating various methods of 
pneumatic damping, and it became apparent that (1) there was scope for original 
research in this area, and that (2) pneumatic damping was a topic of research in its own 
right. Consequently, the chapters of this thesis which deal with pneumatic damping were 
useful not only in choosing a damping method for the stretcher suspension, but also for 
evaluating the properties of some pneumatic damping methods in general. The methods 
of pneumatic damping considered were: 
• Capillary damping. 
Ell Orifice damping. 
Ell Semi-active damping (switchable and continuously variable) 
Broadly then, the objectives of this thesis can be summarised as follows: 
• To design, simulate/model, build, and test a pneumatic stretcher suspension 
aimed at providing an improved alternative to the suspensions currently in use. 
e To review the literature on, and then compare by simulation, the performance 
of orifice, capillary, and semi-active pneumatic damping methods. 
Content 
Chapter 2 of this thesis begins by describing the nature of ambulance floor vibrations 
and the sensitivity of the human body to vibration. Examples of patient deterioration 
resulting from ambulance transport are then given and the methods used to improve 
patient comfort are summarised. 
Following on from this, Chapter 3 describes the suspension linkage developed during 
this project and presents an overview of the functions and mechanical embodiment of 
various suspension components. 
Considerable work has been done in analysing the dynamics of the suspension. This is 
summarised in Chapter 4. The method of analysis is first given and then some 
simulation results are presented which characterise the behaviour of the suspension. 
Both free and forced vibration are considered. Analytical expressions for the natural 
frequencies of the suspension are also developed. 
In Chapter orifice and capillary damping restrictions are compared. The comparisons 
are made first by way of a literature review, and then by simulation. 
4 Chapter 1 
Chapter 6 goes on to consider semi-active pneumatic damping. To begin with some 
literature dealing with active and advanced suspensions is reviewed. Following this, 
simulation results are presented which illustrate that improvements to suspension 
performance are possible by using an adjustable pneumatic damper (rather than a 
passive pneumatic damper). 
Chapter 7 first describes the results of laboratory tests and then makes comparisons with 
theoretical predictions. Differences between the experimental and theoretical results are 
explained by considering the detrimental effects of Coulomb damping. 
In Chapter 8, road test results are described and the performance of the suspension is 
compared with existing designs. Subjective evaluations of ride quality are also made. 
Finally, in Chapter 9, the key research findings are summarised, an overview of the 
features and performance of the stretcher suspension is given, and suggestions are made 
for improvements to the design would could be included in a production model. 
1.2.3 Original Work 
As far as the author is aware, the following areas of research are innovative and/or 
original: 
II The linkage used for the suspension and the natural frequency expressions 
which were derived for it appear to be original. 
lID The literature review of pneumatic damping methods for suspensIOns and 
isolation systems appears to be the most comprehensive to date. 
CD The modelling and simulation of pneumatic damping methods uses a random 
input. In studying pneumatic damping methods, other researchers appear to 
have used (1) sinusoidal inputs, or (2) no input at all (free-vibration). This can 
be an unsatisfactory approach for certain types of damping. 
lID The performance of the suspension when fitted with semi-active pneumatic 
dampers has been modelled. This appears to be the first time that consideration 
has been given to using a compressible damping fluid in an adjustable damper. 
II While the shaker table designed for this project is rather basic, and is capable 
of providing only simple sinusoidal inputs, its layout appears to be unique. 
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1.2.4 Additional Comments 
For the most part, the theoretical and simulation work described in this thesis is intended 
to be either (1) useful in designing the suspension (eg. natural frequency equations), or 
(2) of interest from a more general point of view (eg. pneumatic damping). The 
experimental work is intended mainly to confirm key suspension parameters and 
provide initial indications of suspension performance. Aspects of suspension behaviour 
which cannot be either altered at the design stage or tuned during experiments are not 
considered in detail. Coupling, for example, receives only limited attention for these 
reasons. 
Much of the research effort for this thesis has involved simulation work, and while the 
initial process of setting up and checking a simulation model was time consuming, 
generating a large number of results was relatively easy (once the model was working). 
In the interests of conciseness however, only key results are included here. 

CHAPTER 2 
atient Vibration in Amb 
VIBRATION 
Many ambulances are based on commercial vehicle chassis. In New Zealand, the 
Bedford chassis has been widely used [39] but is being replaced by the likes of the 
Fiat Ducato [40] and the Leyland Daf [41]. In the United Kingdom, similar vehicles are 
used [42,43]. 
Chassis of such commercial vehicles can give a poor ride compared to that of a typical 
car. Measurements presented by Snook [44] showed that on a medium quality road 
travelled at 64 kmlh, the vertical r.m.s. acceleration in an ambulance was 0.06g, while 
that for a quality European automobile was 0.03g. In Figure 1, which is reproduced 
from [44], the vertical vibration in an ambulance, a research ambulance, and a private 
car are compared. The ride of the standard ambulance is shown to be poor compared 
with that of the car. This is partly a function of the natural frequency of ambulance 
suspensions, which are generally higher than those of a car, and typically between 1.2 
and 2 [45]. 
According to Leyshon and Stammers [46], who cite Oliver and Holt [47] among others, 
the dominant floor vibrations in ambulances are generally in the vertical sense and peak 
around 1 Hz. At higher frequencies, the acceleration levels reduce until. resonances 
are met beyond 10 Hz. 
2.2 SENSITIVITY TO VIBRATION 
Seated and Standing Subjects 
Human response to vibration has been the subject of numerous documented studies [48]. 
The first studies appeared from 1918 and considered the effects of locally applied hand-
arm vibration from power tools. Since World War II, the literature has covered whole-
body vibration in passenger cars, earth-moving equipment, aircraft, and ships. 
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Von Gierke and Goldman [49] review this literature, and discuss rather 
comprehensively mechanical modelling and resonances of the human body; the methods 
of testing and measurement of human response to vibration; and the physiological and 
mechanical effects of shock and vibration. 
The bulk of research investigating human response to vibration has dealt with standing 
or seated subjects and has lead to the definition of vibration limits for the frequency 
range 1-90 Hz [50]. These limits set out the acceleration (as a function of vibration 
frequency and exposure duration) which causes reduced comfort, fatigue-decreased 
proficiency, or, should not be tolerated further (exposure limit). The utility of this 
approach is widely accepted, although there are differences between the reported 
frequency effects of vertical vibration [51]. The exact response of an individual to a 
particular vibration will depend on a host of factors in addition to the level of 
acceleration, its frequency, and the duration of exposure to it [48,52,53]. 
fu some instances, pitch and roll may be more disturbing than other motions -
particularly in tractors travelling over rough terrain or in aircraft during turbulence. 
Little or no information on the effects of such angular (or rotational) vibration is yet 
available [50]. 
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2.2.2 Motion Sickness 
Low frequency vibration, in the range 0.1-1 Hz, can cause motion sickness (kinetosis) 
[48,49,51]. This sickness has a different character to the effects of higher frequency 
vibrations, and the appearance of symptoms depends on complicated individual factors 
which are not simply related to vibration intensity, frequency, or duration of exposure 
[50]. Draft ISO limits, discussed by von Gierke and Goldman [49], indicate that peak 
sensitivity to vibration in this low frequency range occurs between 0.1 and 0.3 Hz. 
Aside from the considerations of comfort, nausea induced by low frequency ambulance 
vibration could affect the survival of some patients (due to the effort expended by 
vomiting [44]). 
2.2.3 Supine Subjects 
The sensitivity of supine subjects (which is the posture for stretcher-borne patients) to 
vibration has received much less attention than seated or standing subjects. 
Motivated in part by the comfort of passengers on rail-cars and ships, Miwa and 
Y onekawa [54] studied the response of supine subjects to vertical and horizontal 
vibration ranging from 0.5-300 Hz. Their paper first refers to the early work of Reiher 
and Meister [55], which was published in 1931, and then presents constant comfort 
curves for the vertical and horizontal directions by comparing sensitivity with the seated 
case (for which constant comfort curves exist [50]). They found that, for horizontal 
inputs, the direction of input (along or across the supine subject) made no difference to 
sensitivity across the full range of frequencies. Peak sensitivity occurred at low 
frequencies (0.5-3 Hz), and reduced with increasing frequency. Peak sensitivity to 
vertical vibration occurred at around 6 Hz. 
As part of a study seeking to (1) reduce levels of patient vibration in ambulances, and 
(2) improve the comfort of bunks on buses used for over-night journeys, Chen and Gao 
[56] have generated constant comfort curves for supine vertical vibration. They report 
that peak sensitivity is at 6.3 
Oliver and Gibson [57] present vibration limits which define the sensitivity of healthy 
stretcher-borne subjects to vibration in three translational and two rotational modes. 
According to Leyshon and Stammers [46], these limits show that the sensitivity of the 
supine subject to side-to-side vibration is greatest below 2 Hz, while peak sensitivity to 
front-to-back vibration is greatest in the range 4-6 Hz. Over the frequency range studied 
(1.5-6 Hz), there was little variation in sensitivity to pitch vibration with frequency. 
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In a later paper, Stammers [58] comments further on the vibration limits of Oliver and 
Gibson [57] and emphasises that the supine patient is more sensitive to vibration than a 
standing or seated subject (as given by [50]). Figure 2.2, which is reproduced from [46], 
exemplifies this and shows that, in the range 4-8 Hz, the level of front-to-back vibration 
that is tolerated for 
supine subject. 
hours by a seated subject is tolerated for only five minutes by a 
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Figure 2.2 Exposure Limits for Seated and Standing Persons (ISO 2631: 1974) 
Compared with Supine Persons (Oliver and Gibson [57]) 
The findings of [54],[56], and [57] are consistent in that peak sensitivity to vertical 
vibration for the supine subject occurs at around 6 Hz, and that peak sensitivity to 
horizontal vibration occurs at a lower frequency. These peak sensitivities coincide with 
resonances of sub-systems within the body, as discussed by von Gierke and Goldman 
[49]. 
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OF AMBULANCE VIBRATION ON 
Ambulance floor vibration has been shown to be detrimental to the condition of injured 
or seriously ill patients [59]. This is likely to be due in part to: 
• The relatively high levels of ambulance floor vibration at frequencies where 
patient sensitivity is high (Sections 2.1, 2.2.3). 
The reduced tolerance of humans to vibration when in the supinc position 
(Section 
,. The reduced tolerance of the ill or injured to vibration. 
A number of accounts of vibration-induced patient deterioration have been published by 
various authors. Some of these are mentioned below. 
Cullen et al [60] give an account of a road accident victim dying after being transferred 
between hospitals by ambulance. This is in spite of the journey being over good roads at 
limited speeds (32-48 krn/h). The poor quality of the ambulance ride is noted, and is 
regarded as being an important secondary factor in his death. 
Snook [44] describes a number of cases of patient deterioration associated with 
ambulance travel, and cites one instance where the visible vertical jogging of a patient's 
badly fractured leg was severe enough to warrant stopping the ambulance. Snook also 
reviews the research of Pichard [61], who described a series of 430 ambulance journeys 
in which 6 % resulted in movement-related cardiovascular disturbances (ie. rise or fall 
in blood pressure). 
The effect of ambulance transport on critically ill patients transferred to an intensive 
therapy unit from local hospitals has been studied by Waddell et al [62]. Cardiovascular 
response was noted in 19 of 46 patients. This was thought to result from the discomfort 
and pain experienced during the journey; the lack of facilities in the ambulance; and the 
motion of the ambulance (which reduced the ability of the attendants to provide 
treatment). A second group of patients was transferred where special care was taken that 
(1) the journey was slow and gentle, and (2) continuing medical attention was available. 
In this group, the detrimental effects of the journey were both less frequent and less 
severe. 
In another paper, Waddell [63] studied the effects of moving critically ill patients within 
hospital. He first briefly reviewed the literature, and then described his own five month 
investigation - the results of which emphasise the sensitivity of critically ill patients to 
movement of any kind, whether it be in an ambulance or within hospital. In particular, 
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the vulnerability of patients with major chest injuries is noted, along with the problem of 
renewed bleeding resulting from fracture movement. 
Wheble [64] notes the low tolerance to vibration of patients suffering severe pain. As an 
example, he refers to cancer sufferers with secondary deposits on the spine who need 
repeated radiotherapy treatments. For these patients, the vibration associated with the 
ambulance journey to and from hospital is often distressing, with some patients refusing 
to attend treatment. 
2.4 APPROACHES TO REDUCING PATIENT VIBRATION 
2.4.1 Reducing Ambulance Speed 
Although reducing ambulance speed is a common approach to reducing ambulance floor 
vibration [46,58], it is not an ideal solution. This is because of the increased time 
between the patient becoming ill (or injured) and hospital treatment. Minimising this 
time has been shown to be important to patient survival, particularly where injuries 
involving severe blood loss are concerned and prompt surgical treatment at a hospital is 
required [65]. 
2.4.2 PurposemBuilt and Modified Ambulances 
Purpose-built ambulances (and ambulances based on substantially modified commercial 
vehicle chassis) have been proposed and are used in some countries. 
London [67] describes an early example of a special purpose ambulance which was 
designed by Bothwell [66]. This featured front wheel drive with independent suspension 
but never went into production. Cullen et al [60] refer to the merits of the ambulances 
based on the Citroen Safari which were used on Spanish and French roads. 
Snook [44] tested a prototype research ambulance developed by Dennis Bros and 
measured a reduced level of vibration compared to commercially available ambulances 
(Figure 2.1). This ambulance was expensive and did not go into production [45]. 
At reduced cost, modular bodied ambulances (which use a removable spring unit 
secured to a commercial vehicle chassis) have been developed by Porsche in Germany 
[45], and by the Dodge Motor Company in the United States of America [68]. The latter 
used a hydro-pneumatic system. 
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Wheble [64] refers to the Citroen ambulance which uses the well known hydro-
pneumatic suspension, and to the work of some ambulance authorities in the United 
Kingdom who have considered modifications to the Ford Transit and the Bedford van. 
More recent developments are described by [43], who mentions the pneumatic 
suspension conversions manufactured by CRD Sparshatt which are available for the 
likes of the Renault Master, Fiat Ducato, and the Volkswagen Transporter. 
While such special purpose ambulances and ambulances with modified suspensions 
offer improvements in ride (compared to using a substantially standard commercial 
vehicle chassis), a high proportion of ambulance work (96 % in the United Kingdom 
[64]) involves transportation of people to hospital for non-urgent appointments (where a 
good ride is not of prime importance). Consequently, it is hard to justify the cost 
associated with reducing ambulance floor vibration for the needs of the 4 % who are 
critically ill or injured. 
From the point of view of reducing both travel time and vibration, the helicopter can be 
regarded as an ideal ambulance [58,64,65]. It is not, however, a realistic alternative to 
the road ambulance for the majority of journeys, given its high cost [58] and 
requirement for suitable landing and take-off areas. 
2.4.3 Stretcher Suspensions 
a) Review 
As an alternative to focusing on reducing ambulance floor vibration, additional 
suspension can be provided for the stretcher only. This approach offers no improvement 
in the ride for the ambulance attendants, but does give the opportunity to provide good 
isolation for the patient at a lower cost than if the ambulance suspension was improved. 
In theory, better isolation is possible by using a stretcher suspension as the designer is 
freed from the constraints imposed by vehicle handling considerations. These dictate the 
use of spring and damper rates that are too high for best isolation, but must be used to 
control vehicle attitude during manoeuvring. 
For good levels of isolation, a stretcher suspension should: 
III Have a low natural frequency preferably 1.0 Hz or less to provide isolation at 
1.5 Hz where ambulance floor vibrations are significant. 
'II Be capable of adapting to suit the mass of the patient which could range from 
30-130 kg [45]. In practice, this requires that (l) the stiffness of the springs 
should increase with load to give a constant natural frequency, and that (2) the 
ride height should be independent of load. In the absence of any load 
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adaptation, low stiffness suspensions (which are more sensitive to load change 
than stiff suspensions) function poorly and can be unusable for extremes of 
load. 
An obvious and simple approaeh to providing additional suspension for the patient is to 
use a polyurethane foam mattress which stiffens under load. To provide a suitably low 
natural frequency (say 0.8 a foam thickness of at least 700 mm would be required, 
and this would be impractical [45]. 
Several designs for stretcher suspensions have appeared in the literature. The discussion 
to a paper by London [67] shows a torsion bar stretcher suspension designed by Dr J.R. 
Singham of BMC, which included a pendulum and lever system to pivot the suspension 
about its longitudinal axis when cornering. No mention was made of the ability of the 
suspension to adapt to patient mass. Reportedly, 10% of those using the suspension in a 
trial experienced motion sickness. This was thought to be partly a result of the 
disconcerting visible movement of the ambulance walls relative to the suspended 
patient. 
Blok [69] describes a four degree-of-freedom system developed at the University of 
Delft for which specifications are given in Table 2.1. Suspension was provided by two 
independent mechanical systems which used a spring acting through a lever and 
movable pivot. By adjusting the pivot position with an electric motor, a load-
independent ride height was aehieved. Roll and transverse suspension were combined in 
a compound pendulum system which aligned itself with the resultant acceleration 
associated with vehicle cornering or road camber. 
Table 2.1 Specifications of the Dutch 'Floating Stretcher' Prototype [69J 
Degree-of-Freedom Natural Load Stroke 
Freq. (Hz) Adaptation (top-top) 
Vertical 0.6 load-independent 400mm 
Pitch 0.7 practically load-independent 30° 
Horizontal 1.5 load dependent 60mm 
RoUffransverse 0.6 load -independent 12°, 120mm 
Snook and Pacifico [59] report on the performance of the so-called Dutch 'floating 
stretcher' developed by Blok. This stretcher offered a reduction of 42 % in vertical 
r.m.s. acceleration, and best isolation was realised in the 3-10 Hz range. Subjective ride 
tests with 100 patients, of whom 91 eould grade the ride, led to 47 classifying the ride as 
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very good, 33 good, 7 average, and 4 fair. Generally, the suspension evoked a positive 
response on the smoothness of the ride. Unlike the system described by London [67], 
only 4 of the patients admitted to any feeling of nausea, and then only when specifically 
asked. Importantly, the attendants ability to provide treatment for the patient was not 
adversely affected by the floating action of the stretcher. This suspension was heavy and 
expensive, costing £5,000 (1976). 
Dalyell [70] described a patented system, designed by Black [71] at the University of 
Bath, which used British Leyland Hydragas units as springs and provided isolation in 
pitch and bounce. At the same University, Stammers and Leyshon have developed a 
system also providing pitch and bounce isolation. The basic principle of operation is 
similar in some respects to that of Blok [59,69], in that variable lever arms and 
mechanical coil springs are used, but the design is simpler and more compact [45,68]. 
The system has a vertical natural frequency of 0.9 Hz and a vertical stroke of about 100 
mm up or down, although in operation normal relative travel is less than 50 mm up or 
down. Road and shaker tests, which are described by Leyshon and Stammers [46], 
indicate that good levels of isolation are obtained (see Chapter 8 for details). This 
suspension is now sold commercially in the United Kingdom and is used by a number of 
ambulance services. 1991 approximately 100 had been sold [58]. 
Stretcher suspensions are also used in France and Germany, and are described by 
Stammers and Leyshon [45,68]. The French system, which is marketed by Petit, uses a 
hydro-pneumatic approach developed by B1NZ and has a natural frequency in the range 
0.5-0.7 Hz. The German system of Miessen appears to be similar to that of the Dutch 
system of Blok [59,69]. A natural frequency of 1 Hz is claimed for a wide range of 
patient masses. 
b) University of Canterbury Suspensions 
At the Department of Mechanical Engineering (University of Canterbury), three 
undergraduate students have worked on pneumatic stretcher suspensions. The first work 
was done by Sutton [72] in 1986 who first reviewed the problem of patient vibration and 
then designed, built, and tested (in the laboratory) a pneumatic stretcher suspension. 
Following on from this work, additional final year projects were completed by Wylie 
[73] in 1989, and Pettigrew [74] in 1991. All three students used suspensions based on 
the scissor linkage. This linkage gives a single degree-of-freedom in bounce. Springing 
was provided by rubber air bags. Although differing slightly in detail, the suspensions of 
all three students were conceptually similar (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic Showing Key Features of Previous University of Canterbury 
Stretcher Suspensions 
Only the suspension designed by Pettigrew [74] was tested in an ambulance. It was 
found that the stroke was insufficient to cope with the worst bumps. In addition, 
measurements indicated that there was little isolation occurring below 3 Hz. This was 
due to the natural frequency of the suspension being too high at 2 well above its 
design value of around 1 Hz. As part of the preliminary work completed for this thesis, 
the cause of the poor agreement between the theoretical and measured natural 
frequencies was investigated. The following two problems were identified: 
• An orifice was included in the pneumatic circuit to provide damping [74]. As 
explained in detail in Chapter 5, orifice size affects not only pneumatic 
damping level but also system natural frequency. This relationship was not 
considered by Pettigrew, and the small orifice size he employed had the effect 
of increasing natural frequency. 
• Wylie's analysis of the stiffness of a pneumatic spring contained errors. This 
mistakenly lead him to believe that a sprung accumulator should be included in 
his pneumatic circuit. Pettigrew, in basing his work on Wylie's report, also 
unnecessarily included a sprung accumulator. This lead to differences between 
the predicted and actual natural frequencies. Additional detail on this can be 
found in the appropriate student reports [73,74]. The eorrect analysis for the 
stiffness of a pneumatic spring is presented in the following chapter. 
In spite of these problems, subjective impressions from 'patients' riding on the 
suspension of Pettigrew were good [75]. 
c) Active Stretcher Suspensions 
A more sophisticated alternative to the passive stretcher suspensions described thus far 
is to use an active suspension. Sharp [76] comments that this is a good application for 
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active suspension technology, while Craighead [77] has simulated the performance of a 
single degree-of-freedom active hydraulic stretcher suspension. His results show that 
superior isolation is possible compared to using a passive system. Naturally, such active 
suspensions would be expensive and unlikely to enjoy widespread use. 
d) Critical Evaluation 
While the suspensions currently in use are effective to various degrees, some of the 
mechanical systems tend to be rather heavy. The suspended part of Blok's system, for 
example, weighs 50 kg when unloaded [69]. The total weight of the suspension, which 
includes the base and electric motors, is somewhat greater than this which makes 
transfer of the unit between ambulances awkward. 
Most designs of suspension do not accept a standard wheeled stretcher such as is used in 
New Zealand or the UK - the design of Leyshon and Stammers [46] being a notable 
exception. In addition, it is common practice for the suspension units to be located 
centrally on the ambulance floor. This is necessary because of their bulk, and limits the 
ambulance to transporting only one patient at time. 
Some systems are thought to be unnecessarily complex. This introduces penalties not 
only in terms of size and weight, but also cost - the four degree-of-freedom system of 
Blok for example costs about 25% of that of an ambulance [68]. 
The suspension described in this thesis aims to provide an alternative to the systems 
currently in use but without drawbacks discussed above. This is addressed further in the 
following chapter. 
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In this chapter, the suspension developed as part of this thesis is introduced. To begin 
with, the geometry of the linkage is described and details of its construction are given. 
The pneumatic springs and associated height levelling circuits are then discussed. 
REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 
The following was used as the requirement specification for the suspension: 
(I Isolate pitch and bounce. 
(I Have low natural frequencies. 
1/11 Have a long stroke. 
III Have a load-independent ride height. 
!II Have a load-independent natural frequency. 
!II Have a load-independent damping ratio. 
!II Incorporate features to prevent pitch due to ambulance braking. 
!II Accommodate patient masses from 30-130 kg. 
• Accept a standard wheeled stretcher. 
!II Allow roll on/off loading/unloading of the stretcher. 
!II Be compact and capable of fitting around the ambulance wheel arch. 
!II Have a low weight. 
• Have a low cost. 
(I; Be easy to use. 
These items are in no particular order. 
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3.3 
3.3.1 Linkage lUl~em!atljr:s 
a) Isolated Vibration Modes 
Ideally, a stretcher suspension would provide isolation for the patient in all six degrees-
of-freedom. Of these degrees-of-freedom, the dominant vibrations of the ambulance 
floor are in bounce, pitch, and roll. As far as the patient is concerned, pitch is more 
harmful than roll because the stretcher is aligned parallel to the ambulance roll axis. 
Lateral, longitudinal, and yaw ambulance floor accelerations tend to result from vehicle 
manoeuvring (rather than road induced vibration) and are steady (long period) rather 
than vibratory. -I.L'-'J[<'-''-' they are difficult to isolate. 
In light of this, and in the interests of keeping costs low, it was decided to design a 
suspension which would provide isolation in two degrees-of-freedom only - bounce and 
pitch. Others designers working with two degree-of-freedom systems have also chosen 
to isolate bounce and pitch [45,71]. 
b) Suspension Pitch-Centre 
Location of the pitch-centre in relation to the centre-of-mass of the load (ie. patient and 
stretcher) is an important consideration in choosing a suspension geometry that will 
provide pitch isolation. Initially, a linkage which had a pitch-centre at ambulance floor 
level was considered [75]. It was thought that this arrangement could reduce 
longitudinal patient vibration associated with floor pitch. (The patient is situated some 
distance above the ambulance floor, so that pitch of the floor results in longitudinal 
vibration of the patient.) However, as a low natural frequency was desired, this design 
tended to dive during ambulance braking and squat during acceleration. Other stretcher 
suspensions have used locking devices which prevent pitch during ambulance braking 
[45], but it was thought best to avoid this complication. 
It was therefore decided to locate the pitch-centre at the centre-of-mass of the load. 
While this approach does reduce pitching due to longitudinal acceleration of the 
ambulance, there is no opportunity to provide isolation of longitudinal stretcher 
vibration associated with floor pitch. 
There are a number of methods by which the pitch-centre can be situated at the load 
height in a stretcher suspension. The suspension designed by Leyshon and Stammers, 
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for example, uses a pivot located at the load centre-of-mass height. This pivot slides on 
a vertical shaft which is mounted to one side of the suspension [46]. 
In the interests of designing a suspension which would fit entirely beneath the stretcher, 
it was decided to use a linkage with kinematics which would locate the pitch-centre in 
the desired way. This linkage is shown in Figure 3.1. It is believed to be original. In the 
position shown, the suspension is at its equilibrium height (design height) and the angles 
of the pitch arms AC and BD are such that the instantaneous centre-of-pitch (which is 
situated at the imaginary intersection of the links AC and BD) is near the centre-of-
mass of the load. Naturally, as the suspension moves (Figure 3.2), the position of the 
pitch-centre alters with respect to the load. In practice, this effect is small enough not to 
be important (refer to Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3). 
Pitch Centre 
Stretcher 
Pitch _--+1-:::::---/. 
Arm 
Base Frame 
Figure 3.1 The Suspension Linkage at Equilibrium 
c) Linkage Geometry 
Patient 
Top 
Frame 
Cylinder 
Stablising Arm 
The lengths of the links of the suspension shown in Figure 3.1 are given in Appendix 
Al and were chosen to provide the suspension with: 
• Equal natural frequencies in bounce and pitch. 
@!; A working space (stroke) in bounce and pitch sufficient to prevent frequent 
contact with the bump/rebound buffers. (While bump/rebound buffers were not 
fitted to the prototype suspension they would be included in a production 
version). 
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lit A collapsed height of less than 250 mm to allow roll on/off loading/unloading 
of the stretcher. 
lit Long pitch links to reduce the change m pitch-centre with suspension 
movement. 
d) Range of Movements 
As shown in Figure 3.2, pitch of the stretcher is accommodated by the upper arms AC 
and ED. During vertical motion, both the pitch arms (AC and ED) and lower arms (CE 
and move. 
From the design ride height there is ±160 mm of useful suspension working space in 
bounce this being typical of that for other stretcher suspensions [58,69]. The lowest 
mm of vertical stroke is used for loading. 
Collapsed 
Design (Equilibrium) Height Displaced in Pitch 
Maximum Height 
Figure 3.2 Movement of the Suspension Linkage 
The working space in pitch is when the suspension is at its design height, but this 
reduces with vertical suspension movement. When the suspension is at the bottom or 
top of its vertical travel, no pitching of the top frame is possible. 
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3.3.2 lY.H!'CTlI'Lllt,CUt Embodiment 
Figure 3.3 shows an isometric view of the suspension linkage. Figure 3.4 shows an 
earlier version of the linkage which was never built. Manufacturing drawings for the 
linkage of Figure 3.3 can be found in Appendix G. 
a) Materials and Manufacture 
To keep the weight of the suspension low, the linkage (induding the top and base 
frames) is fabricated from structural aluminium alloy sections - mostly 6063 T6. The 
pivots consist of 10 mm diameter cold drawn stainless steel axles (AISI 304) running in 
grease lub11cated, molybdenum disulphide impregnated nylon bushes. 
Aluminium proved to be a difficult material to work with, given that it distorts readily 
when welded. Many of the links needed to be straightened in a press after fabrication, 
and there were difficulties in aligning the pivot bushes accurately - the housings of 
which were welded to the links. In a production version of the suspension, the bushes 
might be better bolted (or otherwise mechanically fixed) to the linkage. This would 
enable them to be more accurately aligned. Alternatively, the use of steel rather than 
aluminium for the links might be preferable. 
Figure 3.3 The Stretcher Suspension Linkage 
(pneumatic springs not shown for clarity) 
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b) Top and Base Frames 
As space in an ambulance is limited, the suspension is designed to fit around the 
ambulance rear wheel arch. This means that the stretcher and suspension take up no 
more room than is normal. (Generally in a New Zealand ambulance there are two 
stretchers one located over either rear wheel arch.) For this reason, the suspension top 
and base frames are offset laterally from the linkage as shown by Figure 3.3. The top 
frame is also offset longitudinally on the linkage so that, for a patient of average mass 
and inertia, the springs are equally loaded. This means that pitch and bounce are 
uncoupled for a patient of average mass and inertia. (The centre-of-mass of the human 
body lies closer to the head than the feet, Appendix A3.) 
The stretcher sits in lugs which are welded to the top frame. In a production version of 
the suspension, a clamp would probably be included to ensure that the stretcher could 
not accidentally become detached from the suspension unit. 
Figure 3.4 An Earlier Version of the Stretcher Suspension Linkage 
(shown fitted with rubber air bags) 
c) Stabilising Mechanism 
The function of the stabilising arms FI and FJ (as labelled in Figure 3.1) is to constrain 
the lower links CE and DE to be at the same angle - irrespective of the movement of the 
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suspension (Figure 3.2). By doing this, the linkage is stable to moments due to 
unsymmetrical loading, pitch of the ambulance floor andlor stretcher, and ambulance 
braking or acceleration. 
The stabilising arms have nylon wheels at I and J (not shown in Figure 3.1) which roll 
on horizontal plates welded into the base frame. The links are pinned together at and 
to the rest of the linkage at G and H. As the kinematic mechanism formed by these links 
is over-constrained, the original intention was to incorporate a small amount of 
clearance into the rollers at I and J. However, the manufacturing tolerances were such 
that clearance at the rollers I and J was too great. To remedy this, a short rectangular bar 
was fixed above the roller at I so that it was constrained to move horizontally (ie. 
between the horizontal bar and base frame plate). The roller at J then became 
inoperative and did not contact the base frame plate. 
3.4 ISOLATORS 
In order for the stretcher suspension to be effective it must have springs which can (1) 
provide a low natural frequency, and (2) be capable of adapting to suit the mass of the 
patient. Pneumatic springs have these properties and are ideally suited to the stretcher 
suspension application. 
Overview 
Isolation systems which employ pneumatic springs consist of a load which is supported 
on a cylinder, or rubber bag, which is filled with air [78,79] (Figure 3.5). Most 
commonly, rubber bellows rather than cylinders are used [79,80] as they: 
• Have the ability to stroke through an arc. 
• Can accommodate side loads. 
;& Do not have moving seals which cause stiction. 
.. Require little or no maintenance 
III Are virtually leak proof. 
In addition, rubber bellows can be designed to have a specified force/deflection 
characteristic by arranging for the area to change with displacement in a particular way 
[81]. This is not possible with a cylinder where the area is constant. 
By arranging for the air volume of the spring to be large by using an additional volume 
(variously referred to as an auxiliary reservoir or surge tank), very low spring stiffnesses 
and therefore system natural frequencies are possible. It is important that the connecting 
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pipe is of sufficient cross-sectional area to prevent restriction of flow between the two 
volumes [81]. 
Load 
M 
Cylinder 
Tank 
Figure 3.5 Schematic of Pnewnatic Spring 
3.4.2 Suspension Natural Frequencies 
The pitch and bounce natural frequencies of the stretcher suspension are functions of the 
geometry of the linkage and the stiffness of the springs, as indicated by Equations 4.21 
and 4.22 of Chapter 4. A nominal natural frequency in bounce and pitch of 0.46 Hz was 
chosen - this being at the lower end of the natural frequencies used by others [45,58,69]. 
It was not considered prudent to use a lower value (which would provide better 
isolation) as the suspension would be too unstable to external force (eg. from an 
ambulance attendant leaning on the stretcher). In addition, a lower natural frequency 
would result in greater relative deflections of the suspension during isolation. This 
would require the use of a longer suspension stroke, which would be difficult to achieve 
with the limitations on space. 
3.4.3 Rubber Bellows 
Rubber bellows have advantages over cylinders as discussed in Section 3.4.1a. 
However, if they were to be mounted directly to the linkage, as shown in Figure 3.4, 
then the direction of force they would provide would be difficult to analyse. (At times 
their end caps would be non-parallel and offset from each other.) The importance of this 
is discussed further in Section 4.4.1 of Chapter 4. 
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In an attempt to make analysis easier and more accurate, the end caps of the bellows 
were constrained to move in line and parallel to each other by using the sliding bracket 
shown in Figure 3.6. This arrangement was not successful as the bellows, which were 
stacked two-high to achieve the required stroke, tended to buckle. Hence, cylinders are 
used in the suspension as detailed in the following section. 
3.4.4 Pneumatic Cylinders and Tank 
Compact non-cushioned cylinders are used (Marton air M/90063/l00). They are 63 mm 
in diameter, have a stroke of 100 mm, and employ extruded aluminium barrels. They are 
capable of providing a force in both directions (ie. double-acting), but are used as 
single-acting units in this application by venting one side to atmosphere. Given that only 
one side of the cylinder volume needs to be air-tight, the rod seals and one of the two 
piston seals are removed to reduce friction. 
Figure 3.6 Rubber Bellows Attachment Brackets, Shown Extended and Collapsed 
(manufacturing drawings in Appendix G) 
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The cylinders are fixed into brackets fabricated from aluminium plate which, in turn, are 
pinned to the suspension pitch arms. Spherical rod ends are used to attach the cylinder 
rods to the lower arms. This arrangement results in a spring installation ratio of 3.42: I. 
(The spring installation ratio is the ratio of suspension vertical deflection to spring 
deflection [82] .) As shown in Figure 3.2, the cylinders are located so that they inclined 
at an angle of 12.2° to the vertical direction when the suspension is at its design height. 
This is done so that the vertical restoring force of the suspension varies more linearly 
with displacement. The importance of this is discussed in Section 4.4.2 of Chapter 4. 
Figure 3.7 Suspension Pitch Arm and Cylinder (linkage in collapsed position) 
Each cylinder is connected to a 1.123 litre tank using a length of 8.5 mm nylon tube 
(Figure 3.7). The end caps of the cylinders are fitted with larger than standard ports 
(03/8 compared with original size of 01/4) to allow essentially unrestricted flow 
between the cylinders and tanks. Each tank consists of a length of 60.25 mm diameter 
tube welded into the top frame. 
The cylinders are filled with air at between 2.4 and 8.3 bar (3 5 and 120 psig). The actual 
value of pressure depends both upon the weight of the patient and the positioning of the 
patient on the stretcher (Equations B38 and B39 of Appendix B) . 
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LEVELLING 
The essentially constant natural frequency characteristic of the suspension relies on 
maintaining a ride height which is independent of suspended load. 
The reason for this is explained in the analysis which follows. 
rn,eU1Jrtatzc 11~Olluw'r Analysis 
a) Spring Stiffness 
Using the notation of Figure 3.5, the stiffness k of a pneumatic spring can be derived as 
below [83]: 
Assuming adiabatic compression, the pressure p and volume eVe + v,) of the 
spring for a given displacement {) are related to the static pressure Po and initial 
volume (VeO + V, ) by 
p(Vc + Vf)Y = Po (VeO + Vf)Y, (3.1) 
where the instantaneous volume of the cylinder is given by 
(3.2) 
The stiffness of the spring is given by the rate of change of force with respect to 
spring displacement. ie. 
(3.3) 
which can be written as 
k (3.4) 
by using Equations 3.1 and 3.2. If the small non-linear term (in the brackets) is 
ignored, we can write the spring stiffness as 
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(3.5) 
In practice, compression of air within the spring will be adiabatic only at higher 
frequencies. At lower frequencies, isothermal compression is more likcly. The transition 
from adiabatic to isothermal behaviour typically occurs around 3 but depends upon 
the thermal insulation of the spring [79,81,83]. Irrespective of the exact thermodynamic 
nature of the air compression process, the resulting spring stiffncss will tend to increase 
in compression [81]. 
b) Load Adaptation 
As indicated by Equation 3.5, stiffness varies in direct proportion to absolute static 
pressure (Po), but is inversely proportional to the isolator volume at eqUilibrium 
(VeO + 1"r). ie. 
Po koc-----"--
VeO + 1"r 
The load capable of being supported by the spring varies as a function of the spring 
static gauge pressure. ie. 
or 
M oc (Po Pal)' 
Since natural frequency is given by 
OJ = {k 
11 fM' 
then we can write 
OJ" oc • (VeO + 1"r )(Po - Pal) 
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If a height levelling device is used to adjust the mass of air in the spring so that the ride 
height is the same, no matter how heavy the load is, then the volume of the spring when 
at equilibrium (VeO + "") will be constant and the equation above simplifies to 
Po (3.6) 
Or, in words, natural frequency varies little with load because both stiffness and load 
carrying capacity increase with spring pressure. However, as stiffness varies with 
absolute pressure Po' but load carrying capacity with gauge pressure (Po - Pal ), there is 
a small reduction in natural frequency with increasing load. For high mean values of 
static pressure this reduction is less marked. 
3.5.2 Height Levelling Systems 
a) General 
A variety of height adjusting systems are used for pneumatic suspensions. The earlier 
pneumatic automobile suspensions [18-25] used mechanically-actuated height levelling 
valves. These control1ed the mean suspension height by admitting or exhausting air 
to/from the springs depending on suspension deflection. To limit the consumption of air 
and prevent the height levelling function from interfering with isolation, a time delay of 
about 5 seconds was usually built into these valves [82]. A higher rate of levelling was 
often employed during loading. 
More recently, electronically controlled height levelling systems have been developed 
for commercial vehicles [36], passenger vehicles [26,28], and the stretcher suspension 
designed by Pettigrew [74]. These systems employ solenoid actuated valves which are 
controlled by an ECD. The ECD typically receives information from suspension height 
sensors. Such systems have advantages over mechanically-actuated valves in that the 
ride height can be readily adjusted. This is beneficial for trucks whose height can be 
altered to suit that of loading bays [37], or for off-road vehicles whose ground clearance 
can be increased over rough terrain [27]. 
b) Stretcher Suspension System 
In the stretcher suspension application, continuous height levelling action is not 
required. This is because the weight supported on the suspension will not change once 
loading has been completed. Consequently, a simple pneumatic height levelling circuit 
can be used as shown in Figure 3.8. General1y, the suspension will not be loaded 
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symmetrically and the two pneumatic springs will be at different pressures. This dictates 
the use of two height levelling devices - one for each of the cylinders. 
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Figure 3.8 Height Levelling Circuit Diagram 
A two-position valve V I, actuated by a toggle (up/down) switch, is used to initiate 
raising/lowering of the suspension. When in the 'up' position, air is admitted through 
this valve and (considering the left-hand circuit) into the tank T (and hence the cylinder 
C) via a normally open pilot-actuated spring return 2-portl2-position valve V 2. When the 
suspension linkage on the left-hand side has risen to the required height and contacts the 
roller of valve V3, air is admitted along the pilot line to close V 2 which prevents further 
air from being admitted to the cylinder. Actuation of the roller mechanism of V 3 during 
vibration will have no effect. At the completion of the journey, VI is switched to the 
'down' position, the pilot line is exhausted via the non-return valve N2, V 2 is opened, 
and air is exhausted from the system. Although raising or lowering is controlled by a 
single valve (V 1), the air flow to/from either cylinder is independent of the other. 
A filter F is included in the supply line, along with a non-return valve N I , which 
prevents the suspension from exhausting should the supply S become disconnected. An 
adjustable flow restriction valve Rl is used to control the rate of suspension lift, while 
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and are used to control the rate of suspension lowering. The best rate of lift has 
yet to be finalised, but would probably be in the order of 10 seconds [58]. For 
experimental purposes, pressure gauges G1 and G2 are fitted to measure the tank 
. pressures. These would not be required on a production version. 
The pneumatic components of the circuit are attached to the underside of the suspension 
top frame. The height limit valves V 3 and V 4 are fixed to the pitch arms and actuated by 
contacting a cross-member of the suspension top frame, as shown by Figures 3.7 and 
3.9. 
Stretcher Top Frame 
Location Lug ~ Cross-Member 
Top Frame "- ~ 
Roller 
Height Limit Valve 
(V3 or V4) 
Connections to Circuit 
Pitch Ann 
Valve Mounting Bracket 
Lower Arm 
Figure 3.9 Schematic Showing Contact of Limit Valve Roller With Top Frame 
c) Air Supply 
For laboratory tests, the suspension used pressurised air from a mains supply. For road 
tests, a small volt pump was used. In a production version, air could be supplied from 
a 6 litre diver's tank storing air at 200 bar. This would provide sufficient air for 
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approximately 72 journeys. Alternatively, a 12 volt compressor could be used. To 
reduce noise, this would be best situated in the ambulance engine compartment. 
d) Testing and Evaluation 
While the fundamental operation of the height leveling circuits was in accordance with 
expectation, some problems were encountered. These are listed below: 
When high rates of lift were used, the suspension would overshoot the required 
design height. This is a reflection of the difficulty of trying to accurately 
position a mass with a low stiffness spring in the presence of friction and 
linkage non-linearities (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2). By using a lower rate of lift, 
overshoot was reduced. 
• The ride height achieved proved to be very sensitive to the accuracy with which 
the height limit valves V3 and V4 could be positioned. This is because a large 
change in suspension ride height corresponds to only a small movement of the 
height trip valves relative to the top frame cross-member (Fignre 3.9). Hence a 
small error in valve position causes a large error in the ride height. 
" For cases where the load was not located symmetrically on the stretcher, the 
height levelling circuits failed to give a level suspension. This occurred because 
the light end of the stretcher rose more rapidly than the heavy end. (The 
cylinder at the light end requires less pressure and therefore less air.) The 
suspension cross-member at the light end was thus at an angle when contacted 
by the roller of the limit valve - this causing the valve to be actuated 
prematurely. This problem could be eliminated by using the base frame, rather 
than the top frame', to actuate the valve. The ride height at which valve 
actuation would occur would then be independent of stretcher angle. 
CHAPTER 4 
Suspension Analysis and 
Characterisation 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the first part of this chapter, the key equations used to model the suspension 
kinematics and forces are presented. Where appropriate, reference is made to additional 
detail contained in Appendices Band C. Following this, the character of the suspension 
is investigated by presenting a number of simulation results. None of the simulations 
include consideration of damping, which is analysed in later chapters. While a number 
of the vibration examples are not realistic (from the point of view of what would be 
expected in an ambulance), they do serve to provide an understanding of the suspension. 
4.2 LINKAGE GEOMETRY 
The geometry of the linkage, as shown in Figure 4.la, is defined by the link lengths e, h, 
LI, L2 and L3. Also shown in Figure 4.la are labels for the linkage pivots (A-J), and the 
additional distances a, b, c andfwhich can be defined in terms of the link lengths. The 
offset of the load centre-of-mass from the suspension pitch-centre is assigned the 
variable ee' Its value depends both upon the mass of the patient and the positioning of 
the patient on the stretcher. 
In Figure 4.1 b, the locations of the cylinders and the angles of the links and cylinders are 
defined. The subscript ' 0' is used to indicate that the values apply for the case where 
the linkage is at its design height. 
Numerical values and algebraic expressions for the link lengths, distances, and angles 
shown in Figures 4.1a and 4.1b can be found in Appendix A. 
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Suspension Load Centre 
Suspension Pitch Centre 
h 
___________ B __ ~~~ 
b 
f 
a 
c 
Figure 4.1a Linkage Geometry (shown at design height) 
A 
~ 
/ 
Figure 4.1b Cylinder Locations and Link Angles (shown at design height) 
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4.3 ANALYSIS 
4.3.1 Linkage Kinematics 
a) Link Angles 
As the suspension linkage has two degrees-of-freedom (y and 8), its position can be 
uniquely defined by two link angles. For algebraic convenience however, three link 
angles (f3 L' f3 R and a) are used, as shown in Figure 4.2a. (The subscript 'L' denotes that 
the value is for the left-hand end of the linkage, while the subscript 'R' denotes that the 
value is for the right-hand end.) These angles are functions of the geometry of the 
linkage, the vertical position y and angle 8 of the load centre-of-mass, and the vertical 
position Ys and angle 8s of the ambulance floor. 
With reference to Figure 4.2a, three equations for these angles can be written: 
Vertically 
f + h + Y - Ys = 4. sin(a - 8s) + ~ sin(f3 L + 8.J + (e + ee) sin8 + hcos8 . (4.1) 
For the chain CABDC formed by the pitch arms 
~ sin f3 L + 2e sine 8 - 8 s) = ~ sin f3 R , (4.2) 
and 
~ cos f3 L + 2e cos( 8 - 8.J + ~ cos f3 R = 24. cos a . (4.3) 
These three equations are solved simultaneously by using the secant method to find 
f3 L , f3 R and a as detailed in Appendix B 1.1 a. 
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b) Link Angle Rates 
The rates of change of the link angles with respect to time (P L' P Rand ix) can be 
determined as a function of the stretcher load rates (y and e) and ambulance floor rates 
(Ys and es )' This is done by differentiating Equations 4.1,4.2 and 4.3 (as described in 
Appendix B 1.1 b) and yields 
df3L df3L df3L df3L .V 
PL dy de dys des e 
PR 
df3 R df3R df3R df3R (4.4) 
dy de dys des 
da da da da Ys ix -
dy de dys des 8s 
c) Link Angle Accelerations 
With reference to Appendix B l.lc, the accelerations of the link angles (i3 L' i3 R and a) 
can be found by differentiation of Equation 4.4 which gives 
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4.3.2 Cylinder Analysis 
a) Cylinder Kinematics 
Using the notation of Figure 4.2b, the cylinder extensions (8 Land 8 R) and cylinder 
force moment arms (rL and rR ) can be written in terms of the link angles. This is 
outlined below. 
For the left-hand end of the linkage, the cylinder extension 8 L is given by the difference 
between the instantaneous cylinder length lL and the initial cylinder length 10 . ie. 
(4.6) 
The cylinder force moment arm rL about pivot C is given by 
(4.7) 
Similarly, for the right-hand end of the linkage, the cylinder extension 8 R is given by 
(4.8) 
and the cylinder force moment arm rR about pivot D is given by 
(4.9) 
The instantaneous cylinder lengths (lL and lR) and cylinder angles (ljI Land ljI R) can be 
expressed in terms of the link angles (f3 L' f3 R and a), as shown in Appendix B 1.2. 
b) Cylinder Forces 
The force of each cylinder (FL or FR ) is a function of the difference between the initial 
cylinder force (Po - Pal )Ac ' and the change in force due to cylinder displacement (k8 ). 
Since the suspension is undamped in this analysis, the cylinder forces are independent of 
cylinder velocity 8. 
From this then, the cylinder force FL (shown in Figure 4.2b) is given by 
(4.10) 
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Figure 4.2a Notationfor Suspension Kinematic Analysis 
Figure 4.2b Notation for Cylinder Analysis 
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where the stiffness of the left-hand cylinder kL can be defined by using Equation 3.4 as 
r+l 
Similarly, the cylinder force FR on the right-hand end of the linkage is given by 
(4.11) 
where 
r+l 
The initial cylinder pressure (p LO or PRO) is dependent on the mass of the patient (mpat ) 
and the load offset (ee ), as detailed in Appendix B2.4. 
4.3.3 Dynamics 
The response of the suspension to ambulance floor vibration is analysed by first 
determining the suspension linkage forces. Equations of motion for the load are then 
written in terms of these forces. This is outlined below. 
a) Link Forces 
The four top frame suspension forces A"Ay,B, and By, which act at the pivots A and 
B shown in Figure 4.3, are functions of the dynamics of the linkage. This is analysed 
assuming: 
• The light aluminium alloy links are of negligible mass compared to the mass of 
the load. 
iii The links are rigid. This is justifiable gIven that the behaviour of the 
suspension is studied at relatively low frequencies. 
As the linkage is planar, only three independent equations (4.12, 4.13 and 4.14) can be 
written can be for the linkage in terms of the forces Ax' A)', B x and By. 
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Load Centre of Mass 
-
By 
XB 
By 
Bx B 
Figure 4.3 Suspension Load and Linkage Free Body Diagrams 
For the left-hand pitch linkAC shown in Figure 4.3, taking moments about C 
(4.12) 
Similarly, for the right-hand pitch link BD, taking moments about D 
(4.13) 
Finally, for the linkage as a whole (with reference to Appendix B2.1) 
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Ax (L2 sin(a OJ + Ll sin(f3 L + Os)) 
+ B x (L2 sine a + Os) + Ll sine f3 R - 0 s ) ) 
(L2 cos(a - Os) - Ll cos(f3 L + Os») 
-By(L2cos(a+Os)-~COS(f3R Os») o. 
b) Load Equations of Motion 
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(4.14) 
Three equations of motion can be written for the load free body diagram of Figure 4.3. 
These equations are in tenllS of the load coordinates x, y and 0, and the forces 
Ax,Ay,Bx and By. 
In the x direction 
(4.15) 
In the y direction 
(4.16) 
In the ° direction 
(4.17) 
where x A' X B' Y A and y B are defined in Appendix B2.2. 
c) Coupling of Coordinates 
Although three equations of motion (4.15, 4.16 and 4.17) have been written for the load 
in terms of three coordinates (x, y and 0), only two coordinates are required as the 
suspension has just two degrees of freedom (y and 0). 
To eliminate the horizontal coordinate, x can be expressed as a function of y and e. 
As detailed in Appendix B2.3, this is done by writing x as a function of y and 0, and 
then differentiating twice with respect to time to give 
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x Xv +L2 (a 8,J2cos(a-8J-L1(i3L +8,,)2COS(/3L +8J 
«e + eJ cos8 h sin 8) - es (Lz sin(a - 8 s) + LJ sin(/3 L + 8J) 
+[L2 sin(a - 8J 
()a 
dy s dy" 
()a ()/3 
()8
s 
()8
s 
:t(:J ~(d!L J 
-LJ sin(/3L +8,1')] !!:.-(()a) d (()/3L) 
dt ()8 dt ()8 
:t(~J :t(!: J 
(~(;:,J :t(~:J 
+ji( : sin(a - e,) - L, d!L sin(J3 L + e.) J 
T 
-e(ce+ee)Sin8+hcos8-L2 ~~ sin(a-8,.)+L1 ()t: sin(/3L +8s )} 
(4.18) 
The first term in this expression (xs) represents the horizontal acceleration of the 
ambulance floor. This is of interest when studying the behaviour of the suspension 
during ambulance braking or acceleration. 
4.3.4 Method of Solution 
a) System Equations 
We now have seven equations (4.12-4.18). Three of these are for the linkage (4. 
4.14), three are for the load (4.15-4.17), and one expresses X as a function of y and e 
C4.18). These equations are in terms of seven unknowns - four unknown suspension 
forces (Ax,A)' ,Bx,B),), and three unknown accelerations (x, y, e). In matrix fmID these 
are: 
Ff=w, C4.19) 
which can be written in full as 
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F41 0 F43 0 0 0 0 Ax FLrL 
0 F's2 0 F's4 0 0 0 B, FRrR 
F61 F62 F63 F64 0 0 0 Ay 0 
1 -1 0 0 mpat +mstr 0 0 By 0 
0 0 -1 -1 0 mpat +mstr 0 x -(mpllt + mstr ) g 
YA -YB x A -xB 0 0 Ipllt + 1stI' Y 0 
0 0 0 0 1 F;6 F77 a I 2 w7 + w7 
where the first row corresponds to Equation 4.12, the second row to Equation 4.13, and 
so on. 
The elements Fij /w7 , and 2W7 of this equation are given in Appendix B2.S. 
This system of equations can be solved by matrix inversion to find f . ie. 
(4.20) 
b) Method of Integration 
After first defining an ambulance floor input (y",es'Ys,es'Y"., as) and initial values for 
y, e ,y and e, the motion of the stretcher is determined by integrating y and a (as 
given by Equation 4.20) by using either of Matlab's numerical integration functions 
(ode23 or ode45). 
4.3.5 Suspension Natural Frequencies 
By linearising the equations presented thus far, algebraic expressions for the suspension 
natural frequencies in bounce and pitch can be found: 
For bounce 
2k L ~ ~ _~ 1- L ~ ~ [( J( J( JJ2 [( ~2 ( J( JJ mpat + mstr 10 ~ ~ f 10 ~ ~ . (4.21) 
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For pitch 
f - me __ I_ 
2k (( e )( i] J( l2 J(Cb+a(C e)JJ2 
(I pal + I sIr) -;;-;; 1; L2 lo 
e- -2rr; 2rr; 
+ mSlr)ge(cb + a(c- e) (b _ e(!LJ(~J[Cb +a~c -e)JJ. 
(I pal + I sIr )( a + b )( C - e) L\ lo 
(4.22) 
The derivation of these equations is presented in Appendix C. 
Both of these equations are independent of the length L3 of the stabilising arms FI and 
FJ (Figure 4.1a). This indicates that the method by which the lower arms (CE and DE) 
are constrained to be at the same angle a is unimportant as far as the fundamental 
behaviour of the suspension is concerned. 
For a patient of average mass and inertia (68 kg and 11.3 kgm2 respectively, Appendix 
A3) the suspension natural frequencies are 
fy = 0.46 Hz (bounce), 
fe = 0.46 Hz (pitch). 
In the absence of the 1.123 litre auxiliary tanks (ie. Y, = 0) the suspension natural 
frequencies increase to 
fy (Y, = 0) = 1.54 Hz (bounce), 
fe(Y, = 0) = 1.44 Hz (pitch). 
Based on Equations 4.21 and 4.22, Figure 4.4 shows that the suspension pitch and 
bounce natural frequencies reduce with increasing patient mass. This is consistent with 
the trend given by Equation 3.6. hnportantly, the reductions are small and this means 
that the level of isolation provided by the suspension will alter little whether the 
patient be a small child or an unusually heavy adult. The reduction in pitch natural 
frequency is a little greater than that for bounce, as patient inertia is proportional to 
(patient mass)5/3 (Appendix A3). 
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Figure The Variation of Suspension Natural Frequencies with Patient Mass 
4.4 SUSPENSION FORCES AND RESTORING RATES 
Suspension Forces 
Both Equations 4.21 and 4.22 have two components the first in terms of the spring 
stiffness k, and the second in terms of the acceleration due to gravity g. The latter term 
is a function of the suspension static forces (ie. the isolator static force (Po Pat)A and 
the load weight force (mpat +mstl')g). It has the effect of reducing natural frequency as 
its sign is negative. When the suspension is at equilibrium the isolator provides the force 
required to counteract the weight force of the stretcher and patient, as indicated by 
Equations B36 and B37. However, when the suspension is displaced, these static 
isolator and weight forces are no longer in balance. This imbalance causes a force and/or 
torque to be applied to the stretcher. The magnitude of this force and/or torque varies 
with suspension deflection. In a kinematically simpler suspension, such as a mass 
supported on a vertical spring, the static component of spring force (which is given by 
the product of static deflection and spring stiffness) is equal to the load weight force, 
irrespective of the deflection of the suspension. 
Because the suspension has low stiffness springs, the static component of cylinder force 
PoAc is large compared to the dynamic component of cylinder force ko . Consequently, 
the predicted suspension natural frequencies were found to be very sensitive to 
assumptions regarding the direction of the static force component. From the point of 
view of designing a suspension that would behave in accordance with theory, pinning 
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cylinders to the links was preferred to fixing rubber air bags directly to the links. (The 
direction of the forces provided by the latter arrangement could not be readily 
determined, Chapter 3, Section 3.4.3). 
t1.) 
Suspension Restoring Rates 
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Figure 4.5 The Suspension Vertical Restoring Force Characteristic 
(mpal =68 kg, ee =0) 
a) Restoring Rate in Bounce 
200 
The vertical restoring force of the suspension is a function of the kinematics of the 
linkage and the force/deflection characteristic of the isolators. To investigate the 
contribution of linkage kinematics to suspension restoring force alone, the pneumatic 
spring stiffness can be linearised (Equation 3.5). When this is done, the linkage 
kinematics are found to give rise to a restoring rate which reduces in suspension 
compression as shown by the thin curve of Figure 4.5 (ie. the linkage has a softening 
characteristic). In a suspension with a higher natural frequency this softening 
characteristic would be less marked [82], 
As a consequence of the linkage non-linearity, suspension free vibration from a large 
initial amplitude occurs at a frequency which is lower than the nominal frequency and 
displacements of the suspension in compression are greater than those in extension. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the simulated free vibration response of the suspension from initial 
displacements of 120 mm and 60 mm, using the linear spring and non-linear linkage 
analysis. When the initial displacement is large (120 mm), the period of oscillation is 
2.55 seconds (which indicates a frequency of 0.39 Hz) and the displacement in 
compression exceeds that in extension by 33%. When the initial displacement is smaller 
(60 mm), behaviour is more linear with the displacements in compression and extension 
differing by only 12% and the frequency of oscillation being 0.44 Hz. (The nominal 
natural frequency is 0.46 Hz.) 
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Figure 4.6 Simulated Suspension Free Vibration From 60 mm and 120 mm 
(non-linear linkage analysis, linear spring analysis, mpat =68 kg, ee =0) 
In practice, the softening characteristic attributable to the linkage is offset somewhat by 
the hardening nature of the pneumatic isolators (Equation 3.4), as shown by the bold 
curve of Figure 4.5. Accordingly, for the bulk of the suspension stroke (±100 mm say), 
the restoring force varies almost linearly with suspension displacement as evidenced by 
comparison with the dashed line of the figure. The drop-off in restoring force is greatest 
for the lowest 25 mm of suspension travel (ie. -185 to -165 mm). This part of the stroke 
is used for loading only and is not available for (or important to) isolation. 
Suspensions which have a hardening rate in both compression and extension can be 
considered desirable from the point of view of (1) reducing the required stroke, and (2) 
preventing hard contact with the bump/rebound buffers. The softening characteristic of 
the stretcher suspension described above is therefore undesirable. In designing the 
linkage, the softening characteristic was minimised by mounting the cylinders at an 
angle (Section 3.4.4), The angle of the cylinders was chosen by plotting in a spreadsheet 
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the theoretical suspension force versus displacement relationship for a given cylinder 
angle. The cylinder angle that gave the most linear relationship was chosen by iteration. 
A hardening characteristic could be achieved on the stretcher suspension by fitting 
rubber air bellows in place of the cylinders, as these can give an increasing area (and 
hence stiffness) in compression. Some bellows can also give a hardening characteristic 
in extension [80]. As noted in Section 4.4.1, this would introduce some uncertainty into 
the analysis of the suspension. This would not be of practical concern as the desired 
suspension characteristics could be obtained by using an experimental approach (ie. by 
measuring the suspension natural frequencies and restoring rate, and then altering the 
surge tank volume and mounting angle of the bellows as required). 
b) Restoring Rate in Pitch 
The suspension restoring torque in pitch varies almost perfectly linearly with stretcher 
angle e. This is because the reduction in restoring moment from the end of the linkage 
in compression is offset by the increase in restoring moment from the end of the linkage 
in extension. 
SIMULATION EXAMPLES 
In this section, the results of some simulations are presented. These simulations were 
can-ied out using the non-linear linkage and non-linear spring stiffness equations 
presented in Section 4.3 of this chapter. The purpose of the results presented here is not 
to investigate expected isolation performance. Rather, their purpose is to illustrate some 
of the key dynamic characteristics of the suspension. Response of the suspension to 
realistic inputs and expected isolation levels are considered in later chapters. 
Coupling 
a) Kinematic Coupling 
While pure suspension bounce motions are possible when ee 0, pitch induces vertical 
and horizontal vibration. The levels of these induced vibrations are very low, and to the 
first-order of accuracy pitch and bounce are uncoupled (Appendix C). Figure 4.7 shows 
the simulated pitch, bounce, and horizontal free vibration responses of the suspension 
from an initial rotation (e) of . Since the pitch and linear motions have different units, 
it is not possible to compare them directly. Hence, the left-hand vertical axis of the 
figure has units of degrees and is used for pitch, while the right-hand axis has units of 
mm and is used for the linear displacements vertically (y) and horizontally (x). 
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Figure 4.7 Kinematic Coupling of Vibration Modes: Suspension Free Vibration From 
Initial Rotation of 50 (mpal = 68 kg, e e = 0) 
b) Coupling Due To Load Offset 
When the load is not located centrally (ee * 0), the static pressures of the isolators are 
different and there is first-order coupling between the pitch and bounce vibration modes. 
Figure 4.8 shows the pitch resulting from an initial vertical suspension displacement of 
100 mm when the load offset is 100 mm. 
It can be seen that the pitch vibration levels (as plotted on the right-hand axis) are 
substantial and reach a peak amplitude of 8°. These amplitudes are at a maximum in the 
region of minimum vertical vibration (and vice-versa). When the simulation is 
perfOimed over a longer time period beating is observed, although not at the frequency 
of (fe fy) predicted by linear theory. This is because the period of oscillation in 
bounce is amplitude dependent. (The period of oscillation in pitch is also amplitude 
dependent, although to a much lesser extent.) 
The degree of coupling between bounce and pitch increases with increasing offset of the 
load ee' 
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Figure 4.8 Coupling of Pitch and Bounce Resulting From Eccentric Loading: 
Suspension Free Vibration From Initial Vertical Displacement of 100 mm 
(ml'at =68 kg, ee = 100 mm) 
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Coupling is not unique to the stretcher suspension, but is common to many multi-
degree-of-freedom suspensions. In automobiles with passive suspensions for example, 
there is coupling between pitch and bounce - the degree of which depends upon the 
weight and distribution of passengers and luggage. 
As far as isolation behaviour of the stretcher suspension is concerned, the presence of 
coupling simply means that pure bounce of the ambulance floor will result not only in 
patient bounce but also pitch. Similarly, floor pitch will result not only in patient pitch 
but also bounce. In practice, floor inputs are a combination of random bounce and pitch 
motions and the patient will be subject to both bounce and pitch irrespective of 
whether there is coupling or not. 
Generally, ambulance floor bounce motions are more significant than pitch [46]. Any 
coupling in the stretcher suspension therefore results in more patient pitch than would 
otherwise be the case. Whether this is desirable or not depends largely upon the relative 
pitchlbounce tolerance levels of the patient concerned. Tolerance data reported by 
MIRA [57], and discussed by Leyshon and Stammers [46], suggests that the patient is 
more sensitive to bounce than pitch. Some coupling might therefore be an advantage, 
since the energy associated with bounce inputs would not go entirely into patient 
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bounce, but partly into bounce and partly into pitch. The level of patient bounce would 
therefore be reduced at the expense of an increase in pitch. Experimental tests would be 
useful to investigate this. 
Irrespectivc of the cxact nature of pitch/bounce tolerance levels and the degree to which 
coupling is either harmful or beneficial, the actual level of coupling between bounce and 
pitch in the stretcher suspension will be low since: 
I!Il The springs are height levelled individually. If the springs were passive (such 
as in the majority of automobiles), or height levelled together (ie. using only 
one sensor), then the degree of coupling would be greater. 
I!Il It would be natural to locate the patient centrally on the strctcher. (The stretcher 
and patient must be lifted into the ambulance, and a centrally positioned patient 
would mean that both ambulance personnel would carry a similar load.) 
• The top frame of the suspension is slightly offset so that for a patient of average 
mass the springs are evenly loaded. (The mid-point and centre-of-mass of the 
human body are not in thc same place, Appendix A3). 
In the simulation and experimental work presented in the remainder of this thesis, the 
effects of coupling have been largely ignored. From the point of view of improving 
suspension performance, studying coupling is not particularly useful. This is because the 
amount of coupling is largely a function of the form of the linkage and the loading 
conditions - it is not something that can readily be altered or adjusted by attention to 
detail design. It is true, however, that the effects of large amounts coupling would need 
to be checked experimentally before considering the suspension for production. 
4.5.2 Forced Vibration 
a) Bounce 
Figure 4.9 shows the simulated response of the suspended stretcher to a vertical floor 
input of mm at 4 Hz. The motion can be considered to be made up of two parts the 
natural frequency response (which has a period of (fy rl seconds), and the response due 
to the input which is at 4 Hz and of lesser amplitude. 
In practice, damping causes the part of the response which is at the natural frequency to 
decay with time to leave only the response due to the input. 
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Figure 4.9 Forced Vibration in Bounce: Vertical Input of±75 mm @ 4 Hz 
(mpat =68 kg, ee =0) 
b) Pitch 
The pitch response of the suspension to a rotation of the ambulance floor is shown in 
Figure 4.10. In the example considered, the input amplitude is at a frequency of 4 
and the centre of rotation of the floor is at pivot E. As can be seen, the waveform of 
the response is somewhat different to that for bounce (Figure 4.9). This is because the 
suspension load is situated well above floor leveL (The distance between the centre of 
rotation of the floor at E and the suspension load is given by f+h == 650 mm, Figure 
4.1a). This is explained further below. 
When the floor pitches, the load itself experiences inputs in three directions - vertical, 
horizontal, and rotational (pitch). As an indication of magnitude, the vertical and 
horizontal components are (to the first-order of accuracy): 
vertical acceleration = (f + h)~,2 , (4.23) 
horizontal acceleration = (f + h )ii . 
"' 
(4.24) 
These simple equations (which are based on the well known expressions for the 
tangential and radial accelerations of a point moving about a fixed origin) were not used 
in the analysis of suspension motion. They are included here only to clarify the nature of 
the vertical and horizontal accelerations involved. 
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The vertical component of input serves to excite the bounce mode of the suspension. As 
a result, the suspension is at its design height only at 0, (fy yl, 2( fy yl, 3( fy rl ... 
seconds (ie. 0, 2.15, 4.32, 6.47 ... seconds). At these times the pitch and load centres of 
the suspension coincide (Section 3.3.1b) and the pitch response of the stretcher is 
observed to be a minimum. (The distance between the load and the pitch-centre varies 
with y and is zero when the suspension is at its design height.) 
In contrast, when the bounce response is large in amplitude (maximums occur at 
t (fy rI, 1 Cfy rt. t (fy rl ... seconds) there is a large distance between the suspension 
load and the instantaneous centre-of-pitch of the linkage. Consequently, the horizontal 
component of input causes a pitching moment to be applied to the load. This pitching 
moment is directly proportional to: 
• The magnitude of the horizontal input. (This is in turn proportional to the pitch 
acceleration of the ambulance floor e., Equation 4.24.) 
• The instantaneous distance between the suspension load and the centre-of-pitch 
of the suspension - the larger this distance, the larger the pitching moment 
resulting from the horizontal input will be. 
Additional simulations have shown that for small amplitude floor rotations (less than 
approximately 2°) the vertical component of input is small and there is little suspension 
bounce. Accordingly, the changes in the instantaneous pitch-centre relative to the load 
are sufficiently small that the pitching moment caused by horizontal acceleration is very 
small. The pitch waveform is then similar to that for bounce (Figure 4.9). That is, pitch 
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of the suspension load results mainly from the pitch component of input rather than 
from the horizontal component of input. 
4,5.3 Stability During Braking 
Figure 4.11 shows the response of the suspension when the floor input is ±50 mm 
vertically at 4 and the ambulance is braking at O.4g. This level of deceleration is 
higher than what would typically be used in stopping the ambulance. (According to von 
Gierke and Goldman [49], the level of deceleration of a 'comfortable' stop in an 
automobile is O.25g, while a more rapid stop of 0.45g is 'very undesirable'.) As the 
suspension is loaded symmetrically, suspension pitch is due entirely to braking. From 
the figure, the maximum pitch angle is 2.10 which indicates that situating the pitch and 
load centres to coincide is effective in stabilising the suspension during braking. 
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Figure 4.11 Pitch Induced by Ambulance Braking: Suspension Response to Vertical 
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Pneumatic 
5.1 
Damping is required in a suspension to limit resonance at the natural frequency, but it is 
detrimental to the isolation of inputs above the cross-over frequency. In a pneumatic 
suspension, damping can be achieved by introducing a flow restriction into the 
connection between the cylinder (or bellows) and the surge tank. 
Two types of restriction are considered in this chapter: the capillary and the orifice. In 
the first part of this chapter, the key features of damping with capillary and orifice 
restrictions are introduced by way of a literature review. This review, as far as the author 
is aware, is the most comprehensive to date on pneumatic damping. It is of a general 
nature and does not consider the specifics of the stretcher suspension application. 
Particular attention is paid to the effects of using a compressible fluid for damping 
rather than an incompressible fluid such as oil. 
The latter part of this chapter considers pneumatic damping for the stretcher suspension 
and compares the merits of orifice and capillary restrictors. Comparisons are made by 
numerically simulating the response of the suspension in an ambulance travelling over a 
minor road. Both patient acceleration and the sensitivity of isolation levels to changes in 
patient mass are used as indicators of suspension performance. 
5.2 CAPILLARY DAMPING 
5.2.1 Flow Through a Capillary 
A capillary restriction can be formed in a number of ways. Typically, parallel plates 
[83], tubes [84], or sections of foam [12] are used. When the flow of air through a 
capillary is laminar, the equations modelling it can be linearised and analysis is simple. 
This is shown in the following section. 
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Figure 5.1 Capillary-Damped Pneumatic Isolator 
Using the notation of Figure 5.1, and assuming isothermal flow (which is reasonable 
given that laminar flow implies low flow velocities), the mass flow rate of air rh from 
the tank to the cylinder (through the capillary) is given by Massey [85] as 
. CR (2 2) 
m= 2RT P, -Pc . 
I 
(5.1) 
For the case where the flow of air is in the opposite direction (cylinder to tank), the mass 
flow rate is given by 
. CR (2 2) 
m = 2RT PI - Pc . 
c 
(5.2) 
Note that only air flow within the capillary is assumed to be isothermal: the same 
assumption has not been made for the thermodynamic processes occurring within the 
cylinder and tank. For this reason there are two capillary flow equations - one for the 
case where the air entering the capillary is at tank temperature (Equation 5.1), and one 
for the case where the air is at cylinder temperature (Equation 5.2). 
The tank pressure can be written as 
P, == Po + I1p" 
and the cy Hnder pressure as 
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where Po is the static (equilibrium) pressure, and I1Pr and I1pc are the small changes in 
the tank and cylinder pressures resulting from piston displacement. When these 
expressions are substituted into Equation 5.1 (or 5.2), and second-order small quantities 
are ignored, the mass flow rate can be written as 
(5.3) 
This linear equation applies irrespective of flow direction. 
For a restriction formed by a tube of diameter dc' and length Lc' the capillary resistance 
CR is given by 
4 
C =---"--
R 128J1Lc 
(5.4) 
Analysis of Capillary-Damped Isolators 
Following on from the work of Shearer [86], who used capillary resistances connected 
to auxiliary tanks to provide damping for a servo-controlled pneumatic ram, Cavanaugh 
[83] derived the third order equation and then the transmissibility of a constant area, 
double-acting capillary-damped spring. His equation when applied to a single-acting 
spring (using the notation of Figure 5.1) is 
After defining the tank/cylinder volume ratio as 
and the damping ratio ~ by 
N=£L Y:.o' 
(5.5) 
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Equation can be written as 
+ (_1 J d. 2 y + [ 2~ J dy + y 
m 2 dt 2 m dt 
n 11 
(5.6) 
where the natural frequency m/l is defined in Section 3.5.1 of Chapter 3. 
From this, the transmissibility T(m) can be determined: 
T(m) (5.7) 
Equation 5.7 indicates that the level of damping and stiffness of a capillary-damped 
system are frequency dependent and that the restriction size influences not only damping 
but also system natural frequency. This is shown in Figure 5.2 and can be explained as 
follows: 
a) Effect of Frequency 
At low excitation frequencies, the effective system volume is that of the tank and 
cylinder, and the isolator stiffness k is low. 
At higher frequencies, there is minimal flow between the cylinder and tank and 
the tank is effectively blocked off from the cylinder. As a result, the isolator 
behaves as a stiffer system with little damping. 
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Cavanaugh [83] shows that this undamped behaviour at high frequencies is 
advantageous and gives rise to an attenuation rate of 40 dB/decade, whereas the 
attenuation rate for a conventional isolation system (linear spring and viscous 
damper in parallel) is 20 dB/decade. 
b) Effect of Capillary Resistance 
When the capillary resistance is low, the isolator behaves as a low frequency 
system which is virtually undamped. Conversely, if the capillary resistance is 
high, the surge tank has virtually no effect; the isolator stiffness is high; and 
there is very little damping. The optimum restriction area lies somewhere 
between these two extremes and can be determined analytically. 
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Figure 5.2 Transmissibility of a Capillary-Damped Pneumatic Isolator 
(obtained using Equation 5.7) 
Note that Figure 5.2 is not intended to represent any real isolation system - it is included 
only to illustrate the dual frequency nature of isolation systems which employ a 
compressible damping fluid. 
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capillary-damped isolator can be modelled by an equivalent system which consists of 
two linear springs and a viscous damper (as shown in Figure 5.3). The spring stiffnesses 
are given by 
and the damping coefficient is given by 
YPOA2 
V; 
A2 
C =_c_ 
e C 
R 
M 
/ 
Figure 5.3 Alternative Model of a Capillary-Damped Isolator 
5.2.3 Characteristics and Applications 
Possibly for the reason that flow of air through a capillary can be adequately modelled 
by a linear equation (5.3), earlier analytical pneumatic damping papers deal almost 
exclusively with the capillary restriction rather than the orifice. summary of some of 
these papers is given below. 
Soliman et al [87] have analysed capillary-damped flexible rubber bellows and took into 
account the stiffness of the rubber and the change in isolator area with deflection. 
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Excellent agreement was obtained between the experimental and theoretical frequency 
responses. 
For best damping, the ratio of cylinder/surge tank volume should be small so that there 
is good coupling between piston movement and mass flow rate through the capillary. 
This is discussed by Cellucci et al [13]. 
Gee-Clough and Waller [88] have noted that the dual frequency characteristics of self-
damped pneumatic springs are the wrong way round, since at low excitation frequencies 
the effective spring stiffness is low, while at high frequencies the effective stiffness is 
high. (Ideally, stiffness would be high at low excitation frequencies to reduce 
amplification at resonance, but low at high excitation frequencies). They present an 
improvement by using an inertia block and two isolators connected by a capillary. This 
system gave good control of resonance and excellent high frequency isolation, although 
the requirement of a substantial additional mass could be a practical disadvantage. 
Esmailzadeh has proposed and analysed a capillary-damped pneumatic automobile 
suspension [89], and presented transmissibilities for unsprung and sprung masses in 
terms of the key air-spring design parameters. A technique for finding the optimum air-
spring parameters is given along with a design example. In a later paper [90], he 
considers the use of two isolators connected by a capillary (in a manner somewhat 
similar to that of Gee-Clough and Waller [88]) which gave improved isolation. The 
second of the isolators was connected between the wheel and road surface. In both 
studies excellent agreement was obtained between theoretical and experimental results. 
In another paper considering air springs for automotive use, Bhave [91] modelled the 
effect of connecting front and rear air springs with a capillary and showed that improved 
isolation was possible. The use of additional independent springs would be mandatory 
for such a system to be stable. 
Bachrach and Riven [84] analysed a constant area capillary-damped pneumatic spring 
using the complex stiffness approach. This gave a clearer picture of the effects of 
tank/cylinder volume ratio and capillary dimensions. They showed that the dimensions 
of the capillary affect only the frequency at which maximum damping occurs, and that 
the maximum loss factor depends only on the tank/cylinder volume ratio. Bachrach and 
Riven [92] also investigated augmentation of car tyre damping by connecting the tyre, 
with a capillary, to an additional compliant chamber integral with the wheel. 
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ORIFICE 
Flow Through an Orifice 
Figure 5.4 Orifice Restriction 
Four equations are required to define the mass flow rate through the orifice restriction of 
Figure 5.4 as two flow directions and two flow regimes (subsonic or choked) are 
possible. These are equations are given below (after Massey [85]): 
For PI ;?: Pc (m positive) 
P (2 J(r~l) 
and _c;?: -- (subsonic flow) 
PI y+l 
2y [(pcJ(~) 
R(y-l) P, 
P (2 J(r~l) 
or for _c < -- (choked flow) 
PI y+l 
For PI < Pc (rn negative) and 
f r ) 
P (2 Jlr-1 
_, ;?: -- (subsonic flow) 
Pc y+ 1 
(r+ll \ (~:)rl (5.8) 
(5.9) 
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P (2 J(r~lJ or for _I < -- (choked flow) 
Pc r+1 
(r+l) 
. r ( 2 J r-1 m--CA ---
- d or Pc RT:: r+l . 
Equations 5.8 and 5.10 can be simplified by using the binomial expansion to give 
where sign(PI - Pc) +1 if PI Pc >0, or 
sign(PI PC> -1 if PI - Pc < 0. 
Analysis of Orifice-Damped Isolators 
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(S.lO) 
(S.l1) 
(S.12) 
The characteristics of a pneumatic isolator fitted with an orifice restriction are similar to 
those of a capillary-damped system (ie. dual frequency nature, Section S.2.2a,b), except 
that the level of damping is amplitude-dependent - small amplitude vibrations being 
virtually undamped. For an odfice lhoc~PI-Pc (Equation 5.12), whereas for a 
capillary m 0<: PI Pc (Equation 5.3). As a result, the analysis of an orifice-damped 
spring is more complicated than that of a capillary-damped system. According to Baker 
[93], orifice sizes are generally determined experimentally rather than analytically. 
Hedrick [94], in a paper reviewing the use of active suspensions for railway vehicles, 
mentions that for small displacements the orifice-damped pneumatic spring can be 
modelled by an equivalent system of 2 linear springs and a viscous damper, as shown in 
Figure S.3. In light of Equations S.8 and 5.10, this would appear to be an inadequate 
approach if accurate results were required. 
Evidence of this is provided by Koyanagi [95] who shows that the design of an orifice-
damped pneumatic isolator is unsatisfactory by linear methods (particularly at low 
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frequencies), and that the non-linear characteristic of the orifice restriction is detrimental 
to isolation performance. To overcome these problems, Koyanagi linearises the orifice 
characteristic by using what he calls a 'disk valve controlled variable nozzle'. 
Experimental results are presented which show that amplitude-independent 
displacement transmissibility is achieved with this modified orifice arrangement. The 
agreement between theoretical and experimental results is very good. In a second paper 
[96], the application of this damping system to a rail vehicle is considered. 
Andersen [97] analyses both laminar and orifice flow restrictions for use in damping 
pneumatic systems. shows that the damping force provided by an orifice is 
proportional to spring static pressure Po' and so adapts to suit the mass of the load M. 
Chalmers [38] and Gvineriya et al [98] mention this also. In contrast, the capillary 
restriction gives a damping force which varies little with load. Light loads therefore tend 
to be overdamped and heavy loads underdamped. 
5.3.3 Characteristics and Applications 
Chalmers [38] has used an orifice-damped pneumatic isolator in parallel with a 
hysteretic rubber damper in the Chalmers Truck Suspension. This arrangement proved 
effective, and eliminated the need for conventional hydraulic dampers. Chalmers 
comments that this is an advantage since hydraulic dampers transmit shock and require 
maintenance/replacement at intervals. The Chalmers suspension was arranged to give 
reduced damping in compression by opening two additional orifices. Others [98,99] 
have used similar arrangements to provide different orifice areas in compression and 
rebound. 
Gvineriya et al [98] have simulated the behaviour of an orifice-damped pneumatic 
spring for use with coaches. They consider both the experimental and theoretical 
frequency response of a design with two auxiliary chambers, and show that this 
arrangement can provide good control of both sprung and unsprung resonances. 
Vogel and Claar [99] detail a pneumatic suspension for an on-highway truck sleeper 
bunk which uses constant area pneumatic isolators fitted with orifice restrictors. They 
refer to their system as being slow-active, although it is better described as being self-
levelling and passive according to the semantics of Sharp and Crolla [100]. Results of 
non-linear numerical simulations for free vibration of the system are presented. The 
equations modelling the isolators are then linearised and the response of the system to 
sinusoidal inputs is investigated. 
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5.4 STRETCHER SUSPENSION DAMPING 
The foregoing literature review does not make it clear, for any given isolation 
application, which of the restrictors would be best: the orifice (which gives a non-linear 
characteristic whereby small-amplitude vibrations are virtually undamped), or the 
capillary (which gives a more linear characteristic). In particular, it is not obvious which 
type of restrictor is best for the stretcher suspension. Moreover, while a number of 
papers analyse pneumatically damped isolators by considering free vibration and/or 
response to sinusoidal inputs, none appear to consider response to realistic random 
inputs. This is necessary for a proper comparison of the two restriction types because of 
the non-linearity of the orifice damping method. 
In the remaining sections of this chapter, capillary and orifice restrictors are compared 
for use in the stretcher suspension. This is done by simulating the response of the 
suspension to vibrations of the ambulance floor. Importantly, realistic random motion of 
the ambulance floor is used rather than sinusoidal motion. In this respect, the modelling 
work which follows represents an improvement over the previous pneumatic damping 
research reviewed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. 
5.5 MODELLING 
The mathematical model used to investigate stretcher suspension damping is described 
in this section. The objectives of the modelling and simulation work are to: 
III Compare the relative merits of the capillary and orifice as damping restrictions. 
III Determine the best type of restriction for the stretcher suspension. 
«I Determine a suitable restriction size for the stretcher suspension. 
5.5.1 Stretcher Suspension 
The focus of the work in this chapter is on pneumatic damping. Other aspects of 
suspension behaviour are not of direct interest. Accordingly, some simplifications have 
been made to the suspension model presented in Chapter 4. (This simpler model is 
intended only to provide a basis for evaluating pneumatic damping methods - it is not 
used for investigating the effect of other suspension parameters, or behaviours such as 
coupling, stability during braking etc.) The simplifications to the model of Chapter 4 
are: 
III The bounce mode only is considered (e = 8" = 0). This simplifies analysis 
markedly over the general case where pitch is considered also. 
«I The suspension is assumed to be loaded symmetrically (ee = 0). 
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linear equation is used to determine the angle of the pitch links f3. (With 
only a very small loss of accuracy, sinf3 and cosf3 are calculated from the 
linear kinematic Equations Cll and Cl2 of Appendix C, rather than the exact 
non-linear Equations 4.1-4.3 of Chapter 4. This approach gives a worthwhile 
reduction in the time required to simulate the system. Other kinematic 
quantities are calculated using the exact non-linear equations of Chapter 4.) 
After malting these simplifications to the equations of Chapter 4, the vertical 
acceleration of the load y can be expressed explicitly in terms of Pc' y, and Y" as 
r 
g. (5.13) 
T f3 eLl sin f3 ~ cos + ---"----'---
a+h+(y yJ 
This equation neglects non-pneumatic forms of suspension damping such as friction in 
the linkage pivots. In addition, the effects of contact with bump stops are not included in 
the equation. During road tests of the prototype suspension, which was not fitted with 
bump stops, the ± 160 mm worldng space proved to be ample and was not exceeded -
even over poor surfaces (Chapter 8). The bump stops that would be incorporated in a 
production version of the suspension would therefore be contacted infrequently and only 
over very poor surfaces. 
Q 
\ m 
Figure Notationfor the Tank and Cylinder Analysis 
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IHa~lInt-n .... Isolator 
The pneumatic isolator is analysed using the notation of Figure 5.5 and the data below: 
a) Tank 
~:::: 1.123x1O-3 m3 
Vco O.1559x1O-3 m3 
3. 117x1O-3 m2 
The first law of thermodynamics for unsteady flow applied to the tank gives 
For a perfect gas, the specific enthalpy h, of the air in the tanle is given by 
the specific internal energy u, by 
and the density P, by, 
After noting that 
P, 
P, = RT . 
I 
CIl Y=-, 
C
1' 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
Equation 14 together with Equations 5.15-5.18 give the mass flow rate of air liz 
exiting the tank as 
rh = RT P" Y I 
(5.19) 
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b) Cylinder 
The air entering the cylinder can be assumed to be at the temperature of the tank air 7;. 
This is valid if a capillary restriction is used (since the flow will be isothermal, Section 
5.2.1), and also if an orifice restriction is used (since flow will be adiabatic). 
The first law applied to the cylinder gives 
(5.20) 
The energy dissipated by damping, which is given by rhcp (7;; 7;), is assumed to be lost 
as heat at the rate of Q from the component downstream of the restriction. For positive 
rh this component is the cylinder. 
After substituting Q = rhcl'(7;; 7;) into 5.20, and using the perfect gas relationships of 
5.15-5.17 (but applied to the cylinder), the mass flow rate of air into the cylinder is 
given by 
(5.21) 
c) Rates of Pressure Change 
For the case where a capillary restriction is used, the rate of change of tank pressure (Pr ) 
can be found in terms of the instantaneous air temperatures (T" 7;;) and pressures 
(Pr'Pc) by equating the capillary equation (Equation 5.1 or 5.2) to the tank mass flow 
rate equation (Equation 5.19). Similarly, when an orifice is used, the rate of change of 
tank pressure is determined by equating Equation 5.8 (or 5.9,5.10,5.11) to the tank mass 
flow rate equation (5.19). For both types of restriction, the rate of change of cylinder 
pressure (Pc) is found in terms of the rate of change of tank pressure (P t) by using 
Equations 5.19 and 5.21. 
These rates of change of pressure are given in Appendix D for both restriction types, 
along with equations which define the cylinder volume and the tank and cylinder air 
masses and temperatures. 
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Figure 5.6 Ambulance 114 Vehicle Model 
5.5.3 Ambulance 
The ambulance suspension is represented by the 114 vehicle model shown in Figure 5.6. 
Justification for the use of 1/4 vehicle models in general is given by Sharp and Crolla 
[100]. The 1/4 vehicle model is permissible in this application because only vertical 
inputs are investigated and the stretcher suspension is mounted directly over the rear 
ambulance wheel arch. 
The parameters used here are based on the data given by Geary [42], and a scaled up 
version of the passenger vehicle model used by Sharp and Hassan [101]. 
a) Ambulance Suspension Data 
m,l' =: 512 kg 
mll :::: 67.5 kg 
c, :::: 2180 Ns/m 
cl :::: 179 Ns/m 
ks :::: 58.5 kN/m 
kl =: 392kN/m 
b) Unsprung Mass Acceleration 
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For the case where the tyre is in contact with the road (ie. Y g + Y Is - Y 1I ~ 0), the 
acceleration of the unpsmng mass )ill is given by 
.. cl - Yu ) c..(Yu yJ + kl - yJ k,'cY Ii y',) Y
ll 
= ~--,,--"':'---------------''------------
mu (5.22) 
g. 
the case where the tyre has lifted off the road (ie. Y g + Yts Yll < 0), 
yJ k,(Y" - Y,,)- (5.23) 
where the tyre static deflection is given by 
YIS (5.24) 
c) Sprung Mass Acceleration 
The acceleration of the spmng mass ys is given by 
+m,tr )y (5.25) 
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5.5.4 Road Profile 
The road profile was generated using the inverse Fourier Transform from the power 
spectral density of road displacement given by Robson [102]: 
S(V) = "KV- W • (5.26) 
For the work described here, the values of the road roughness coefficient "K and spectral 
slope index ware: 
"K = 500xlO-8 m2/(cycle/m)(-w+l) for a minor road, and 
w =2.5. 
This model is valid for 0.01 < v < 10 cycle/m [102]. In total, 3201 sme waves with 
wavelengths in the range 0.375-100m were summed. Each wave was associated with a 
random phase angle by using Matlab' s rand function. The profile ordinates were spaced 
at 187.5 mm, which gave a road length of 600m. In the modelling work presented here, 
the ambulance speed was 54 km/h which gave a travelling time of 40 seconds with 
disturbances in the range 0.15-40 Hz. 
5.5.5 Method of Solution 
The derivatives [)ill Ys Y YII Ys Y Pc PI liz], as given by the equations in the 
foregoing, are integrated numerically using Matlab's ode23 function to determine 
[Y II Ys Y YII Ys Y Pc PI m]. Appendix E contains additional detail on this. 
5.6 SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation results below were generated using two types of input: sinusoidal and 
random. The random inputs were generated by using the ambulance and road models 
described above. 
To begin with, the results of the sinusoidal input simulations are presented. 
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'}wmensl'on RespOIlse to Sinusoidal Vibration 
a) Capillary Damping 
In accordance with theory, simulations have shown that the displacement 
transmissibility of the suspension, when fitted with a capillary damper, is independent 
of load. The fonn of the transmissibility is similar to that shown in Figure 5.2. Note that 
the graph shows only the fonn of the transmissibility (ie. dual frequency) - the actual 
values on the graph do not represent the transmissibility of the stretcher suspension. 
b) Orifice Damping 
Figure shows the simulated displacement transmissibility of the stretcher suspension 
when loaded with a patient of average mass and fitted with a 2.0 mm orifice restriction. 
Sinusoidal displacement inputs of amplitude ±150 mm, ±50 mm, and 0 mm are used. 
In contrast to the case where a capillary restriction was used, the response of the 
suspension is clearly dependent upon the input amplitude, with the smallest amplitude 
input (±10 mm) being the least damped. When the input amplitude is large (±150 mm), 
the dual frequency nature of the suspension is evident. Nominally, the vertical natural 
frequencies of the suspension are 0.46 Hz (no damping restriction) and 1.54 Hz (fully-
closed damping restriction), as given in Section 4.3.5 of Chapter 4. 
10 
0.1 
0.Q1 
0.001 
Fiso;";:m -50 mm -- - 10 mm 
0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 
Forcing Frequency (Hz) 
5, 7 Simulated Suspension Displacement Transmissibility Using an Orifice 
Restrictor (mpal 68 kg, 2.0 mm orifice) 
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At above 10 the suspension displacement transmissibility is largely unaffected by 
input displacement amplitude. This is because suspension damping is minimal at high 
frequencies, as explained in Section 5.2.2. 
5.6.2 Suspension Response to Ambulance Floor Vibration 
a) Effect of Restriction Size 
Figure 5.8 shows the variation of peak and r.m.s. patient accelerations with orifice size 
when the suspension is mounted on the ambulance model shown in Figure 5.6 and 600 
m of minor road is traversed at 15 rnJs (54 kmlh). As orifice size is reduced, damping is 
increased and suspension isolation performance is seen to worsen. The trend using a 
capillary restriction is similar and is not shown here. 
While r.m.s. acceleration is a good indicator of isolation performance [103], a single 
high acceleration could be harmful to an injured patient so the peak values of 
acceleration have been considered also. For the results shown here, the method of 
suspension performance evaluation (r.m.s. or peak) appears to be unimportant. That is, 
both measures indicate the same isolation performance trends for different restriction 
types and sizes. 
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5.8 The Effect of Orifice Diameter on Suspension Isolation Peiformance 
(mpat = 68 kg) 
Because spectral accelerations of the ambulance floor are relatively low in magnitUde at 
frequencies around the stretcher suspension natural frequency (Figure 5.11), high 
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damping to limit stretcher suspension resonance is not required. Accordingly, the best 
value of damping is the lowest that is sufficient to prevent the suspension from 
exceeding its maximum stroke capability. ill this regard, having a suspension with a 
suitably long stroke is of key importance in obtaining good isolation as it permits a 
lower value of damping to be used. 
Table Damping Restriction PeJjormance Comparison 
Restriction Type 
Restriction size 
Patient Lm.s. acceleration (g) 
Patient peak acceleration (g) 
b) Effect of Restriction Type 
CR ::.:: 0.235 pm INs dol' = 3.0 rom 
0.051 0.054 
0.14 O. 
Table 5.1 gives the capillary and orifice restrictor sizes which result in the lowest level 
of Lm.s. and peak patient accelerations for a patient of average mass. These restrictor 
sizes were determined on the basis of using the full suspension stroke. This was thought 
to be a reasonable approach given that the combination of road roughness and travelling 
speed considered in this simulation work give rise to ambulance floor vibrations that are 
greater than would be experienced in a typical ambulance journey (as evidenced by 
comparison of Figure 5.10 with Figure 8.2). 
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Figure 5.9 The Sensitivity of Capillary and Orifice Damping Methods to Load Change 
(capillary coefficient CR ::.:: 0.121 pm5/Ns, 3.0 mm orifice) 
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As table 5.1 shows, suspension isolation when using the capillary damper is superior to 
that when using the orifice damper by a little less than 5%. 
Figure 5.9 compares patient r.m.s. accelerations for the two restriction types as a 
function of patient mass. It confirms that the orifice damping method is less sensitive to 
changes in load than the capillary damping method. For the results presented the figure, 
the capillary restrictor coefficient was set to 0.121 pms INs so that, for a patient of 
average mass, the Lm.s. accelerations of the patient were the same for both restriction 
types. This makes clearer the effect of load change on the relative performance of the 
two damping methods. 
Restriction Type Evaluation and Selection 
a) Stretcher Suspension Application 
The performance of the two restriction types is very similar, with the capillary 
exhibiting slightly superior isolation and the orifice better inscnsitivity to changes in 
load. 
Because the level of damping required for the suspension is low, the mass flow rate of 
air through the capillary restriction is high. Consequently, a large cross sectional flow 
4m 
diameter de is required in order to ensure laminar flow (Re = d less than 2000). 
1C ell 
This would mean that the capillary restriction would be physically bulky. In practice, an 
arrangement using foam restrictors or multiple tubes in parallel might be used (eg. 384 
tubes, 0.5 mm in diameter, and 1.35 m long used in parallel give CR = 0.235 pmsINs and 
a maximum Reynolds number of 2000 for the simulated journey considered here). 
Alternatively, the restrictor could be reduced in size a little in the knowledge that high 
acceleration inputs would not result in laminar flow. 
In contrast, the orifice restriction is compact and easy to manufacture. On this basis it 
was chosen for experimental work in preference to the capillary - a diameter of around 
3.0 mm being suitable. 
b) General Evaluation 
The stretcher suspension application of pneumatic damping is not a good one for 
making general observations on the relative merits of orifice and capillary restrictions. 
This is because the required level of damping is modest. 
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Table Damping Restriction Performance Comparison 
(for a reduced working space of 37.4 mm r.m.s.) 
Restriction Type 
Restriction size 
Patient r.m.s. acceleration (g) 
Patient peak acceleration (g) 
Capillary 
CR = 4.87 pm INs 
0.086 
0.27 
Orific 
dor= 1.8 mm 
0.13 
0.84 
However, for the case where the suspension r.m.s. working space is arbitrarily reduced 
to 37.4 mm, and the level of damping is increased accordingly, the capillary restriction 
gives the better isolation as shown in Table 5.2 - particularly of peak floor vibrations. 
This example is of course unrealistic, as in practice the suspension stiffness would be 
increased if the working space was reduced. The results of the table do however suggest 
that the linear characteristic provided by the capillary restriction might be preferable to 
the non-linear characteristic provided by the orifice. 
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Figure 5.10 Ambulance Floor and Patient Vertical Accelerations 
(mpal 68 kg, 3.0 mm orifice) 
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7 PERFORMANCE 
5. 
When a 3.0 rum diameter orifice is used in the stretcher suspension the patient is well-
isolated, as shown in Figure 5.10. In Figure 5.11, ambulance floor and suspended 
stretcher acceleration spectra (r.m.s.) are compared. (These spectra were calculated from 
the acceleration power spectral density given by Matlab's psd function). It can be seen 
that good isolation of high frequency vibrations is achieved and that the dominant floor 
vibrations at 1.6 Hz are well isolated. The response of the suspension is predominantly 
at its low natural frequency of 0.46 Hz and amplification of floor vibrations below 0.65 
is evident. The net effect of the suspension is however clearly beneficial with r.m.s. 
acceleration reduced from 0.28g to 0.054g , and peak acceleration from 0.98g to O.lSg. 
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5 
In practice, the actual levels of isolation will be inferior to these simulated values due in 
part to the effects of linkage and cylinder friction. This is discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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5, 
The results presented thus far have considered only damping of the vertical mode of the 
suspension. However, using the linear analysis of Appendix C, Equation 5.27 can be 
derived. It defines the relative magnitude of the pitch and bounce damping ratios 
( ) as a function of the linkage geometry, the load mass and inertia, and the 
suspension natural frequencies. For a patient of average mass, this expression is equal to 
1.18 which indicates that the level of damping of both modes is similar. 
(5.27) 
The level of suspension damping is dictated by the requirement in bounce, because the 
bounce working space is a little less than that in pitch (relative to typical ambulance 
floor input levels). 
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SUMMARY 
In this chaptcr, thc results of a literature rcview on pncumatic damping havc indicated 
thc following: 
.. Self-damped pneumatic springs havc a dual frcqucncy character. 
• The capillary rcstriction gives a lincar damping charactcristic. 
The orifice rcstriction gives a non-lincar charactcristic whcrcby small 
amplitude vibrations are virtually undampcd. 
.. The orifice restriction gives a damping force which adapts to suit the mass of 
the load. (Damping force increases with load.) 
.. The capillary rcstriction givcs a damping force which varies littlc with load. 
(Heavy loads therefore tend to be undcrdampcd and light loads overdamped.) 
By simulation, the pcrformance of the stretcher suspension when using orificc and 
capillary damping rcstrictions has bccn studied. The key results of these simulations are: 
• A high level of damping is not nccessary since 
.. the available suspcnsion working space is gcnerous, 
$ vibrations of the ambulance floor are modest at frequencies near the 
suspension natural frequency. 
III The performance of the suspcnsion is similar when using either of the two 
restriction types. 
• The orifice restriction has been chosen for installation in the suspcnsion as it is 
compact and readily manufactured. 
II The stretcher suspension theoretically provides good lcvels of isolation whcn 
fitted with a 3.0 mm orifice restriction (cg. r.m.s. paticnt accelcration reduced 
by a factor of 5 compared to the case whcre the strctchcr sits directly on the 
ambulance floor). 

CHAPTER 6 
Semi-Active Pneumatic . amplng 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
According to the simulation results of the previous chapter, the suspension is 
theoretically capable of providing good levels of isolation above approximately 1.0 Hz. 
However, amplification of floor vibrations at frequencies below the cross-over 
frequency (approximately 0.65 Hz) is inevitable (Figure 5.11). 
In this chapter, reducing amplification of these low frequency floor vibrations by using 
adjustable orifice restrictors is studied. Both switch able (2-state) and continuously 
variable orifice control strategies are considered. 
To begin with, approaches to active suspension control are briefly reviewed. 
6.2 ACTIVE SUSPENSIONS 
A passive suspension typically has components which can store energy (springs) or 
dissipate energy (dampers) as shown in Figure 6.1. The force produced by these 
components is inherently limited to being a function of the relative motion between the 
input and the load. 
On the other hand, active suspensions (which employ a controllable force actuator in 
place of one or all of the passive suspension elements) can generate a force which is 
independent of suspension relative motion - energy can be dissipated or added to the 
system at will. 
Although the bulk of publications considering active suspension/isolation systems are 
relatively recent, Karnopp et al [104] refer to patents granted in the 1920's for shock 
absorbers in which a seismic mass was intended to activate hydraulic valving. Ruzicka's 
1968 state-of-the-art paper [105] mentions an active suspension developed in 1938. Of 
these early systems, most of the practical examples tended to simply provide continuous 
self-levelling action. This allowed a lower natural frequency to be used without resulting 
in large static deflections due to load changes or sustained acceleration. 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of Passive and Active Suspension Systems 
More recent active suspension developments are reviewed by Goodall and KortUm 
[106], and Pollard and Simons [107], both of whom focus mainly on rail vehicle 
applications. Sharp and Crolla [100], and Claar II and Vogel [108] consider automotive 
suspension applications. Nagai [109] has reviewed both automotive and rail active 
suspension research, looking mainly at work done in Japan, while a classified 
bibliography of advanced suspensions for ground vehicles has been prepared Elbeheiry 
et al [110]. Some contemporary texts also include a discussion active suspensions -
Bastow and Howard [3], and Gillespie [103] being examples. 
6.2.1 Classification of Active Suspensions 
The review of Sharp and Crolla [100] is particularly thorough and includes a 
comprehensive discussion of road and suspension modelling techniques; advanced 
automotive suspensions; and suspension control strategies. It classifies advanced 
automotive suspensions in the following way: 
a) Active 
In a (fully) active suspension, the passive suspension elements are replaced by a 
force actuator - commonly a hydraulic ram. The control bandwidth of the 
actuator extends substantially beyond the wheelhop frequency, which is typically 
near 10 Hz. 
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b) Semi-Active 
A semi-active suspension can be a considered as a simplification of a fully-
active suspension as the force actuator can only dissipate energy rather than 
supplying it as well. A spring in parallel with the force dissipater (adjustable 
damper) is required to support the load. A number of devices capable of 
providing a controllable dissipative force have appeared in the literature. These 
include a hydraulic damper fitted with an adjustable flow restriction [111], a 
hydraulic damper utilising an electro-rheological fluid [112], and an 
electromagnetically actuated friction device [113]. 
A simplification of the semi-active approach is to switch between two or more 
discrete damping settings rather than to vary the damping force continuously. 
c) Slow-Active 
Slow-active systems can be thought of as fully-active systems with a reduced 
control bandwidth - commonly around 3 Hz. This bandwidth is sufficient to 
control the vehicle sprung mass resonances in bounce, pitch, and roll. Two 
approaches are used to provide the suspension force. One is to use a rigid 
actuator (such as a hydraulic ram, or electric motor and leadscrew) in series with 
a spring. At frequencies above the control bandwidth, the actuator is rigid. The 
other approach is to use an inherently flexible actuator such as a pneumatic ram. 
The power requirements of slow-active and fully-active suspensions can be 
reduced markedly by employing a passive spring in parallel with the actuator. 
The actuator needs then to respond to dynamic forces only. 
Crolla and Nour [114] compare these suspension control strategies in terms of power 
requirements and performance. The performance of the semi-active and slow-active 
approaches are shown to be comparable, but inferior, to the fully-active case. The use of 
a switchable damper is reported to offer a performance somewhat better than a system 
with a passive damper, but not as good as the more complex approaches. The power 
requirements of the fully-active and slow-active approaches were found to be similar. 
6.2.2 Active and Advanced Pneumatic Suspensions 
Although a number of slow-active and advanced suspensions using pneumatic 
components have been proposed, modelled, and in some cases tested experimentally, 
there appear to be few examples in commercial use. Some of the literature in this area is 
reviewed below. 
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a) Rail Vehicle Applications 
Cho and Hedrick [32] have investigated using single-acting pneumatic actuators in 
parallel with passive pneumatic springs for improved lateral isolation of passenger 
carriages. Their results show that a 50% improvement in Lm.s. acceleration was 
achieved using a control bandwidth of 3 Hz. Good levels of isolation were also 
measured by Jindai et al [34] who built and tested a eldh scale rail passenger car fitted 
with double-acting pneumatic actuators. 
A novel control approach is described by Klinger and Calzado [35] who developed an 
on/off pneumatic suspension. This suspension used a double-acting pneumatic actuator, 
the upper and lower chambers of which were connected via a solenoid valve which 
could close to provide a stiff actuator or open to provide damping (by restricting air flow 
between the chambers). 3-position/4-way valve was used to control air flow in and 
out of the actuator chambers. In using solenoid valves and on/off control, this system 
could be less costly than suspensions utilising servo-valves and continuous control. The 
simulated performance of the system was reported to be comparable to that of a fully-
active hydraulic suspension. 
b) Automotive Applications 
Esmailzadeh [115] has studied the performance of a servo-valve controlled pneumatic 
suspension intended for automobiles. A rubber bellow actuator was used, and passive 
damping was provided by fitting capillary resistances in the line between the actuator 
and an auxiliary tank. Results of the study indicated good agreement between linear 
theory and experiments. Very good isolation was realised for a broad range of 
frequencies. 
A low bandwidth, servo-valve controlled, pneumatic seat suspension intended for use in 
off-road vehicles and earth moving machines is described by Stein [116]. Experimental 
results are presented which compare the performance of the seat in active and passive 
modes. A marked improvement in isolation when using active control is evident -
particularly at frequencies around the natural frequency of the passive system. The 
primary obstacle to commercial production is regarded as being the price of the sensors. 
Sharp and Hassan [117] have simulated the performance of a slow-active pneumatic 
suspension in which actuator pressure was controlled with an air pump driven by a d.c. 
motor rather than by a servo-valve and high pressure air supply. This approach was 
reported to give advantages with respect to capital cost, maintenance, and particularly 
energy consumption. 
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Decker et al [118] describe briefly an experimental system developed by Bosch which 
used a pneumatic spring with several auxiliary volumes. By switching between the 
volumes the spring stiffness could be varied dynamically, although careful consideration 
of the switching processes was required to prevent disturbing oscillations from 
occurnng. 
A much simpler approach to improving pneumatic suspension performance has been 
implemented by automobile manufacturers such as Toyota and Mitsubishi. The system 
of Toyota, which was developed for the 1986 Soarer, used 3-state switchable hydraulic 
dampers and 2-chamber pneumatic springs at each wheel station [29,30]. The springs 
could be arranged to give three distinct rates by operating on the main chamber, the 
auxiliary chamber, or both chambers. Alteration to the settings of the suspension were 
made to suit vehicle speed and road roughness, and/or to limit vehicle attitude changes 
during manoeuvring. The system of Mitsubishi appears to be substantially similar, 
although only two damping rates and two spring rates are used [31]. These systems are 
better regarded as being passive and adaptive rather than active. 
6.2.3 Semi-Active Pneumatic Damping 
On the basis of Section 6.2.1 it would appear that a semi-active pneumatic suspension 
might offer improved performance over a passive pneumatic suspension, but without the 
power requirements associated with the slow-active control approach. The 
implementation of the semi-active control approach using pneumatic devices does not 
appear to have been considered however - this observation being made on the basis of a 
reasonably thorough, but not comprehensive, literature search. 
The performance of the stretcher suspension when fitted with adjustable (semi-active) 
damping restrictors has been studied by simulation - the primary objective being to 
reduce amplification of floor vibrations below 0.65 Hz without impairing the isolation 
of higher frequency inputs. This is discussed further in the remainder of this chapter. 
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6.3 ADJUSTABLE PNEUMATIC DAMPER CONTROL 
6.3.1 Skyhook Damping 
It is possible to detennine a good strategy for adjusting the stretcher suspension 
damping restrictors by studying the simple mechanical isolation systems shown in 
Figure 6.2. Transmissibilities for these systems are presented in Figure 6.3. 
y 
M 
Conventional 
Isolation System 
Inertial Reference ~ 
y 
-"--L..J;..£-4-LrLL..L'--L.L-L 
M 
/ 
Skyhook 
Isolation System 
Figure 6.2 Schematic of Conventional and Skyhook Isolation Systems 
As shown by Figure 6.3, the level of damping in a conventional linear isolation system 
is a compromise between providing good control of resonance (high damping) and good 
high frequency isolation (low damping) - both cannot be optimised simultaneously. On 
the other hand, in a so-called skyhook system (where the damper is attached to a fixed 
point in space rather than between the input and the load) good high and low frequency 
performance can be realised. With skyhook (or absolute) damping, the damping force is 
generated in proportion to the absolute velocity of the suspended mass y. The force 
generated by a conventionally connected damper is in proportion to the suspension 
relative velocity ( y - Ys)' 
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Figure 6.3 Transmissibilities of Conventional and Skyhook Isolation Systems 
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It can be shown mathematically (by using linear optimal control theory) that the 
skyhook damping approach is optimal in terms of minimising quadratic performance 
indices containing the suspension deflection (y - Ys) and the acceleration of the load 
( y) [104,106]. These indices represent the working space and isolation performance of 
the suspension respectively. Intuitively, the skyhook approach is advantageous since 
damping forces will be generated only when required (ie. when the mass moves). 
Damping forces in a conventional isolator are generated whenever the input moves 
relative to the mass. 
Although attaching the damper to a fixed point in space is generally not physically 
possible, an active suspension can be made to mimic the behaviour of the skyhook 
system by appropriate control of the actuator force. 
6.3.2 Control Strategy 
Figure 6.4 shows the method used to implement the skyhook damping strategy in the 
stretcher suspension model. For clarity, the linkage of the suspension is omitted and 
only one of the two isolators is shown. 
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Figure 6.4 Implementation of Skyhook Damping for the Stretcher Suspension 
The skyhook damping force (F.vky = cvkyY) is determined by integrating the signal from 
an accelerometer mounted on the suspended load. The mass flow m between cylinder 
and tank is also measured. 
The orifice area is then controlled (open loop) as follows: 
a) m and Y same sign (energy to be dissipated) 
When the mass flow rate (m) and the absolute velocity of the load ( Y ) are of the 
same sign, then energy is required to be dissipated from the system. In this case 
the orifice area is set to give the skyhook damping force F.vkY' (ie. demand 
damping force Fd skyhook damping force, Fvk),), 
b) m and y opposite sign (energy required) 
When the mass flow rate (m) and the absolute velocity of the load (y) are of 
opposite sign, then energy is required of the damper. Since this is not possible 
the orifice is opened fully. (ie. demand damping force F:, 0). 
In order to track the skyhook force continuously, an actuator (as used in a fully-active or 
slow-active suspension) rather than a controllable damper would be required. 
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The open loop control approach, as proposed here for the stretcher suspension, is 
commonly used for adjustable dampers and it can be preferable to closed loop force 
feedback control. (With force feedback control, the damper is adjusted according to the 
error between the measured and demand damping forces). For example, Besinger et al 
[119] have compared by experiment open and closed loop control of an adjustable 
hydraulic damper. They found that an open loop controller provided the best suspension 
performance (by virtue of a faster response with less phase delay) and noted that it 
would be less costly to instrument than a controller using force feedback. Force 
feedback control was considered to have advantages only if the damper was subject to 
large temperature variations or significant wear. 
6.3.3 Orifice Control Law 
The equation required to set the orifice area Aor for a given mass flow rate m and 
suspended mass absolute velocity y can be determined from the analysis of Chapter 5. 
This is detailed below, with the assumptions that: 
@ Isolator temperature changes are negligible (ie. 11~ == 11~ == 0). This implies 
that ~ == ~ == 1'0 . 
Ell Products of small pressure and volume terms are negligible (ie. I1VcPc == 0 and 
I1PeVc == 0). This implies that VcPc == VcaPc and PcVe == PaVe. 
The vertical equation of motion for the stretcher and patient (Equation 5.13) can be 
rearranged so that it is explicit in terms of the cylinder pressure Pc. ie: 
f3 e4 sinf3 4 cos + ---=-------'----(mpar+msrr)()i+g) a+b+(y-ys) 
Pc = 2A r + Par· (6.1) 
c 
This equation can be linearised by first substituting for L] sin f3, L] cos f3 and r (by 
using Equations Cll, C12 and C21122 respectively), and then ignoring the products of 
the small displacements y and Ys. This involves considerable algebra. The atmospheric 
pressure Par can be eliminated by using the static load and pressure Equations B36/37 
and B38/39. These steps yield the cylinder pressure as 
(6.2) 
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where Ry is the ratio of cylinder displacement 8 to vertical suspension displacement y. 
This ratio is given by 
(6.3) 
and is equal to the reciprocal of the spring installation ratio, as defined in Section 3.4.4 
of Chapter 3. 
A second independent equation for the cylinder pressure Pc can found by considering 
the mass flow rate through the orifice. This is done by rearranging Equation 5.12 to give 
(6.4) 
The tank pressure can be eliminated from this equation by using 5.19 to yield 
y R1'o J . d . ( 
-V- m t + Po - Pc = slgn PI -
t 
(6.5) 
where the equilibrium pressure Po on the left-hand side of this equation is the constant 
of integration. 
The integral of the mass flow rate m on the left-hand side of Equation 6.5 can be 
evaluated by linearising 5.21 to give 
(6.6) 
which after integration becomes 
J riult = _1_CY PoVc + VcopJ + constant, (6.7) 
yR1'o 
where the constant of integration is eliminated by noting that at t 0, Pc = Po, 
Vc = VeO and J Ihdt = 0 so that 
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(6.8) 
After substituting this expression for J mdt into Equation 6.5, and using Equation 6.2 to 
eliminate the cylinder pressure Pc' the equation of motion for the stretcher and load can 
be written as 
(mpat + mstr ) Y 
(6.9) 
[[
2Y PoAe2 R/ J (mpat + mstr)g ( f:J + - 1- R - (y - y ) = 0 y \,. V; + VeO f 10 ' 
The first term in this equation represents the load inertial force, the second represents 
the damping force, and the third represents the effective spring force. 
To determine the manner in which the orifice area should be varied, the suspension 
damping force is equated to the demand damping force Fd • ie. 
a) if )1m ~ 0 (energy to be dissipated, Fd = Fsky ) 
(6.10) 
Making this equation explicit in Aor indicates that the orifice area should be set 
according to 
(6.11) 
b) if )1m < 0, (energy required, Fd = 0 ) 
(6.12) 
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Making this equation explicit in Aor indicates that the orifice area should be set 
to have an infinite area. Since this is not physically possible, the orifice area is 
set to its maximum value: 
(6.13) 
6.3.4 IVIOlrIeU:lnP 
The performance of the suspension when using this orifice control strategy is studied by 
using the ambulance, road, stretcher suspension, and isolator models described in 
Section of Chapter 5. Only the vertical mode of the suspension is considered (no 
pitch) and, in this initial study, ideal behaviour of the variable-orifice restriction is 
assumed (ie. the orifice area is considered to vary according to equations 6.11 and 6.13 
with no phase lag). All of the simulations have been carried out using a patient mass of 
68 kg. 
6.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 
6.4.1 Continuously Variable Damping 
a) Damping Force Variation 
Figure 6.5 compares the skyhook, demand, and actual damping forces for four seconds 
of the simulated journey. The actual damping force is seen to track the demand damping 
force closely - the differences being attributable to kinematic and thermodynamic non-
linearities which are included in the linkage and isolator models but not in the equations 
used to set the orifice area (6.11,6.13). 
Figure 6.6 shows the variation of orifice area for the same 4 seconds of the simulated 
journey. When the damping restriction is opened fully (ym < 0, power required) the 
actual damping force is close to zero. It has been found satisfactory to use a maximum 
orifice area of 16.8 mm2, this rcsulting in minimal pressure drop across the restriction 
when it is opened fully (Figure 6.7). 
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b) Damping Gain 
The performance of the suspension was evaluated for a range of damping gains (Csky ), 
some of which are given in Table 6.1. As shown, the r.m.s. acceleration of the stretcher 
was found to be minimum when using a damping gain of 307 Ns/m - this value 
implying a damping ratio ~Sk.J' of 0.53. The working space of the suspension tended to 
reduce for values of gain which gave improved r.m.s. isolation. High values of gain (eg. 
878 Ns/m) were found to completely eliminate amplification of floor vibrations 
at low frequencies, but were associated with poorer isolation of higher frequencies. 
Table The Effect of Damping Gain ( CSf,:y) on Suspension Performance 
Damping Damping Stretcher Suspension 
Gain Ratio R.M.S. R.M.S. 
csky ~SkY Acceleration Working Space 
(Ns/rn) (g) (mm) 
87.8 0.15 0.0453 57.1 
249 0.43 0.0380 47.9 
307 0.53 0.0377 47.5 
468 0.80 0.0384 47.7 
878 1.50 0.0431 49.8 
6.4.2 Switchable Damping 
A simplification to the continuously variable damping strategy considered thus far is to 
switch between two discrete damping states. The control algorithm for this approach can 
be found by simplifying Equations 6.11 and 6.13 and is given below. 
high damping (small orifice) if (P, pJy > 0 
low damping (large orifice) if (Pt - pJy :::; 0 
6.4.3 Comparisoll of Systems 
The isolation performance of the suspension when using a passive (fixed size) orifice, a 
2-state switchable orifice, and a continuously variable orifice have been compared. The 
optimal orifice sizes for the passive and switchable systems are given in Table 6.2. 
These sizes were chosen on the basis of using the same r.m.s. working space of 47.5 rnrn 
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as the continuously variable system (operating with the optimal gain of 307 Ns/m, Table 
6.1). 
Table 6.2 Passive, Switchable, and Continuously Variable Damping Configurations 
(for an r.m.s. working space of 47.5 mm) 
Minimum Maximum Damping Gain 
Orifice Control Method Orifice Area Orifice Area 
(mm2) (mm2) (Nslm) 
Passive (fixed size) 4.09 4.09 -
Switchable 3.25 11.8 -
Continuously variable 0.17 16.8 307 
Figure 6.8 compares the acceleration transmissibilities for the three damping methods. 
These transmissibilities were calculated using Matlab's (fe function. It is evident that the 
suspension when fitted with the continuously variable damper provides the best 
isolation, and that the advantages of this damping approach are most significant at low 
frequencies (where amplification of floor vibrations occur). While the switchable 
damper appears to offer a small improvement over the passive damper in reducing 
amplification at resonance, isolation above around 2 Hz is worse. 
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Table 63 The Performance of the Passive, Switchable, and Continuously Variable 
Damping Methods compared to the Un isolated Case 
R.M.S. Isolation Peak Isolation 
Damping Stretcher Stretcher 
Method R.M.S. %of Peak %of 
Acceleration Unisolated Acceleration Unisolated 
(g) (g) 
Unisolated 0.278 100 0.97 100 
Passive 0.064 23 0.29 30 
Switchable 0.056 20 0.27 28 
Continuous 0.038 14 0.11 11 
In Table 6.3, the r.m.s. and peak accelerations of the stretcher associated with the three 
damping methods are compared to the r.m.s and peak accelerations of the ambulance 
floor (unisolated case). It is evident that good levels of isolation are provided by the 
stretcher suspension, irrespective of which damping method is used. The advantage of 
the switchable damper over the passive damper appear to be modest in terms of both 
improvements to peak and r.m.s. isolation. On the other hand, the continuously variable 
damper gives a marked improvement over the passive damper - particularly in reducing 
peak vibrations of the stretcher. 
6.5 PROSPECTS IMPLEMENTATION 
6.5.1 Hardware 
In fitting a continuously variable damper to the stretcher suspension, an economical and 
reliable method of measuring mass flow rate and achieving a restriction with a variable 
area would need to be chosen. Some possibilities are introduced below. 
a) Measurement of Mass Flow Rate 
The mass flow rate could be determined in a number of ways. Perhaps the best would be 
to use a temperature-sensitive microbridge sensor which would give an output voltage 
proportional to air flow. Such sensors are available at reasonable cost and are used for 
the likes of medical ventilation/anaesthesia control, gas analysers, and gas meters. 
Alternatively, a differential pressure transducer could be used to measure the pressure 
drop across the damping restriction. By knowing the instantaneous restriction area the 
mass flow rate could then be calculated using Equations 11, although a look-up 
table based on experimental data might be preferable to provide greater accuracy. 
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b) Adjustable Orifice Restriction 
A simple approach to achieving an adjustable flow restriction would be to use (say) 
three on/off solenoid valves in combination. This would provide eight (23) discrete 
damping settings. Alternatively, a continuously variable area could be achieved by using 
a step-motor to drive a rotary valve. To reduce response time, the geometry of the valve 
port could be arranged to go from fully-open to fully-closed in a quarter turn (or 
similar). 
6.5.2 Adaptation 
a) Adaptation to Running Conditions 
It is now well established that a key advantage of active suspensions is that their 
parameters can be (slowly) adjusted to suit the running conditions by using a 
'microcomputer supervisor' [100]. This is in contrast to passive systems whose 
parameters must be chosen to cope with the largest inputs, meaning that their 
performance over better surfaces is compromised. 
For the stretcher suspension, the best value of damping gain (307 Ns/m) applies only to 
the particular floor input used in the simulations. In practice, the damping gain would be 
adjusted to suit the prevailing floor vibrations (which for a particular ambulance would 
vary with road roughness and ambulance speed). While this would place some 
additional demands on the controller, no additional instrumentation or hardware would 
be required. 
b) Sensitivity to Load Changes 
The method presented thus far for controlling the damping restriction makes no 
allowance for the weight of the patient, and all of the modelling work has assumed a 
patient mass of 68 kg. It is a relatively simple matter, however, to modify the control 
equation (6.11) so that the damping force increases with load. This is done as follows: 
Rather than expressing the desired skyhook damping force in terms of the 
damping coefficient CS~1' (which has a value which is best for only one particular 
patient mass), the skyhook damping force is expressed in terms of the damping 
ratio ~S~1' which we choose to be a constant that is independent of mass. 
Equation 6.10 then becomes 
THE UBnAHY 
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(6.14) 
Making this equation explicit in Ao .. (in the manner of 6.11) then yields 
(6.15) 
For a patient of average mass, controlling the orifice damper according to this equation 
would give the suspension an identical performance to that presented in Section 6.4. For 
other patient masses, the performance would be similar any differences being due to 
suspension non-linearities which are not allowed for in the equation and/or the small 
change in suspension natural frequency that occurs as patient mass is altered (Figure 
4.4). 
6.5.3 Evaluation 
The results of the simple simulations presented here suggest that semi-active pneumatic 
damping of the stretcher suspension would give improved isolation. However, the 
acceptable levels of isolation afforded by the use of a fixed size orifice make the 
additional cost and complexity associated with the implementation of the semi-active 
approach unwalTanted. In addition, the improvements obtained by using a controllable 
damper would be less marked than the simulation resu1ts suggest, as the model has 
assumed ideal damping valve behaviour. 
It is possible however, that the semi-active pneumatic damping method might usefully 
be applied in other isolation applications where the requirements of simplicity and low 
cost were less of a priority. To this end, further study of the characteristics of semi-
active pneumatic damping might prove worthwhile. Such a study could include 
investigation of the following by simulation: 
• The sensitivity of the optimal value of Cst)' to input vibration level. 
III The importance of adjusting csky to suit the load. 
It The importance of cylinderltank volume ratio. 
• The degradation in performance due to valve dynamics. 
" The effects of control bandwidth. 
The performance relative to other suspension systems (eg. fully-active 
hydraulic, slow-active pneumatic). 
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Experiments would be useful - particularly in determining if open loop control of the 
orifice would be satisfactory. 
6.6 SUMMARY 
Key points of this chapter are summarised below: 
'iii Active suspensions have advantages over passive suspensions, and skyhook 
damping provides the opportunity to limit amplification at resonance without 
compromising the isolation of higher frequencies. 
'iii The results of simple simulations (in which ideal restriction behaviour is 
assumed) suggest that the stretcher suspension would provide better isolation 
using a semi-active pneumatic damper than when using a passive damper. 
'iii In theory, the stretcher suspension provides good levels of isolation with a 
passive damper, so that the incorporation of the more sophisticated semi-active 
damping approach would not appear to be justified. 
'iii The semi-active pneumatic damping method might be usefully applied in other 
applications, and would benefit from further theoretical and experimental 
study. 

7 
rato Tests 
INTRODUCTION 
A laboratory shaking table has been used to measure suspension acceleration 
transmissibilities in bounce and pitch. A range of inputs have been used, and the effects 
of both pneumatic damping level and patient mass have been investigated. 
In this chapter, the shaker table is described and the suspension acceleration 
measurement and processing methods are reported. Test results are then presented, 
discussed, and compared with theoretical results. Particular attention is paid to the 
detrimental effects of Coulomb damping. 
SHAKER TABLE 
The Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Canterbury had no 
shaker tables suitable for the purpose of stretcher suspension testing. Financial and time 
constraints ruled out the design and construction of a servo-controlled, hydraulically 
actuated machine capable of providing inputs typical of an ambulance floor. It was 
therefore decided to build a simple direct-drive mechanical shaker capable of providing 
sinusoidal inputs only. As a result, study of the experimental response of the suspension 
to random inputs was limited to road testing (Chapter 8). 
7.2.1 Actuation Method 
Of the mechanical table actuation methods considered, the round cam was chosen for its 
simplicity and ability to provide sinusoidal motion. The key features of using a round 
cam-driven shaker are introduced by considering the simple single-cam system of Figure 
7.1. The right-hand side of the figure shows a free body diagram for the system. 
Although simple, this system has the key features of the actual table used for testing 
which is shown in Figures 7.2a-e. 
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The vertical acceleration of the table load ( i, ) is given by Equation 7. L It indicates that 
sinusoidal motion of the vibrated mass is realised only if the camshaft speed is constant. 
ie. (}c = O. 
Shaker Load, 
111'1 
---;----------........ , 
, 
o~) 
/1 
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I 
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I 
I 
Counterbalance Mass, 
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\ 
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I' 
Figure 7.1 A Simple Cam-Actuated Shaker (shown with afree body diagram) 
(7.1) 
By taking moments about the camshaft axis '0', and neglecting friction and other losses, 
the camshaft angular acceleration can be found: 
r,/111 )gcos(} c - ml)i,r, cos(} c 
I, 
(7.2) 
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This equation shows that the unwanted acceleration ( e c) of the system is a result of: 
• A component of torque resulting from static imbalance (the first term in the 
numerator of Equation 7.2). 
• A component of torque resulting from the acceleration ()is) of the load (the 
second term in the numerator of Equation 7.2). This component peaks twice per 
cam revolution as i, is a function of sine c and sine c cose c t sin(2e J . 
Accordingly, the speed fluctuations of the system (a function of the magnitude of e J 
can be reduced to acceptable levels by arranging for the system to be statically balanced 
(ie. r.,ml rcbmcb 0), and/or by increasing the flywheel effect provided by the inertia 
( I r) of the cam, camshaft, and counterbalance assembly. 
Mechanical Embodiment 
Figure 7.2a The Laboratory Shaker Table (shown configuredfor vertical inputs) 
Figure shows an elevation of the shaker table used for testing. Manufacturing 
drawings for the table can be found in Appendix G. 
The structural steel table platform is actuated by two cams (450 mm diameter) whose 
eccentricity can be independently adjusted to give bounce, pitch, or a combination of 
these motions. For pure bounce motion, the cams are set to have the same stroke. For 
pure pitch, the cams are set to have equal and opposite strokes. Any other combination 
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of cam strokes results in a combination of pitch and bounce. The cams drive the table 
through cam followers which rest on the cams. These followers eliminate sliding contact 
at the cam/table interfaces and consist of nylon rollers which are held in a steel frame 
and run on deep groove ball bearings. 
The cams are driven through a twin V -belt reduction (7.39: 1) by a 2 pole, 4 kW variable 
speed AC drive. An optical tachometer measures shaker table speed. Speed fluctuations 
of the machine (due to the acceleration of the load and table, Section 7.2.1) are reduced 
by attaching a flywheel to the motor output shaft. Static balance of the machine is 
achieved by fitting counterbalance masses at 1800 to the cams. The eccentricity and 
mass of the counterbalances are altered to suit the cam stroke and patient mass 
respectively. 
To permit continuous stroke adjustment of the machine, both the cams and 
counterbalances are attached to the camshafts by friction joints each held together by 4 
M12 bolts torqued to 80 Nm. During adjustment, a locking pin is fitted through the 
machine frame and into the driven pulley to prevent rotation of the camshafts. 
The reversing nature of the torque on the machine led to the following choice of 
transmissi on components: 
• A synchronous toothed belt drive rather than a chain drive to couple the cams. 
II Friction locking rings rather than keys to attach: 
o the cam and counterbalance hubs to the camshafts 
9 the flywheel/pulley assembly to the motor output shaft 
• the synchronous belt pulleys to the camshaft 
A stabilising mechanism consisting of two hinged links prevents longitudinal, lateral, 
roll, and yaw motions of the table while leaving the bounce and pitch freedoms 
unconstrained. The stainless steel axles of the links run in 16 mm diameter molybdenum 
disulphide impregnated nylon bushes. 
The 50 mm diameter camshafts use deep groove ball bearings which are attached to a 
base frame fabricated from structural steel sections. This is bolted to the concrete 
laboratory floor with 12 MlO bolts. Fixed to the base frame with two wing nuts is a 
safety guard consisting of wire mesh on a steel frame. This guard is mounted on wheels 
and can be rolled away to allow access to the machine during adjustment. 
La/Jor"wry T. ~.\·t.\· /07 
Figure 7.2b Laboratory Shaker Tahle 
Figure 7.2c Cam Followers 
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7.2.3 Performance 
Performance data for the shaker table is shown in Table 7.1. As the table is not fixed 
mechanically to the cams, maximum acceleration is limited to Ig. This exceeds the 
typical levels of ambulance floor vibration and is adequate for the purposes of 
ambulance stretcher suspension testing. 
Table Shaker Table Peiformance Data 
Maximum table payload 
Maximum table acceleration 
Vertical stroke range 
Pitch angle range 
Frequency range 
175 kg 
Ig 
0-±145 mm 
0-19° 
0.27-12.0 Hz 
The machine is low in cost and simple. Although time consuming to adjust (eg. 20 
minutes to alter table stroke), it has proven to operate reliably and effectively. 
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Figure 7.3 Experilnental Validation of Shaker Motion 
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7.2.4 Experimental Validation 
Figure 7.3 shows the measured acceleration of the table when the shaker is set to give a 
vertical input of O.SOg mm @ 1.38 Hz). Also shown on the figure is the nominal 
ideal/sinusoidal acceleration. The excellent level of agreement between the nominal and 
measured accelerations is typical of that for all of the other inputs used. (During 
suspension testing, table motion was measured after making any changes to its speed or 
stroke). This indicates that using the flywheel and counterbalance masses was effective 
in balancing the machine and ensuring (virtually) sinusoidal motion. 
7.3 ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT AND 
The items of equipment used for acceleration measurement and processing are shown in 
Figure 7.4 and detailed in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. 
7.3.1 Accelerometers and Accelerometer Amplifiers 
a) Bounce Test Acceleration Measurement 
For bounce testing, a single Brtiel & Kjrer (BK) piezoelectric accelerometer was fixed 
centrally to the underside of the suspension top frame. This was connected to a charge 
amplifier. Initially a BK Systel ACS charge amplifier was used, but this failed part way 
through testing and was replaced by a BK 2624. The low frequency cut-off of both of 
the amplifiers was set to 0.03 to ensure proper measurement of the lowest frequency 
vibrations at 0.3 Hz (Table 7.4). This resulted in some low frequency drift of the 
acceleration signal which was removed in software (Section 7.3.4). Further information 
on the measurement of low frequency vibrations using piezoelectric accelerometers is 
given by Brtiel and Kjrer [120]. 
Before each test the calibration of the accelerometer was checked by subjecting it to a 
known shaker table acceleration. 
b) Pitch Test Acceleration Measurement 
Two strain gauge accelerometers were used for pitch testing. These were fixed to the 
underside of the suspension top frame and spaced at 450 mm (longitudinally). 
Calibration checks were made at the start and end of each day of testing by using the 
inversion method [121]. 
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Figure 7.4 Acceleration Measurement and Processing 
Table 7.2 Acceleration Measurement Hardware 
Item Tests Pitch Tests 
--------------~r_------------------~ 1 Piezoelectric accelerometer Strain gauge accelerometer 
(BK4338) 
2 Charge amplifier 
(BK Systel AC3 or BK 2624) 
3 DC power supply (Topward 
TPS-2000) 
(Kyowa BA-20L) 
Dynamic strain amplifier 
(Kyowa DPM-6E) 
DC power supply (Top ward 
TPS-2000) 
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Strain gauge accelerometers have a frequency response which extends down to d.c. (ie. 
static) and so were well suited to the test work undertaken (which was at low 
frequencies). Unlike the piezoelectric accelerometer and charge amplifier combination, 
the use of a strain gauge accelerometer and amplifier is associated with minimal signal 
drift. light of this, it would have been better to use a strain gauge based accelerometer 
for bounce testing. 
Conditioning 
To remove extraneous higher frequency (shock) components, the accelerometer 
amplifier output voltage was low-pass (LP) filtered using a cut-off frequency of at least 
five times the shaker frequency. These high frequency components were thought to 
result from impacting due to bushlbearing clearances in the stretcher suspension and 
shaker table [122]. The signal was then amplified using an adjustable gain linear 
amplifier to a level suitable for AID conversion. 
Table 7.3 Signal Processing Hardware 
Description 
4 LP Butterworth filter (4 order) 
5 Linear amplifier (with adjustable gain and offset) 
6 Oscilloscope (Phillips PM3217, 2 channel) 
7 12 bit AID card (PC LabCard, model PCL-812 PG) 
8 Computer (IBM PC compatible 386) 
For pitch testing, the acceleration signal voltage was the sum of the acceleration due to 
gravity and the dynamic acceleration of the stretcher suspension. The d.c. part of this 
signal (ie. that due to gravity) was subtracted from the total signal before amplification 
by using the adjustable offset feature of the amplifier. This gave improved resolution of 
the dynamic part of the signal after AID conversion. 
7.3.3 Signal Sampling and Storage 
Data was sampled and stored using a PC fitted with a 12 bit AID card. Data acquisition 
software was written in Turbo Pascal 5.0. For each test, the sampling frequency was set 
at 200 times the shaker table frequency and the record length was 1000 points. This gave 
sampling of 5 complete cycles of vibration. 
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73.4 Software 
a) Filtering 
Matlab® was used for further processing of the acceleration data as summarised below: 
'" AID conversion errors and momentary overload of the charge amplifier 
occurred sporadically. The erroneous data points associated with these 
problems were replaced with the mean of the data points either side of the 
errors. 
The low frequency drift evident in some of the lower frequency bounce test 
data was removed by using a 12th order high-pass (HP) Butterworth filter. 
'" Hardware filtering was insufficient to remove the high frequency components 
in some of the tests carried out at high frequencies and high accelerations. For 
these tests the data was further filtered in software using a 1 tit order LP 
Butterworth filter. 
Figure 7.5 shows a typical suspension acceleration signal before and after filtering in 
software. 
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b) Calculation of Transmissibility 
Bounce transmissibilities were calculated by first detelmining the stretcher suspension 
acceleration amplitude (j\,max - Y."miJ / 2, and then dividing by the known input from 
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the shaker table. For the first few tests, the shaker table input was determined from its 
measured acceleration trace. After a number of tests, however, it became evident that 
there was excellent agreement between the measured and nominal table accelerations 
(Section 7.2.4). Following this, the input from the table was calculated directly from its 
speed and stroke. 
Pitch transmissibilities were calculated in the same way except that suspension angular 
acceleration was determined by calculating the difference between the suspension 
accelerometer signals and then dividing by their distance of separation (450 mm). 
BOUNCE TESTS 
Tests Performed 
Bounce transmissibilities were measured for three acceleration levels denoted by A 
(0.50g), B (0.052g), and C (0.036g) in Table 7.4. For each acceleration level, testing was 
carried out at nine frequencies. The maximum vertical shaker displacement used was 
±100 mm and the minimum was mm. 
Table 7.4 Bounce Test Data: Shaker Table Frequencies (Hz) 
Test No. Shaker Test Series A Test Series Test Series C 
Displacement Shaker Shaker Shaker 
Amplitude Vertical Vertical Vertical 
(mm) Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration 
O.50g O.052g O.036g 
1 100 1.11 0.36 0.30 
2 65 1.39 0.45 0.37 
3 42 1.72 0.55 0.46 
4 27 2.15 0.69 0.58 
5 18 2.63 0.85 0.70 
6 12 3.22 1.04 0.86 
7 8 3.94 1.27 1.06 
8 5 4.98 1.61 1.34 
9 3.5 5.96 1.92 1.60 
For each of these inputs, three stretcher loads (patient masses) were used: 34 kg, 68 kg, 
and 102 kg. These loads consisted of steel plates bolted to the stretcher and were 
centrally located to prevent coupling between bounce and pitch. For the load 
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representing a patient of average mass, four damping levels were used as indicated by 
Table 7.5. In total 162 bounce tests were performed. 
Table Bounce Test Data: Stretcher Suspension Loads and Damping Orifice Sizes 
Patient Mass No 3.5mm 2.0mm 1.0mm 
(kg) Diameter Diameter Diameter 
Orifice Orifice Orifice 
34 ., 
68 (II • • • 
102 
'" 
Square edged orifices were used for damping. These were preferred to sharp edged 
orifices as they have a discharge coefficient ( Cd = 0.82) which is independent of flow 
direction and varies little with pressure drop [97,123]. Each orifice consisted of a 
16 mm diameter mild steel disk (1.75 mm wide) in which a hole of the required size was 
drilled centrally. Both sides of the disks were surface ground to give sharp corners at the 
hole entry/exit. The disks were fitted directly into the pneumatic cylinder ports and 0-
ring seals were used to prevent air leakage between the sides of the disks and the 
internal walls of the ports. 
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7.4.2 Test Results 
Experimental bounce acceleration transmissibilities are shown in Figures 7.6-7.9. 
Smooth curves have been drawn through the experimental data points which are marked 
by symbols. Numerical transmissibility values are tabulated in Appendix F. 
a) Tests Series A (O.SOg) 
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the response of the suspension at frequencies above resonance. 
Irrespective of patient mass, very good levels of isolation are achieved when using a 3.5 
mm orifice, as indicated by Figure 7.6. For example, above 1.4 Hz isolation exceeds 
70%, while above 5.2 Hz isolation exceeds 90%. For increased levels of pneumatic 
damping (ie. smaller orifice sizes) suspension performance in the frequency range 
considered worsens, as shown by Figure 7.7. The local maximum in transmissibility 
which occurs at 3.2 Hz is thought to be caused by a resonance attributed to excessive 
clearance in the linear bearing of the suspension stabilising arm . 
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Figure 7.7 The Effect of Or~fice Size on Bounce Acceleration Transmissibilityfor Test 
Series A (O.SOg), 68 kg Patient 
b) Test Series B (O.OS2g) 
Test Series B includes shaker frequencies down to the suspension natural frequency, as 
shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. Figure 7.8 indicates that the suspension natural frequency 
is approximately 0.45 Hz and largely independent of mass. 
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In Figure 7.9 the effects of damping level are examined. For excitation frequencies in 
the region of the suspension natural frequency, increased damping is beneficial in 
reducing amplification. At frequencies above the cross-over frequency (0.65 Hz), best 
isolation is obtained by using a low level of damping. Both of these trends are consistent 
with theory. When the highest level of damping is used (1.0 mm orifice), the suspension 
resonates at its higher natural frequency (as evidenced by the transmissibility peak at 
around 1 Hz). This indicates that the suspension is tending to operate on the cylinder 
volume only. When the 2.0 mm orifice is used the suspension has transmissibility peaks 
at both natural frequencies. 
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Figure 7.8 The Effect of Patient Mass on Bounce Acceleration Transmissibility for Test 
Series B (O.052g), 3.5 mm Orifice 
c) Test Series C (O.036g) 
The transmissibility results for input C are shown in tabular form in Appendix F only. 
They are not displayed graphically here because the measured levels of isolation were 
very poor. This is thought to be the result of Coulomb damping which is discussed in 
the following section. 
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7.5 COULOMB DAMPING 
7.5.11ntroduction 
Coulomb (or dry friction) damping can be considered as a constant force which opposes 
the relative motion of two surfaces in sliding contact. When the direction of relative 
motion changes so too does the direction of the force. Consequently, the equations of 
motion for a system with Coulomb damping are discontinuous, and two equations must 
be used - one for either direction of motion. Early work which analysed the vibration of 
Coulomb damped systems was done by Jacobsen [124] who used an equivalent viscous 
damping approach to derive an approximate solution. Later, Den Hartog [125] derived 
an exact solution to the problem. Both of these authors assumed a constant normal 
force. Crede and Ruzicka [126] summarise the properties of a number of damping 
methods, including Coulomb damping, by presenting acceleration and displacement 
transmissibilities, while Anderson [97] considers the properties of a pneumatic isolation 
system with Coulomb damping. 
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Characteristics 
Coulomb damping is detrimental to the performance of suspensions because no 
movement of the suspension can occur for inputs which are insufficient to cause the 
Coulomb damping force to be exceeded [3,103]. As the input acceleration is increased 
in magnitude, Coulomb damping has less influence on isolation levels. This trend is 
evident in the experimental results shown in Figures 7.6-7.9, where best isolation is for 
the highest acceleration inputs. 
Stammers and Leyshon [45,68] note that the transmissibilities for their suspension, and 
for the suspension of Blok [69], exhibit poorer isolation than simple theory would 
predict at high frequencies. The transmissibilities considered here show a similar trend, 
as evidenced by Figure 7.10 which compares experimental and simulated 
transmissibilities for Test Series A. The simulated transmissibility was generated using 
the model described in Chapter 5 and does not take into account Coulomb damping. The 
greatest difference (as a proportion) between the experimental and simulated 
transmissibilities occurs at high frequencies. 
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Figure 7.10 Experimental and Simulated Bounce Acceleration Transmissibilities for 
Test Series A (68 kg patient, 3.5 mm orifice) 
It is at high frequencies that Coulomb damping has the most deleterious effect on 
isolation. This is discussed by Crede and Ruzicka [126] who show that acceleration 
transmissibility approaches a constant value at high frequencies. This is because spring 
forces reduce at high frequencies by virtue of a decrease in isolator displacement. The 
Coulomb damping force is, however, independent of frequency and so dictates the 
response of the isolated load. With reference to [126], the limiting value of acceleration 
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transmissibility (Tlim) is a function of the input acceleration (Ys)' the suspended mass 
(mpal + mstr )' and the Coulomb damping force ( Fe ), as given below 
4 (7.3) ;:::: ------"---
This equation predicts a lower limiting value of transmissibility (Tlim) for higher 
frequency inputs - a trend which occurs in the results of Figures 7.6-7.9. 
Figures 7.6 and 7.8 show the effects of change in mass on suspension performance. 
They indicate that there is a slight improvement in high frequency isolation for greater 
stretcher loads. On the basis of Equation 7.3, this suggests that the Coulomb damping 
force does not increase linearly with suspension load. 
7.5.3 Simulation Model 
In the stretcher suspension, Coulomb damping results from friction in the linkage pivots 
and cylinder seals. This can be included in the simulation model of Chapter 5 by 
introducing an additional term into the equation defining stretcher vertical acceleration 
(5.13). A term modelling pivot and cylinder seal viscous friction is also added, as shown 
in Equation 7.4 below: 
where sign(ys - y) == + 1 if Ys y > 0 or 
sign(ys - y) == -1 if Ys y < 0 . 
(7.4) 
In the modelling work described here, the values of the Coulomb and viscous damping 
constants (Fe and cb respectively) are for a patient of average mass. Other patient 
masses are not considered. 
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a) Coulomb Damping 
A constant value for the Coulomb damping force (Fe) of N is used. This was 
obtained experimentally by measuring the force required to initiate displacement of the 
suspension from its equilibrium position. 
Modelling Coulomb damping by a constant in this way is a common approach which 
gives results that are in good agreement with experiments in this instance. However, a 
more accurate model would take into account the effects below: 
The contribution from the linkage bushes to the total Coulomb damping force 
is a function of the normal force on the bushes. This normal force varies with 
suspension dynamic load. 
• The static coefficient of friction will probably be greater than the kinetic 
coefficient. 
• Cylinder seal damping models often include a term in the pressure difference 
across the actuator (eg. Bowns and Ballard [127]). 
b) Viscous Damping 
A viscous damping coefficient (cb ) of 150 Ns/m is used (critical damping ratio 0.22). 
While this value appears high, it gives good agreement between the simulated and 
theoretical results. 
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7.5.4 Simulation 
Figure 7.11 compares an experimental and simulated stretcher acceleration record. The 
experimental acceleration has been reduced a little in magnitude (scaled) so that it has 
the same amplitude as the simulated acceleration. This was done to better illustrate the 
good agreement between the acceleration waveforms. In the example shown, a low 
acceleration input (C5, 0.036g @ 0.70 Hz) is used so that the effects of Coulomb 
damping are more noticeable. The step changes in the simulated acceleration occur 
when the suspension relative velocity (and Coulomb damping force) change direction. 
The experimental acceleration curve is not perfectly vertical during this change in 
suspension velocity sign possibly due in part to the effects of LP filtering. 
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Figure 7.12 Experimental and Simulated Stretcher Bounce Transmissibilities for 
Test Series A (68 kg patient, no orifice and 3.5 mm orifice) 
6 
Figures 7.12 and 7.13 compare the experimental and simulated transmissibilities for 
Test Series A. Good agreement is evident, irrespective of the level of pneumatic 
damping. This indicates that the model for Coulomb and viscous damping is reasonable, 
and that these damping methods are important to the performance of the suspension. 
As the stretcher suspension has a low stiffness and low level of added (pneumatic) 
damping, the harmful effects of Coulomb damping are particularly noticeable. This is 
illustrated in Figure 7.14 which shows the simulated suspension forces for an input of 
0.50g at 1.39 Hz (input A2). 
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7.6 
7.6.1 Tests ppl~Un"mtul 
Pitch transmissibilities were measured using two shaker table angular acceleration 
levels. These are denoted by D (3.28 rad/s2) and E (1.87 rad/s2) in Table 7.6. For each 
acceleration level, testing was carried out at nine frequencies. The maximum table 
angular rotation was ±14.91 0 and the minimum was ±0.53°. 
Table 7.6 Pitch Test Data: Shaker Table Frequencies (Hz) 
Test No. Shaker Test Series D Test Series E 
Angular Shaker Shaker 
Rotation Pitch Pitch 
Amplitude Acceleration Acceleration 
(degrees) 3.28 radii 1.87 radl·i 
1 14.91 0.59 0.45 
2 9.80 0.73 0.55 
3 6.36 0.91 0.69 
4 4.10 1.14 0.86 
5 2.73 1.39 1.05 
6 1.82 1.70 1.29 
7 1.21 2.09 1.58 
8 0.76 2.64 1.99 
9 0.53 3.15 2.38 
All pitch testing was carried out using a stretcher loaded with steel weights. These 
weights were distributed to represent a patient of average mass and inertia (Equation 
Al3, Appendix A3). This meant that the springs were evenly loaded (ee 0) and that 
pitch and bounce were uncoupled. The suspension was tested with no pneumatic 
damping, and with 3.5, 3.0, 2.0, and 1.0 mm diameter orifices to give a total of 90 tests. 
7.6.2 Pitch Test Results 
Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show the experimental pitch transmissibilities for Test Series D 
and E respectively. As shown in Figure 7.15, the initial reduction in transmissibility 
with increasing frequency is very good for the lowest four values of damping. At high 
frequencies, the reduction is markedly less and there is a resonance between 1 and 
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1. 7 Hz. This resonance is also evident in Figure 7.16. The reason for this resonance is 
not known. 
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On the basis of Figure 7.15, the suspension pitch natural frequency is somewhat less 
than 0.6 Hz. This is consistent with the theoretical value of 0.46 Hz. However, the peak 
transmissibility of Figure 16 is at 0.65 Hz. This suggests that the pitch natural 
frequency increases above its design value for lower acceleration inputs. While the 
bounce test results showed that the bounce natural frequency was very close to its 
theoretical value, insufficient tests were done to properly assess any effects that input 
size might have. If further tests were to be done, the effect of input size on bounce 
natural frequency should be investigated. 
The effects of pneumatic damping level are consistent with theory in that increased 
damping gives reduced amplification at resonance but poorer isolation above the cross-
over frequency. For the highest level of pneumatic damping, peak transmissibility is 
between 1.1 and 1.2 Hz which would suggest that there is minimal flow between the 
cylinders and tanks. 
The levels of isolation shown in Figures 7.15 and 7.16 are relatively poor in comparison 
with what could be expected theoretically. This is thought to be due in part to the effects 
of Coulomb damping (Section 7.5). Evidence of this is that pitch isolation is better for 
the higher input (D), and that the transmissibilities tend to a constant value at high 
frequencies. 
7.6.3 Suggestions for Future Testing 
All of the pitch test results above are for a 68 kg patient. The decision not to investigate 
the effects of using other patient masses was made on the basis of the bounce test results 
these showed that the bounce transmissibility and natural frequency varied little with 
patient mass. It can therefore be concluded that the change in the stiffness of the springs 
with load is in accordance with theory (ie. the spring stiffness increases with absolute 
spring pressure, Equation 3.5, Section 3.5.1). This being the case, the pitch 
transmissibility would also be expected to be largely independent of load (in accordance 
with the Equation 4.22 and Figure 4.4). If further tests were to be carried out on the 
suspension, experimental confirmation of this should be sought by using different 
patient masses. 
As the suspension has been loaded symmetrically for the tests described here, coupling 
has not been investigated. In future testing, it might be worthwhile to look at the effects 
of coupling - preferably using bounce as well as pitch inputs. 
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Additional testing is required to clarify why some features of the pitch results were not 
in accordance with theory. In particular, explanations for the following behaviours 
should be sought by further testing: 
• The occurrence of a secondary pitch resonance between 1 and 1.7 Hz. 
• The increase in pitch natural frequency for low input accelerations. 
7.7 SUMMARY 
Key results of the suspension tests described in this chapter are summarised below: 
• Bounce isolation is good for high acceleration inputs. ego For a 3.5 mm 
damping orifice and a shaker vertical acceleration of 0.50g, the levels of 
isolation are: 
• better than 70% above 1.4 Hz, 
• better than 90% above 5.2 Hz. 
• The bounce natural frequency and bounce acceleration transmissibility vary 
little with patient mass. 
e The bounce natural frequency is close to its theoretical value. 
s The effects of pneumatic damping are consistent with theory in the following 
respects: 
• a small orifice (ie. high damping) reduces amplification of inputs below 
the cross-over frequency, 
above the cross-over frequency a low level of damping gives best 
isolation, 
• for the highest level of damping (1.0 mm orifice) the suspension operates 
on its higher natural frequency. 
• The presence of Coulomb friction has a detrimental effect on isolation. ie. 
low magnitude accelerations are poorly isolated, 
.. acceleration transmissibility reaches a limiting value at high frequencies. 
.. Further tests are required to clarify the value of the pitch natural frequency and 
how this changes with input level (if at all). Additional tests are also required to 
investigate the reasons for the secondary pitch resonance between 1.55 and 1.7 
Hz. 
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Road Tests 
INTRODUCTION 
Suspension road tests were carried out in cooperation with the Christchurch Ambulance 
Service (Order of St John). An ambulance based on a Chevrolet chassis was used. This 
had a natural frequency in bounce of approximately 1.8 Hz (Figures 8.3 and 8.4). 
Quantitative assessment of the isolation provided by the stretcher suspension was made 
by recording ambulance floor and stretcher vibrations. Metal weights were bolted to the 
stretcher to simulate a patient of average mass and inertia (ee = 0, no coupling). 
Qualitative assessments of suspension performance were made by two healthy males. 
Rather than using an orifice diameter of 3.0 mm (which was predicted as suitable by the 
simulations of Chapter 5), all testing was carried out using an orifice diameter of 3.5 
mm. This was done to take into account the non-pneumatic forms of damping which 
were neglected in the simulations, but whose effects were noticeable in the results of the 
laboratory tests. 
8.2 QUANTITATIVE TESTING 
8.2.1 Instrumentation 
Four accelerometers (one Kyowa AS-lOB additional to those used for the laboratory 
tests) were employed. Two of these were fixed to the stretcher frame - one at the centre-
of-mass of the load, and the other 473 mm towards the head of the stretcher (ie. toward 
the front of the ambulance). The other two accelerometers were fixed to the suspension 
base frame directly below those on the stretcher. 
Fixing the accelerometers directly to the stretcher frame ignores any effect that the 
mattress might have on patient isolation. Leyshon and Stammers [46] have investigated 
the transmissibility of the mattress and a standard York 2 stretcher. They report that the 
mattress is useful for alleviating mechanical shock, although it provides no isolation 
below 20 Hz. Peak amplification is 3.2 at around 12 Hz. 
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Figure 8.1 Suspension Installed in Ambulance f or Testing. 
Floor and stretcher bounce were determined by using the centrally located 
accelerometers. In order to compare test results with the earlier work of Leyshon and 
Stammers [46] , stretcher pitch was defined as the linear difference in acceleration 
between the head and centre-of-mass of the patient. It was calculated by first 
multiplying the difference between the stretcher accelerometer signals by 750 mm (the 
assumed distance from head to centre-of-mass), and then dividing by their distance of 
separation (473 mm). Floor pitch was similarly defined. 
Accelerations were sampled and stored using the data acquisition system described in 
Chapter 7 (Section 7.3). This was driven through an inverter by 12 volt batteries. No LP 
hardware filters were used. The sampling frequency was set at 100 Hz and the number 
of samples per channel was 4000, giving a test duration of 40 seconds. This equates to a 
distance of 778 m for an ambulance speed of 70 km/h. A longer testing time would have 
been preferred, but was not possible using the data acquisition system described. (The 
Turbo Pascal complier imposes a 64 kb limit on the size of a single data structure, and 
each data point requires 4 bytes of memory) . 
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8.2.2 Road Description 
All of the tests were carried out on relatively straight sections of road. Table 8.1 
describes the road surfaces which are ranked in order of increasing quality (as indicated 
by induced floor vertical r.m.s. accelerations, Table 8.2). The ambulance speeds are also 
given. 
Table 8.1 Road Descriptions and Ambulance Speeds 
Road Description Speed (km/h) 
A Suburban road in a residential area having a poor 50 
surface with short wavelength irregularities. 
B Rural road with a poor surface and a railway crossing. 53 
C Typical rural road. 95 
D Suburban section of single-lane motorway with a good 70 
surface. 
E Typical suburban single-lane road with a reasonable 50 
surface. 
F Suburban section of State Highway with two lanes and 50 
a good surface. 
8.2.3 Bounce Test Results 
a) Floor Bounce 
In Figure 8.2, floor and stretcher vertical accelerations are compared for an especially 
rough section of road A (the worst road). For this road, short wavelength irregularities 
caused significant motion of the ambulance floor at its natural frequency (ie. resonance 
of the ambulance sprung mass). This is emphasised by Figure 8.3 which compares the 
floor and stretcher acceleration spectra in the range 0-10 Hz and shows that vertical 
acceleration of the ambulance floor peaks at around 1.8 Hz. 
There is also a significant higher frequency component of floor vibration which occurs 
at around 15 Hz (Figure 8.2). This is possibly associated with resonance of the unsprung 
mass. Both Leyshon and Stammers [46] and Snook and Pacifico [59] (who tested the 
Dutch 'floating stretcher' of Blok [69]) also measured significant vibration at this 
frequency. 
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Both Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show that the stretcher suspension provides good levels of 
isolation - particularly of the high-magnitude low-frequency floor vibrations which 
occur at around 1.8 Hz. Peak spectral accelerations of the stretcher occur in the region of 
the natural frequency of the stretcher suspension (0.46 Hz), and also in the region of 
peak input from the floor at 1.8 Hz (Figure 8.3). The nature of the floor and stretcher 
bounce acceleration spectra over a road with a better surface (E) are similar, as shown in 
Figure 8.4. 
Both roads A and E had a relatively high pavement texture due to the use of uniformly 
sized crushed chips. This pavement texture is typical of New Zealand suburban roads. 
c) Transmissibilities 
Figure 8.5 compares the suspension bounce transmissibilities for roads A and E. It is 
evident that the suspension is effective down to low frequencies - amplification 
occurring only below 1 Hz. For the road with the poorer surface (A), peak suspension 
transmissibility occurs at around 0.5 Hz, the cross-over frequency is 0.75 Hz, and good 
isolation (50% or better) is achieved above 1 Hz. For the road of better quality (E), the 
cross-over frequency is a little higher at 1 Hz and isolation in excess of 50% is achieved 
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only at frequencies greater than 1.8 Hz. Amplification at stretcher suspension resonance 
is greater for the rougher road (A). 
The differences between the stretcher suspension transmissibilities over roads A and E 
are greatest at low frequencies (below around 4 Hz). This is thought to be due to the 
greater relative difference between the floor vibration magnitudes at low frequencies. 
(Above 2.5 Hz the relative difference between the floor vibration magnitudes for the 
two roads reduces, as shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4). 
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Figure 8.5 Stretcher Suspension Bounce Acceleration Transmissibilities 
(Roads A and E) 
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The character of the transmissibilities shown in Figure 8.5 are consistent with the effects 
of Coulomb damping in that: 
• Best isolation is achieved when the input is higher (road A). 
It Amplification at resonance is greater when the input is higher (road A). 
iii At higher frequencies the transmissibilities approach a constant value (of 0.24). 
d) Reductions in Peak and R.M.S. Accelerations 
The reduction in peak and r.m.s. floor vibrations achieved using the stretcher suspension 
are summarised in Table 8.2. These values were calculated after first removing the high 
frequency components from the acceleration data by using a software filter (24th 
order Butterworth) with a cut-off of 12 Hz. (The supine patient is most sensitive to 
lower frequency vibrations as discussed in Chapter 2, so that isolation of frequencies 
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above around 10 Hz is less important.) If higher frequency components are considered, 
bigger reductions in r.m.s. and peak accelerations are realised (Table 8.3). 
While Table 8.2 shows that the best reductions in floor r.m.s. vibrations are achieved 
over the worst surfaces (65% reduction for road A), good levels of isolation are 
achieved for all of the roads and the minimum reduction is 45% (road E). Reductions in 
peak vibrations are a little better than r.m.s. reductions, and range from 58% to 83%. 
appears to be no correlation between the peak floor acceleration and the level of 
peak reduction achieved. 
Table 8.2 Reductions in Peak and R.M.S. Floor Bounce Accelerations (0--12 
Floor Stretcher Reduction Floor Stretcher Reduction 
Road Peak Peak in Peak R.M.S. R.M.S. inR.M.S. 
Acce!. Accel. Acce!. Acce!. Accel. Acce!. 
(g) (g) (%) (g) (g) (%) 
0.478 0.170 64 0.131 0.046 65 
B 0.381 0.117 69 0.077 0.033 57 
C 0.525 0.089 83 0.060 0.028 54 
D 0.237 0.081 66 0.050 0.025 50 
E 0.191 0.080 58 0.038 0.021 45 
F 0.250 0.055 78 0.037 0.018 52 
e) Evaluation of Bounce Isolation 
The vertical isolation provided by the suspension compares favourably to that provided 
by the systems of Blok [69] and Leyshon and Stammers [46]. 
Blok's stretcher suspension reduced ambulance floor r.m.s. accelerations by 42% [59]. 
This value was calculated by taking into account frequencies up to 60 Hz and cannot be 
compared directly with the results of Table 8.2. However, when the results of Table 8.2 
are re-calculated without LP filtering (ie. taking into account components up to 50 Hz), 
the suspension described here is shown to provide the better isolation the reductions in 
r.m.s. acceleration being approximately 1.7 times better than for those of Blok's system 
(Table 8.3). 
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8.3 Reductions in R.M.S. Floor Bounce Accelerations (0-50 
Floor Stretcher Reduction 
Road R.M.S. R.M.S. inR.M.S. 
Accel. Acce!. Acce!. 
(g) (g) (%) 
A 0.243 0.061 75 
E 0.162 0.043 73 
Leyshon and Stammers [46] measured vertical floor vibration in an ambulance over four 
surfaces and by defining patient tolerance margins (based on the research of Oliver and 
Gibson [57]) found that isolation was needed most between 1.5 and 4 Hz. They report 
that the transmissibility of their suspension was 0.87 at 1.5 Hz, and 0.32 at 4 Hz. As 
shown in Table 8,4, the suspension described in this thesis provides better isolation in 
this important 1 Hz range and can be considered superior to the suspension of 
Stammers and Leyshon. At higher frequencies, where good isolation is not so important, 
the suspension of Leyshon and Stammers provides the better isolation. The good 
isolation at 1 Hz provided by the suspension described here is a function of its low 
natural frequency. 
Table 8.4 Comparison of Suspension Bounce Transmissibilities 
(ignoring amplification of stretcher and mattress) 
Leyshon and Suspension Described in 
Freq. Stammers This Thesis 
(Hz) Suspension Road Road 
[46J A E 
1.5 0.87 0.36 0.65 
4 0.32 0.21 0.32 
10 0.12-0.15 0.24 0.24 
f) Limitations of the Comparisons 
The data on suspension performance presented in the section above, while providing a 
very useful guide to the relative performance of the three suspension systems, cannot be 
regarded as more than indicative. This is because the same floor input was not used for 
all of the tests. (The floor vibration depends in part on the travelling speed, road 
roughness, and ambulance chassis design.) In practice, comparisons based on using the 
same floor input would be inconvenient and time consuming and would require (l) 
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access to all three suspension systems, and (2) a means of generating repeatable random 
input. 
8.2.4 Pitch Test Results 
a) Pitch Measurements 
During pitch testing an amplifier failed which left only three useful accelerometers. 
Simultaneous measurements of floor and stretcher pitch were thus not possible, and 
each road was traversed twice - once to measure stretcher pitch, and once to measure 
floor pitch. This test method was not ideal but probably satisfactory for the purposes of 
initial suspension evaluation. 
b) Floor Pitch 
In Figure 8.6, ambulance floor bounce and pitch accelerations are compared for road B. 
The nature of the comparisons for the other roads are similar and are not shown here. 
Floor pitch is seen to vary little with frequency. In contrast to bounce, there is no 
substantial low frequency peak. This, perhaps, can be explained in part by the roads 
used - none had significant long-wave irregularities. 
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ill the range 4-6 floor pitch and bounce are similar in magnitude. At higher 
frequencies floor pitch is greater than floor bounce. This would indicate that above 6 Hz 
acceleration of the ambulance floor above the front wheels is substantially greater than 
at the rear. (The ambulance wheelbase is in the order of 3 m, and pitch is defined as the 
difference in floor acceleration at a distance of 750 mm). By way of comparison, 
Leyshon and Stammers [46] measured floor pitch greater in magnitude to bounce only at 
higher frequencies (above 8.5 Hz). At less than 8.5 floor pitch levels approached the 
levels of bounce only over rough surfaces at low frequencies (around 1 Hz). 
It is not clear why, at above Hz, the levels of floor pitch are high compared to 
bounce for the tests described here. Possibly, transducer or processing errors may have 
been involved. Alternatively, the effect may simply be related to the character of the 
ambulance suspension. Repeated tests would be required to establish this - preferably 
using the same ambulance as well as an ambulance with a different chassis. 
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c) Pitch Isolation 
10 
Floor and stretcher pitch acceleration spectra are compared in 8.7 for road B. 
Spectra comparing floor and stretcher pitch for the other roads are similar. Excellent 
isolation is evident across the full range of frequencies considered and there is no 
amplification below the theoretical cross-over frequency of 0.65 (While this lack of 
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low frequency amplification is surprising, it is consistent with the pitch transmissibility 
for a journey over a smooth road shown by Leyshon and Stammers [46].) 
A peak in stretcher pitch can be observed at 0.75 Hz. This is likely to be associated with 
the natural frequency response of the stretcher suspension. There are also peaks at 1.5 
Hz and 3 Hz which correspond to peaks in floor input. 
On the basis of the floor and stretcher pitch r.m.s. accelerations given in Table 8.5, it 
can be concluded that isolation of floor pitch does not improve with floor vibration 
level. The same trend was noted by Leyshon and Stammers [46] who measured little 
isolation over a bumpy road, while on a better quality road transmissibility was 0.25 
between 3.5 Hz and 6 Hz. For both roads pitch isolation was less than bounce isolation. 
The authors commented that the suspension gave a good ride subjectively, which would 
indicate that floor pitch is less important than bounce. Tolerance margins in pitch and 
bounce were presented which provided numerical evidence of this. 
Table 8.5 Reductions in R.M.S. Floor Pitch Accelerations (O-~ 12 Hz) 
Floor Stretcher Reduction 
Road R.M.S. R.M.S. inR.M.S. 
Acce!. Acce!. Acce!. 
(g) (g) (%) 
A 0.080 0.029 64 
B 0.064 0.019 70 
C 0.088 0.013 85 
D 0.088 0.014 84 
E 0.053 0.015 72 
F 0.062 0.014 78 
While the actual levels of pitch isolation shown in Table 8.5 are very good, they should 
not be confidently regarded as accurate until confirmed by repeated tests. This is 
because of the possibility of errors in the measurements of floor pitch (Subsection b). 
8.2.5 Comparison of Patient Pitch and Bounce 
Figure 8.8 compares stretcher pitch and bounce for the journey over road B. As shown, 
the largest vibrations experienced by the suspended patient are in bounce and these 
occur at a frequency below around 2.5 Hz. Pitch vibrations below this frequency are of 
lesser magnitude. At above around 4 Hz, the patient is subject to very little vibration in 
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either pitch or bounce and the acceleration levels of both modes are similar. The trends 
shown in this figure are representative of the relative stretcher pitch and bounce 
accelerations for the other roads. 
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EVALUATION 
8.3.1 Ride Quality 
9 10 
Assessments of the ride quality of the suspension were made by two subjects who took 
short journeys on the suspended stretcher in the University of Canterbury environs. The 
isolation provided by the suspension was very noticeable and vibration was difficult to 
detect. One of those using the suspension noted an impression of 'uncanny smoothness'. 
Good isolation of floor motion resulting from speed humps Gudder bars) was noted. 
While the movements of the stretcher relative to the roof associated with these 
irregularities did not appear to be disconcerting, longer duration tests would be required 
to confirm this. (Some researchers working with stretcher suspensions have reported 
that the visible movement of the roof relative to the stretcher can cause the patient 
distress.) 
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Pitch of the suspended stretcher was not readily detectable and observation of the 
stretcher during operation suggested that floor bounce was the dominant input mode. 
This may have been partly a function of the road surface, which did not appear to excite 
significant ambulance floor pitch. Deliberately high levels of ambulance deceleration 
during braking did not result in significant stretcher pitch. 
The suspension linkage proved to be insufficiently stiff both laterally and in roll. This 
was particularly a problem when cornering and could be detected when lying on the 
stretcher. 
8.3.2 Additional Observations 
The suspension stroke of ±160 mm in bounce proved to be ample and was not exceeded 
during road testing. Deflections over the roughest road (road A) were ±27.4 mm r.m.s. 
and ranged between peaks of 69 mm in extension and 86 mm in compression. This 
indicates that the lower effective stiffness associated with large suspension deflections 
(as discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2) is not important to suspension behaviour over 
typical roads. 
The low level of pneumatic damping provided by the 3.5 mm diameter orifice appeared 
to be suitable. Appreciable damping forces (indicated by an audible flow of air through 
the orifice) were developed only for the largest suspension displacements. 
Leakage from the pneumatic circuit was negligible. (The ride height of the suspension 
did not alter significantly during the course of testing which lasted 1.5 hours.) 
In spite of the detrimental effects of Coulomb damping, very good levels of isolation 
have been realised - possibly because the largest amplitude floor vibrations are at lower 
frequencies (where Coulomb damping has less effect). At higher frequencies, where the 
effects of Coulomb damping are increasingly significant, good isolation is less 
important as (1) the floor input is reduced, and (2) patient tolerance levels are higher. In 
addition, the deleterious effects of Coulomb damping are less evident for high 
acceleration inputs (rough roads), and it is over rough roads that isolation is most 
required. 
As the laboratory tests were carried out using higher acceleration inputs than were 
experienced during road testing, it was expected that the detrimental effects of Coulomb 
damping would be more noticeable in the road test results. 'This proved not to be the 
case, however, and the road test transmissibilities were similar to, or better than, the 
laboratory transmissibilities (eg. Figures 7.8 and 8.5). It can therefore be concluded that 
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the detrimental effects of Coulomb damping are less marked for realistic ambulance 
floor inputs than for sinusoidal inputs. 
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SUMMARY 
The results of road tests described in this chapter show that the suspension provides a 
marked reduction in floor vibrations transmitted to the stretcher. 
• In bounce: 
& isolation is obtained for input frequencies above 1 Hz, 
e at 4 suspension transmissibility is in the range 0.21-0.32, 
floor r.m.s. accelerations are reduced by between 45% and 65%, 
best isolation is realised for rougher roads. 
In pitch the measured levels of isolation are very good, but are possibly 
optimistic. Repeated pitch tests are intended. 
• Subjectively, the suspension gives a very good ride and vibration is difficult to 
detect. The lateral/roll stiffness of the linkage is, however, too low - this is 
particularly evident when cornering. 
III The detrimental effects of friction appear to be less important for random 
inputs compared to the case where sinusoidal inputs are used (Chapter 7). 

CHAPTER 9 
and Recommendati 
of Project Aims 
This project had two main aims. The first was to design, build, and test a prototype two 
degree-of-freedom stretcher suspension using pneumatic springs. hnprovements to 
existing suspensions were sought in terms of providing better isolation and reducing 
cost, weight, and bulk. The second aim was to investigate and compare the properties of 
pneumatic damping restrictions. Restrictions investigated were the capillary, thc orifice, 
and the adjustable orifice. 
Summary Yo.",}"." .. ,,'" Activities 
Work on this project began by reviewing the problem of patient vibration in ambulances 
and highlighting the drawbacks of currently used stretcher suspension systems. 
Following this, a requirement specification was established and work began on 
designing a ncw suspension. As part of the design process, analysis was carried out to 
establish the link lengths that would give the suspension the required kinematic 
properties and natural frequencies. Detail design followed and drawings for manufaeture 
were prepared. Additional theoretical work was carried out to investigate some basic 
suspension behaviours including coupling and stability during braking. 
Pneumatic damping was chosen for the suspension and two damping restrictions were 
compared - the capillary and the orifice. Comparisons were made first by way of a 
literature review, and then by modelling and simulation. Further simulations were 
carried out to determine what advantages might arise from using a semi-active 
pneumatic damper. 
For experimental tests, a simple mechanical shaker table was built and a computer-
based data acquisition system was set up. Tests were carried out on the suspension using 
a variety of shaker inputs, and the effects of using different patient masses and damping 
levels were investigated. After the tests, some additional modelling work was done to 
compare the theoretical and experimental transmissibilities of the suspension. 
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Road trials of the suspension were carried out in an ambulance over a number of 
different road surfaces. Both bounce and pitch of the floor and stretcher were recorded 
and then processed to give an indication of the isolation performance of the suspension. 
9.2 RESULTS OF 
The aims of this project have been largely met both in terms of designing an improved 
suspension and also in terms of investigating pneumatic damping methods. A summary 
of the key research results is given below. 
Theoretical 
1. Simulations investigating undamped suspension behaviour have shown: 
• The suspension static forces are large compared to the forces resulting 
from spring deflection. Consequently, suspension behaviour is very 
sensitive to the directions of these static forces and how they change with 
suspension deflection. The key significance of this is in terms of analysis 
and design: if design work were to be carried out using analysis which 
failed to properly model the static forces, then the suspension would not 
have the desired natural frequencies. In certain circumstances, the 
suspension would also be unstable and tend to collapse for large 
downward displacements. However, as the suspension described in this 
thesis was designed after making proper allowance for the static forces, it 
behaves in the intended manner. 
• The kinematics of the suspension linkage give rise to a vertical stiffness 
which reduces in compression (softening characteristic). While this 
reduction is not desirable, it is offset in part by the hardening rate of the 
pneumatic springs. Accordingly, for typical suspension movements the 
effective variation of stiffness with displacement is small enough not to 
be important to suspension behaviour. 
• Pure stretcher pitch induces stretcher bounce. For the case where the load 
is located centrally, this is a higher-order effect. However, when the load 
is offset from the linkage centre there is first-order coupling and the 
patient is likely to be subject to more pitch and less bounce than would 
otherwise be the case (the dominant motion of the ambulance floor is in 
bounce). Additional experiments would be required to determine the 
effects that this would have on patient comfort. 
• As the load is situated above the floor, pure floor pitch induces horizontal 
vibration of the load. Consequently, when the instantaneous pitch and 
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load centres are non-coincident, large floor pitch amplitudes cause 
significant pitching of the load. For typical ambulance floor pitch inputs 
this effect is not noticeable. 
Arranging for the load and suspension pitch centres to coincide is 
effective in preventing undue stretcher pitch during ambulance braking or 
acceleration. 
Damping in a pneumatic suspension can be conveniently achieved by fitting a 
restriction between the spring and an auxiliary tank. A literature review of 
pneumatic damping methods (believed to be the most comprehensive to date) 
has summarised typical pneumatic damping applications and highlighted the 
following properties of two damping restrictions: 
" The capillary restriction gives a linear damping characteristic. 
" The orifice restriction gives a non-linear characteristic whereby small 
amplitude vibrations are virtually undamped. 
Simulations have shown that the level of damping required in the stretcher 
suspension is low and that the orifice restriction is the most suitable (since it 
gives a damping force which better adapts to changes in load than the 
capillary). As far as the author is aware, these simulations are the first for 
which a realistic random input (rather than a simple sinusoidal input) has been 
used study the performance of pneumatic dampers. 
3. The use of continuously variable pneumatic dampers in suspensions does not 
appear to have been considered. Simulations have shown that fitting a variable 
orifice restrictor (controlled according to the skyhook damping policy) to the 
stretcher suspension gives improved isolation compared to fitting a fixed area 
orifice restriction (eg. 41 % reduction in stretcher r.m.s. vertical acceleration). 
Although theoretically promising, the use of a semi-active damper on the 
stretcher suspension would not appear worthwhile given that good levels of 
isolation are achieved using a passive damper. The more sophisticated damping 
method might however be usefully applied in other isolation applications -
particularly where a low cost was not so important. Additional simulation work 
followed by experiments would be required to develop a practical system. Also, 
the performance and cost-effectiveness of the system would need to be 
compared to other types of suspension (eg. fully-active hydraulic and slow-
active pneumatic). 
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9.2.2 Design 
The suspension described in this thesis (and shown in Figure 8.1) has the following 
features: 
01 Two degrees of freedom - one in bounce and the other in pitch. 
• Low natural frequencies. (Nominally, the natural frequencies in pitch and 
bounce are 0.46 Hz). 
til Generous working space. (The stroke in bounce is ±160 mm and the stroke in 
pitch is 
til A load-independent ride height. (This is achieved by using a simple pneumatic 
circuit). 
III Load-independent natural frequencies. 
• Damping which adapts to suit the load. (This is provided by a mm diameter 
orifice restriction which is fitted into the pneumatic circuit). 
01 Coincident pitch and load centres which prevent undue stretcher pitch during 
ambulance braking or acceleration. 
01 The ability to carry patients weighing 30-130 kg. 
" The ability to accept a standard wheeled stretcher. 
\I The ability to collapse to a height which allows easy roll onloff 
loading/unloading of the stretcher. 
III The ability to fit around an ambulance wheel arch. This allows two stretchers to 
be carried in the ambulance - one over either wheel arch. 
III Low weight. The weight of the suspension is approximately 24.5 kg (without 
air supply). This would be reduced a little if rubber bellows were used instead 
of cylinders. If air was to be supplied from a tank, rather than a compressor, the 
unit would be entirely self-sufficient and could be readily transferred between 
ambulances . 
• Low cost. (Simple structural aluminium sections and standard pneumatic 
components are used in the suspension). 
01 Ease of use. To operate the suspension, the ambulance attendant would be 
required to: 
• Roll the stretcher over the suspension. 
• Clamp the stretcher to the suspension (clamps were not fitted to the 
prototype described here, but would be required in a production version). 
• Toggle the switch on the height levelling circuit from the 'down' position 
to the 'up' position. 
Lowering the suspension would be a reverse of this procedure. 
While only some of the features listed above are unique to the pneumatic suspension, it 
is believed that the overall package represents an improvement over existing designs -
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particularly with respect to l()w weight, low cost, and the ability to be located around an 
ambulance wheel-arch. To a significant degree, these improvements were made possible 
by using pneumatic springs. As these adapt to load, they relieved the linkage of 
providing any load-adaptive function. (The linkage could therefore be designed to be 
more compact than would otherwise have been possible). 
9.2.3 Experimental 
a) Confirmation of Theory 
1. Both shaker and road test results confirm that the bounce natural frequency is 
very close to its design value of 0.46 Hz. Additional tests are required to 
confirm the exact value of the pitch natural frequency. 
2. Shaker tests using patient masses of 34 kg, 68 kg, and 102 kg confirm that the 
bounce natural frequency varies little with load. Suspension transmissibility 
also varies little with load. These results indicate that the stiffness of the 
pneumatic springs adapts to suit load in accordance with theory. 
b) Bounce Performance 
1. Shaker tests show that the suspension provides very good isolation of high 
acceleration inputs. When subject to a 0.50g sinusoidal bounce input, isolation 
is better than 70% above 1.4 Hz and better than 90% above 5.2 Hz. The levels 
of isolation reduce for lower acceleration inputs. 
2. Road tests show that the suspension provides bounce isolation levels which 
compare very favourably with those of existing suspensions - particularly at 
low frequencies where good isolation is most needed. For example, the 
suspension described by Stammers and Leyshon [46] had a vertical 
transmissibility of 0.87 at 1.5 Hz and 0.32 at 4 Hz (averaged over four 
surfaces). Corresponding transmissibilities for the suspension described here 
are 0.36-0.65 at 1.5 Hz and 0.21-0.32 at 4 Hz. (The lower figure is for 
measurements made over a poor road, and the higher figure for measurements 
over a good road.) 
3. The suspension reduces vertical r.m.s. vibration of the patient by between 45% 
and 65%. The best reductions occur over the worst roads. 
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c) Pitch Peljormance 
1. Pitch isolation of sinusoidal inputs is satisfactory although inferior to both 
bounce isolation and theoretical predictions. 
2. The levels of pitch isolation in an ambulance were very good. Reductions in 
Lm.S acceleration were between 64% and 78%, and the pitch transmissibility 
was less than unity across the full range of frequencies considered (0-10 Hz). 
These are very good results, but would appear to be optimistic given the 
disappointing isolation measured using shaker inputs. 
d) Problems 
1. Some problems were encountered with the pneumatic circuit used for height 
levelling. For high rates of lift, the suspension would overshoot the required 
height. For cases where the suspension was not evenly loaded, the circuit failed 
to give a level suspension. 
2. Both laboratory and road tests have shown that isolation of high frequency 
and/or low acceleration inputs is detrimentally affected by Coulomb damping 
in the suspension bushes. Simulations, which have compared the performance 
of the suspension with and without Coulomb damping, have emphasised this. 
3. The lateral and roll stiffness of the linkage is insufficient and would need to be 
improved in a production version. 
9.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
9.3.1 Further Testing 
The results of the road and laboratory tests are encouraging and suggest that a 
production version of the stretcher suspension could provide an improved alternative to 
current systems. Further testing is required, however, to clarify the following aspects of 
pitch behaviour: 
• The value of the pitch natural frequency and how this alters (if at all) with input 
size. 
@ The effects of patient mass on pitch natural frequency and transmissibility. 
Ell The effect of input type on pitch isolation. (While excellent isolation was 
recorded during road tests, the isolation of shaker inputs was somewhat 
disappointing). 
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For the most part, the experimental work described in this thesis has been limited to 
simply confirming basic properties of the suspension and providing initial indications of 
its performance. Naturally, more extensive testing would be required prior to finalising a 
production design. In particular, the effects of significant coupling between bounce and 
pitch would need to be checked. Also, the advantages of using a two degree-of-freedom 
linkage rather than a bounce-only linkage would need be assessed. If providing pitch 
isolation proved not to be important, then a scissor linkage of the type used by previous 
students (Figure 2.3) would be a simpler and less costly alternative. 
9.3.2 Suspension Modifications 
Improvements to the present design can clearly be made in moving to a production 
model. Key changes are discussed below: 
1. To reduce friction, the nylon bushes used in the linkage pivots could be 
replaced by rolling element bearings. 
2. To further reduce friction, rubber bellows (fixed directly to the pitch and lower 
arms) could be used in preference to the cylinders. Bellows of the convolution 
type would be the best choice, as the alternative rolling diaphragm (reversible 
sleeve) type tend to be less able to stroke through an arc and/or accommodate 
misalignment - particularly in the smaller sizes that would be suitable for the 
stretcher suspension application. While the use of bellows might preclude 
accurate suspension analysis, an experimental approach to determining the best 
spring mounting angle and surge tank volume could be used. In order to 
achieve a sufficiently low natural frequency, attention would need to be given 
to offsetting the hardening rate of the bellows with the softening rate of the 
linkage. 
3. Any reductions in friction resulting from the modifications above would reduce 
the problem of overshoot during suspension height levelling. This 
improvement, coupled with using the base frame rather than the top frame to 
actuate the height trip valves, might then make the existing circuit satisfactory. 
If this proved not to be so, continuously acting height levelling systems would 
need to be considered. Potentially suitable systems would include: 
• The mechanically-actuated height levelling valves used in truck 
suspensions, which are available at modest cost. These might require 
some modification, as they are designed for the control of larger springs 
than used in the stretcher suspension. 
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e Solenoid actuated valves utilising the signals from linear displacement 
transducers. 
Such continuously acting systems would result in increased air consumption 
and possibly cost. 
4. The problem of insufficient linkage stiffness, both laterally and in roll, is partly 
the result of having to offset the top frame so that the suspension can be 
positioned to fit around the wheel arch. While there is little that can be done to 
reduce the linkage offset (without compromising the suspensions favourable 
position), it is thought that a marked increase in stiffness is possible by using 
larger structural sections for the links. 
5. Although a weight penalty would be involved, the use of steel for the linkage 
might be a better alternative to aluminium given that it undergoes less 
distortion when welded. 
6. A more accurate approach to the alignment of the pivots is required. This could 
be achieved by bolting rather than welding the bushes to the linkage. If rolling 
element bearings were used, bolting would be the natural attachment method. 
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APPENDIX A 
Suspension and ata 
this appendix, the geometry of the suspension is defined. The mass and inertia of the 
load are also given. 
Linkage Geometry 
a) Link Lengths 
With reference to Figure 4.la, the link lengths which define the suspension geometry are 
b) Distances at Design Height 
e =257.5mm, 
h =247.8mm, 
L;. = 331.5 mm, 
4 = 525.5 mm, 
~ = 172.0mm. 
(AI) 
The distances b,c,a and f (shown in Figure 4.la), which apply when the linkage is at 
its design height, can be calculated from the link lengths above. By similar triangles 
and by Pythagoras 
and finally 
c = e(b + h) = 496.2 mm, 
h 
f=a+b 403.0mm. 
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(A2) 
(A3) 
(A4) 
(A5) 
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c) Link Angles 
Using Figure 4.1b, the suspension link angles at the design height are 
(A6) 
a, sin-' ( ~J = 19.22". (A7) 
Cylinder Location 
The positions of the cylinder mounting points I] and 12 are shown in Figure 4.1 band 
have the values 
I] = 132.5 mm, 
12 ::: 132.5 mm. 
Using the cosine rule, the cylinder length at design height is given by 
and also by the cosine rule we can write (for the triangle ACE) 
T 2 + T 2 (2 + j2) 
cos(a + f3 ) = ~ '-? - e 
o 0 244. ' 
therefore 
The cylinder angle with the ambulance floor (J.ff 0) can be found from 
(A8) 
(A9) 
(AlO) 
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to yield 
(All) 
The moment arm ra of the cylinders is given by 
and using the identity 
with the foregoing equations for sin -llj1 0 and cos-1 lj1 0 we can write 
_~~(Cb+a(C-e)J-112 9 ro- - . mm. L, ~ to (A12) 
A3 Load Data 
a) Load Mass 
The mass of the load is given by the sum of the mass of the patient (mpat ) and the mass 
of the stretcher (mstr ) where 
m.nr::: 25 kg, 
mpat ::: 30-130 kg [45]. 
average mass of a patient can be taken as 68 kg [45]. 
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b) Load Inertia 
The inertia of the human body (I pat) at an offset of E: pat from the body centre-of-mass is 
given by [45] as 
(Al3) 
42.5 
The centre-of-mass of the human body lies at a distance of 100 hpa/ from the crown of 
the head. The height of the human body (hpat ) is given by 
(AlA) 
These equations should be considered approximate, as human body propOltions vary 
widely [45]. 
The stretcher is modelled as a uniform beam of length lstr whose inertia (lstr) at an 
offset ( ) from the stretcher centre-of-mass is given by 
(A15) 
where lstr 1.84 m. 
APPENDIXB 
Suspension Analysis 
In this appendix, suspension analysis details omitted from the summary presented 
Chapter 4 are given. In the interests of clarity, some equations are repeated from Chapter 
4. These are referred to using the equation numbers of Chapter 4. 
Bl KINEMATICS 
BI.I Linkage Kinematics 
a) Link Angles 
Section 4.3.1 of Chapter 4 gives three equations for the link angles (13 L ,13 R' a) shown 
in Figure 4.2a: 
f + h + y - Y" = Lz sin(a - e,,) + L j sin(f3 L + eJ + (e + ee) sine + hcose, (4.1) 
~ sin 13 L + 2e sinCe - e,.) = ~ sin 13 R' (4.2) 
~ cos 13 L + 2e cos( e - e,.) + ~ cos 13 R = 2Lz cos a . (4.3) 
These equations can be solved simultaneously to yield a polynomial in sin 13 L as 
follows: 
From Equation 4.2 and the trigonometric identity 
we can write 
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Substituting the above with cos f3 L == ~l- sin2 f3 L into 43 gives 
LI ~1- sin' j3, + 2ecos(11 11,) + LI 1- [Sin j3, + _s_i_ni __~_-_8-,s,-,-))' = 2L, cosa . 
Using the trigonometric identities 
in 4.1 gives 
sinacos8, 
., sin8s cosa, 
f+h+y-ys L2(cos8s~1-cos2a sin8scosa) 
+LI(sinf3Lcos8s +sin8s~1-sin2 f3L) 
+(e + eJ sin8 + hcos8. 
(B1) 
(B2) 
Substituting cos a from B 1 into B2 gives a polynomial in sin f3 L' This is solved 
numerically for sin f3 L (and hence f3 L) by using the secant method. f3 R is calculated by 
back substitution of f3 L into 4.2, and a by back substitution of f3 Land f3 R into 43. 
b) Link Angle Rates 
The link angle rates v (where v [A f3R af) can be expressed as functions of the 
suspension load and ambulance floor rates u (where u Lv e Ys est) by 
determining the inverse Jacobian ( ) for the suspension. This gives an equation of the 
form 
v r~, (B3) 
or in full 
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df3L df3L df3L df3L Y f3L dy de dys des e 
f3R = df3R df3R df3R df3R dy de dys de". 
da da da da 
}Is 
(4.4) 
a - -dy de dys des 
e", 
The inverse Jacobian (r1 ) can be determined by implicit partial differentiation of each 
of the three kinematic equations (4.1,4.2,4.3) with respect to y,e,ys and es' This 
yields 12 equations, which in matrix form are 
df3 L df3 L df3 L df3 L 
[~COS(IlL +e,,) 0 L, COS~ - e')J dy de dys des 
L J cos f3 L -Ll cosf3 R df3 R df3 R df3 R df3 R dy de dys des 
L J sinf3 L L J sin f3 R -2L2 sina da da da da 
- - -
dy de dys des 
(B4) 
=[~ -( e + e e) cos e + h sin e -1 -L, cos(1l L + e,,) + L, cos(a - e,,) J - 2e cos( e - e s ) 0 2e cos( e - e s ) , 
-2esin(e - e s) 0 2e sine e - e s) 
or 
(B5) 
which can be solved for r 1 to give 
(B6) 
c) Link Angle Accelerations 
The acceleration of the link angles (i3 L' i3 R ,ii) can be determined from B3 using the 
product rule for differentiation to yield 
(B7) 
or in full 
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af3L af3 L af3 L 
[~: ]= dy ae dys aes Y af3R af3 R af3R e + dy ae dys aes Ys 
aa aa aa aa es - - -
dy ae dys aes 
(4.5) 
till, ) 
dt ay 
~(af3 L ) 
dt ae 
till, J 
dt dys 
till, J 
dt aes y 
t'IlR J ~(af3R ) ~-("IlR J d (all R J e dt ay dt ae dt dys dt aes )Is 
!£( aa J d (aa) d (aa J d (aa J 8s 
dt dy dt ae dt dyo' dt aes 
where the time derivative of the inverse Jacobian (j-l ) is found by differentiating B5 to 
give 
(B8) 
or in full 
1 
[
- L1 (~ L + ~ s ) s~n(f3 L + e s ) 0 
+ - LJf3 L SIll f3 L Ll~ R sin f3 R 
Ll~LCOSf3L L1~RCOSf3R 
- L2 (a 8s ~ sin(a - e J][ 
-2L2acosa 1 
0 8(Ce + ee) sin e + hcose) () Ll C~ L + 8 s ) sin(f3 L + e , ) . . (a - eJ sin(a e 8) 
= 0 2e(8 8s) sinCe - 0,) 0 -2e(8- 8,,) sinCe - e J 
0 -2e(8 8 s) cos( e - e ,\' ) 0 2e(8- 8 s) cos(e es) 
CB9) 
which can be solved for j-l to give 
(BlO) 
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Bl.2 Cylinder Kinematics 
Equations 4.6-4.9 of Chapter 4 give the cylinder extensions (8 L' 8 R) and cylinder force 
moment arms (rL , rR) in telIDS of the instantaneous cylinder lengths (I L ,IR) and angles 
(vr L' vr R)' These cylinder lengths and angles are defined below. 
From Figure 4.2b, the instantaneous length lL of the left-hand cylinder is given by the 
cosine rule as 
(B 11) 
and the angle of the cylinder (relative to the ambulance floor) is given by 
-1 [12 cosa -II cos f3 L J vr L = cos . 
lL 
(BI2) 
Similarly, for the right-hand cylinder 
(Bl3) 
and 
_1[12 cosa -l[ cos f3 R J lI'R = cos . 
lR 
(BI4) 
B2DYNAMICS 
B2.1 Linkage Forces 
As the suspension base frame is at an angle e s to the horizontal, it is convenient to 
analyse the linkage forces using the rotated coordinate system (x', y') shown in Figure 
B 1. The top frame forces (Ax I, Bx' , Ay' , By') of this rotated coordinate system are related 
to the forces (Ax' Bx ' Ay , By) of the (x, y ) coordinate system by 
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(BlS) 
As discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.2c), the roller at J (Figure Bl) is inoperative and 
the moment on the stabilising links (FI and F 1) is reacted entirely at I. 
From Figure B 1, taking moments about E: 
Iy'L3 cosa + Ax '(L2 sina + Ll sinfJ L) + By'(L2 cosa - Ll cosfJ R) 
= Bx '(Lz sina + Ll sinfJ R) + Ay '(L2 cosa - LJ cosfJ J. 
(B16) 
The unknown force in this equation (Iy') can be eliminated by considering the free body 
diagram of Figure B2: 
Taking moments about for all of the links shown in the free body diagram gives 
cos a - L, cos f3 R 
L2 cosa Ll cos f3 L 
Figure Suspension Linkage Free Body Diagram 
Y'Ltv 
e., 
L2 sin a + 
Ll sinf3 R 
x' 
x 
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Iy , ~ cos a + Ax' (~ sin a + L. sin f3 L) + Hx' ~ sin a 
2 
= A), ' (~ cos a - L. cos f3 J + Hl' ' ~ cos a. 
. 2 
Taking moments about F for link F J yields 
Hx. ' ~ sin a + H). ' ~ cos a = O. 
. 2 2 
Taking moments about G for the link chain IF J yields 
Eliminating Hx' and H/ fromB17 usingB18 andB19 gives 
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(B17) 
(B18) 
(B19) 
Iy' ~ cosa = 2Ay ,(~ cosa - L. cosf3 L) - 2Ax '(~ sina + L. sinf3 L)' (B20) 
Figure B2 Free Body Diagram for Left-Hand Side of Linkage 
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Solving B 16 and B20 simu1taneously to eliminate Iy' gives 
(B21) 
This equation can be expressed in terms of the forces of the coordinate system (x,y) by 
using Equation B15 and the addition formulas (B22,B23) below. This then yields 
Equation 4.14 of Chapter 4. 
sin(f3 L ± 8,,) == sin f3 L cos 8" ± sin 8" cos f3 L , 
sin(f3 R ± 8 s) == sin f3 R cos 8" ± sin 8 s cos f3 R , 
sin(a±8s ) == sinacos8s ±sin8scosa. 
cos(f3 IJ ± 8 s) == cos f3 L cos8s + sin 8" sin f3 L ' 
COSCf3R ± 8) == COSf3R cos8s + sin 8" sin f3R' 
cos(a±8s ) cosacos8s+sin8"sina. 
B2.2 Force Moment Arms 
CB22) 
(B23) 
The moment arms C xA' xB' YA ' YB) of the top frame forces (Ax' Bt' Ay ,By) shown in 
Figure 4.3 and used in Equation 4.17 are given by 
XA cos8 -sin8 cos8 
e 
xB cos8 sin8 -cos8 
h (B24) 
YA sin8 cos8 sin 8 
ee 
YB -sin8 cos8 sin 8 
B2.3 Coupling Of Coordinates 
From Figure 4.2a 
(B2S) 
Differentiating this once with respect to time gives velocity in the x direction: 
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X:::: Xs + Lz(a es) sin(a - 8 s) - 4(P L + eJ sin({3 L + 8.,) - eCCe + ee) sin8 + hcos8), 
(B26) 
where the link angle rates are given by Equation 4.4. 
Differentiating again gives acceleration in the x direction: 
x Xs + (a-a,\.)sin(a-8.,)+Lz(a-es)zcos(a 8s) 
0\ + as) sin({3 L + 8 s ) - L1 (P L + e.J2 cos({3 L + 8.J 
C (e + e e ) cos 8 - h sin 8) 
-a C (e + e e ) sin 8 + h cos 8) . 
(B27) 
The accelerations of the link angles (~ L' i3 R ' a ) can be eliminated from this equation by 
using Equation to give Equation 4.18 of Chapter 4 (which is in terms of .y and a). 
B2.4 Cylinder Static Pressures 
The static cylinder pressures can be found directly from the dynamic equations. 
From Equation 4.15, setting .t:::: 0: 
(B28) 
From 4.16, setting'y 0 : 
(B29) 
From 4.17, setting eo: 
(B30) 
where the moment arms (XAO'XBO ' YAO' YBO) of the forces (Axo,Bxo,Ayo' Byo) are given by 
B24 after setting 8 = O. ie. 
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x AO 1 0 1 
e 
xEO 1 0 -1 
= h (B31) 
YAO 0 1 0 
e 
e 
YEO 0 1 0 
eliminating Axo and Bxo from Equation B30 using B28, and using the result in 
Equation (after substituting for the force moment arms of B31), the vertical static 
forces at the top frame can be expressed as 
(B32) 
(B33) 
From Equation 4.14, using f3 L = f3 LO' f3 R = f3 RO' and a = a o ' we can write for the load: 
(B34) 
Substituting for Ayo and Byo from B32 and B33 respectively gives the horizontal static 
forces at the top frame as 
A = B = (mpat +m,'fJg (_e_) 
xO xO 2 a +b . (B35) 
Using B32, B33, and B35 in 4.12 and 4.13 gives the cylinder static forces FLO and FRO 
as 
+ 11Zslr ) g ( e - e J( c - e) +~) 
2 e a+b 
r o 
+ !nSf,. ) g ( e + e e )( C - e) +~) 
2 e a+b 
r o 
(B36) 
(B37) 
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The cylinder static pressures are given in terms of these forces by 
B2.5 Equations of Motion 
FLO 
PLO =T+ Pal' 
c 
FRO 
PRO =T+Pal' 
c 
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(B38) 
(B39) 
The elements of the matrix F and column vector w of Equation 4.19 are given below: 
F41 = ~ sin(/3L + eJ, 
F43 = ~ COS(/3L + ~,), 
F's2 = LI sin(/3R - ~,), 
F's4 = LI COS(/3R - eJ. 
F61 = +(4 sin(a - eJ + ~ sin(/3L +es »)' 
F62 = +(L2 sin(a + es) + LI sin(/3R - es »)' 
F63 =-(4cos(a-es)-~COS(/3L +~,»), 
F64 = -(4 cos(a +es ) - LI COS(/3R - ~,»). 
F76 = LI d~L sin(/3 L + e,J - 4 : sin(a - eJ. 
F77 = (e + eJ sine + hcose - 4 ~~ sin(a - e,J + ~ dteL sin(/3 L + e,J . 
IW7 = Xs + L2 (ix - 8,)2 cos(a - e s ) - LI (iJ L + 8s )2 cos(/3 L + e,J 
_82 ((e + ee)cose - hsine) - es (L2 sin(a - e s) + LI sin(/3 L + e s »). 
(B40) 
(B4l) 
(B42) 
(B43) 
(B44) 
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aa af3L T 
dy" ays 
aa af3L 
aes aes y,\ 
~(aaJ ~(aPL J Bs 
dt dy dt dy Y 2 [4sin(a-e) sin(f3L +e,,)] 
d (aa) ~(af3L ) 0 (B45) W7 s 
dt ae dt ae y" d (aa J ~(ap, J Os 
dt l dys dt ay s 
d (aa J 
dt aes 
d (ap, J 
dt aes 
APPEND/XC 
Natural Frequencies 
CI INTRODUCTION 
ill this appendix the suspension natural frequencies in bounce and pitch are determined 
by linearising the equations presented in Chapter 4. Reference is also made to the 
equations of Appendix B. 
In linearising, the following applies: 
lit sin e "" e and cos e "" 1 for small e (and similarly for small t:.f3 L ,t:.f3 Rand 
t:.a ). 
lit Products of the small quantities y, e, t:.f3 L' t:.f3 Rand t:.a are ignored. 
As only free vibration behaviour is of interest in determining natural frequencies, the 
ambulance floor is considered to be fixed in space (ie. yO' = eO' = 0). For simplicity of 
analysis, the load centre-of-mass is assumed to be centrally located (ee = 0). 
C2 KINEMATICS 
C2.1 Link Angles 
The link angles (13 L' 13 R ,a) of Figure 4.2a can be written as the sum of the equilibrium 
angle (denoted by the subscript' 0 ') and the (small) change in angle. ie. 
f3L = 130 + t:.f3L ' 
f3R = 130 + t:.f3R ' 
Substituting these expressions into Equations 4.1,4.2 and 4.3 gives 
(C1) 
f + h + y = 4. sin(ao + t:.a) + ~ sin(f3o + t:.f3 L) + e sine + hcose , (C2) 
L1 sin(f3o + t:.f3 L) + 2e sin e = ~ sin(f3o + t:.f3 R) , (C3) 
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L[ cos(f3o + 1113 L) + cosO + L[ cosCf3o + 1113 R) 2~ cos( a o + l1a) . (C4) 
After using the identities 
sin(f3o + I1f3L)::: sin 130 cos 1113 L + sinl1f3L cosf3o' 
sin(f3o + Af3 R) ::: sin 130 cos 1113 R + sin 1113 R cos 130' 
sin(ao + l1a) ::: sinao cosl1a sinl1acosao, 
in Equations C2,C3 and C4, and linearising the results, we can write (with reference to 
the static geometry of Figure 4.1a) 
y = el1a+ (e-e)l1f3 L + eO, 
I1f3R - I1f3L = 2eO , 
e-e 
(C5) 
(C6) 
(C7) 
Solving C5,C6 and C7 simultaneously yields the change in link angles as a function of 
y and 0: 
ya 
-------
eb+ a(e- e) 
eO (C8) 
e-e 
ya eO 
---=---+ 
eb + a(e - e) e e (C9) 
l1a yb (ClO) 
eb+a(e-e) 
To the first order of accuracy, pitching can be considered to be a function of the angles 
of the top links only (13 L ,13 R ). This is because the change in angle (l1a) of the lower 
arms (CE,DE) is independent of the angle (0) of the load (Equation ClO). 
Common Trigonometric 
Expressions in terms of the sine and cosine of the angles 13 L' 13 R and a occur 
frequently in the analysis which follows. They can be found by using Equation C 1 with 
Equations C8,C9 and ClO, and are written below: 
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. ya(c-e) 
LI sm f3 L = b + - e e , 
cb +a(c- e) 
yab bee 
LI cos f3 L = (c - e) - + -- , 
cb+a(c-e) c-e 
. ya(c-e) 
LI smf3R =b+ +ee, 
cb + a(c- e) 
yab bee LI cos f3 R = (c - e) - ----
cb+a(c-e) c-e 
T . ybc 
~sma=a+ , 
cb+a(c-e) 
yab ~ cosa = c - --=---
cb+a(c-e) 
C3 CYLINDER ANALYSIS 
C3.1 Cylinder Kinematics 
a) Cylinder Extensions 
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(Cll) 
(C12) 
(C13) 
(C14) 
(C15) 
(C16) 
Referring to Figure 4.2b, the instantaneous length of the left-hand cylinder IL is given 
by Equation B 11 as 
(Bll) 
After substituting in the trigonometric Equations C11, C12, C15 and C16, this equation 
becomes 
2 II 12 I] 12 (cb+a(C-e)) IL = 10 +2y(a+b)----2ee--- . 
~ ~ ~ L2 c-e 
Using the binomial expansion and ignoring second-order and higher terms gives 
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(C17) 
Similarly, the instantaneous right-hand cylinder length IR is given by 
(CI8) 
The cylinder elongations are given by Equations 4.6 and 4.8 as 
(4.6) 
(4.8) 
from which we can write (using Cl7 and C18) 
(CI9) 
(C20) 
b) Cylinder Moment Arms 
The left-hand cylinder moment arm rL (as shown in Figure 4.2b) is given by Equation 
4.7 as 
rL II sin(IJfL + f3L) 
II sin I/f L cos f3L + 11 sin f3L cos I/f L' 
Using the geometry of Figure 4.2b we can write 
sin I/f L 12 sina + 11 sinf3 L 
IL 
12 cosa -11 cos f3 L 
cosl/f L = . 
IL 
(4.7) 
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After using C 11, C 12, C 14 and C 16 with the above, the left-hand cylinder moment can 
be expressed as 
( ) eO(ab-c(c-e») + a c - e + + ~---'-~-~---'-
c-e --'-~"-----------------'---"---::-. (C21) 
[0 +OL 
Similarly, the right--hand cylinder moment arm can be expressed as 
( ) eO(ab-c(c-e») y(a+ + a c - e - + ~---'-------'-
c-e cb+a(c 
--=---=--'-------------------"-. (C22) 
10 +OR 
C3.2 Cylinder Forces 
As the suspension is assumed to be loaded symmetrically (ee 0), the left- and right-
hand cylinder static forces (FLO and FRO) will be the same. They can be detennined 
from Equation B36/37 after substituting for ro using Equation A12 to yield 
(C23) 
C4DYNAMICS 
C4.1 Link Forces 
After setting the ambulance floor angle Os to zero in Equations 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, the 
following equations for the link forces (shown in Figure 4.3) can be written: 
For the pitch arms 
(C24) 
(C25) 
and for the linkage as a whole 
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(C26) 
C4.2 Load Equations of Motion 
As given by Equations 4.15-4.17, the equations of motion for the load are: 
In the x direction 
(C27) 
In the y direction 
(C28) 
In the e direction 
(C29) 
where the moment arms (XA ,XB'YA'YB) given by Equation B24 can be linearised to give 
X A 1-8 
1 
(C30) 
8 
YB -8 1 
C4.3 Coupling of Coordinates 
When the ambulance floor is horizontal (8 s == 0), Equation B25 gives the horizontal 
displacement of the centre-of-mass of the load (x) as 
X= cos a + ~ cos f3 L + e cos 8 - h sin 8 , (C31) 
which, after using C16 and C12, reduces to 
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x= bee -he , (C32) 
c-e 
but Equation A3 gives 
e(b+ h) 
c= --'---'-
h 
so that 
x=o, (C33) 
and 
x=o, (C34) 
and 
x=o. (C35) 
C4.4 Natural Frequencies 
Equations C24-C29 and Equation C35 can be solved simultaneously to determine 
expressions for the suspension natural frequencies. The amount of algebra required for 
this solution process can be reduced markedly by noting that, for the symmetrically 
loaded case (ee = 0), bounce and pitch are uncoupled. This allows the bounce and pitch 
natural frequencies to be determined separately, as detailed in the remainder of this 
appendix. 
a) Bounce Natural Frequency 
For pure bounce motion the suspension top frame does not rotate. This means that we 
can set () = ° and eo. The system of equations (C24-C29 and C35) is then solved as 
follows: 
Using C35 in C27 yields 
(C36) 
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Using this result along with Equation C30 in C29 gives 
(C37) 
After using C36, C37 and Cll 16 in C26, we can write 
e 
Ax =~, a+b+ y' (C38) 
unknown force Ax can be eliminated from this equation by using C24, which yields 
Ay = e 
~ cosf3[ + b ~ sinf3L ~ a+ +y 
(C39) 
This expression for the suspension vertical force when substituted into the vertical 
equation of motion (C2S) gives the stretcher acceleration as 
But since 
then we can write 
rL y = --~- --------"'----=---:----,,:-
( +) eT sinf3 mpal mSlr ~ cos f3 + LIJ L 
L a+b+ y 
-w/y (mpat + mstr ) [L, cos Il : eL, sin ilL 
L a+b+y 
g. (C40) 
g. (C4l) 
The natural frequency in bounce (Equation 4.21) can be determined directly from this 
equation. This is done by substituting for FL (in terms of kL ) using 4.10; for rL using 
C21; for sinf3L using Cll; and for cosf3l~ using C12. The resulting expression is then 
linearised by ignoring the products of small quantities (as detailed in Section Cl). Note 
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that the expressions for FL and rL both contain the cylinder elongation 8L . This is 
given by Equation C19. 
b) Pitch Natural Frequency 
As for the bounce analysis we can write, after using C35 in C27, 
(C36) 
Further, we can deduce that 
Ax = Bx = constant. (C42) 
This is because rotation of the top frame is symmetric about e = 0 for the centrally 
loaded case (ee = 0). It would therefore be illogical, for example, for Ax and Bx to 
increase for positive e but decrease for negative e, or vice-versa. The only consistent 
alternative is that Ax and Bx are equal and constant. 
While Equation C42 is not required to solve the system of equations, it does 
substantially reduce the amount of algebra required. 
The constant value of Ax and Bx in Equation C42 is most easily evaluated at e = 0 by 
using Equation B35. This gives 
A = B. = (mpat + mstr)g (_e_). 
x x 2 a+b (C43) 
After setting y = 0 , the vertical equation of motion (C2S) becomes 
(C44) 
where Ay can be determined by making C24 explicit in Ay and then substituting for Ax 
using C43 to yield 
(C45) 
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The stretcher angular acceleration, as given by Equation C46 below, can be found from 
the pitch equation of motion (C29) where By is given in terms of Ay by C44; Ax and 
Bx are given by C43; and the moment arms are given by C30. 
(nzpal + m,lr)g(e + h() - 2eAy - e()(mpat + m'lr 
d=--------------------------------~--~ 
Ip£l1 + I.nr 
Since, for simple harmonic motion, 
e = -m/(), 
then we can write 
(lnpat + m'\'lr)g(e + h() -2eAy e()(mplIt + mSfr)g(a :b) 
- me 2() = ------------------------.:...-~ 
Ipaf + I str 
(C46) 
(C47) 
From this, the natural frequency equation in pitch (4.22) can be derived. This is done by 
eliminating Ay by using Equation C45 and then linearising the resulting expression by 
ignoring the products of small quantities (as described in Section CI). In the equation 
for Ay (C45), FL is given by 4.10 (in terms of kL); rL is given by C21; sinf3L is given 
by CII; and cosf3L is given by C12. For each of these four quantities (FL' rL , sinf3e.' 
cosf3e.) we can set y = 0 to simplify the algebra (only pitch is of interest here). The 
cylinder elongation 8L , which appears in the expressions for FL and rL , is given by 
C19. 
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amplng 
dditional Equations 
Dl OF PRESSURE 
D1.1 Tank 
a) Capillary Restriction 
For P, ~ Pc' equating Equations 5.1 and 5.19 gives 
. -yCR ( 2 2) 
p, = 2V p, - Pc . 
, 
Similarly, for p, < Pc' equating 5.2 and 5.19 gives 
. -yCR 1', 2 2 
P, = 2V T (P, - Pc)' 
I c 
b) Orifice Restriction 
( 
r \ 
( 
2 J r-1) For P, ~ Pc and ~ -- (subsonic flow), using 5.8 and 5.19, 
P, y+1 
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(Dl) 
(D2) 
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P (2 J(Y~IJ For PI 2: Pc and _c < -- (choked flow), using 5.9 and 5.19, 
PI r+1 
(D4) 
P (2 JC~lJ For PI < Pc and _I 2: -- (subsonic flow), using 5.10 and 5.19, 
Pc r+ 1 
. = r R~ C A 2r [(l!.LJ(~J (l!.LJ(Y;l)J. 
PI V d orPc (r J)RT 
I . c Pc Pc 
(D5) 
P (2 J(Y~lJ For PI < Pc and _I < -- (choked flow), using 5.11 and 5.19, 
Pc r+l 
(D6) 
where the orifice area is given by 
A _TC d 2 or - 4 or , 
and the value of the orifice discharge coefficient Cd is 0.82 [97,123]. 
D 1.2 Cylinder 
For both the capillary and orifice restrictions, the rate of change of cylinder pressure is 
found by equating 5.19 and 5.21 to give 
r Pc' V; r; . 
Pc -V-Vc -VT PI' 
c c t 
(D7) 
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D2 TEMPERATURES, MASSES AND VOLUMES 
D2.1 Tank and Cylinder Temperatures 
Using the perfect gas equation, 
D2.2 Tank and Cylinder Masses 
a) Tank Air Mass 
The instantaneous mass of air in the tank is given by 
where the initial tank air mass is given by 
b) Cylinder Air Mass 
m = PIO~ 
10 RT 
10 
Similarly, the instantaneous mass of air in the cylinder is given by 
where the initial cylinder air mass is given by 
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(DS) 
(D9) 
(DlO) 
(D11) 
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D2.3 Cylinder Volume 
After differentiation of Equation 3.2, the rate of change of cylinder volume is given by 
(D12) 
where the rate of change of cylinder displacement can be determined from C 19 (or C20) 
to give 
is = )I( a + b) [1 lL. 
[0 L: 4. 
(D13) 
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Matlah Simulation °les 
Pneumatic Damping 
This appendix contains the listing for two Matlab® programs - ambsim.m and ambeq.m. 
These programs were used to perform the pneumatic damping simulations of Chapters 5 
and 6. The programs operate as described below: 
The m-file ambsim.m (Appendix El) defines the ambulance/stretcher system 
constants, input type, and initial conditions. It then invokes either of Matlab's 
integrators (ode23 or ode45) to solve the system of differential equations defined 
in the function ambeq.m (Appendix E2). This yields the system states, 
[Y II Ys Y Yu Ys Y Pc PI m], which are substituted back into the 
differential equations to determine the state derivatives b u Ys Y Yu Ys 
Y Pc P, 111.]. Additional post-processing is peliormed to evaluate vibration 
spectra and other indicators of suspension behaviour. 
Other Matlab files have been written during the course of this research but are not 
shown here. These include files which were used to: 
• Model the dynamics of the suspension in pitch and bounce for any patient 
offset ee (Chapter 4). 
• Generate a road profile (Chapter 5). 
• Process test data (Chapters 7 and 8). 
AMBSIM.M (m-file) 
% Ambsim 
% Ambsim simulates vibration of single rear quarter of the 
% ambulance with stretcher and suspension fitted. Stretcher 
% damping is by (passive or active) capillary or orifice 
% restriction. 
% Ambsim uses a 114 vehicle model defined in 'ambeq.m'. 
% The system states (dof) are: 
% dof = yu, ys, y, yud, ysd, yd, pc ,pt 
% where yu ambulance unsprung mass absolute displacemcnt 
% ys = ambulance sprung mass absolute displacement 
% y ::: ambulance stretcher absolute displacemcnt 
% yud unsprung mass absolute velocity 
% ysd = sprung mass absolute velocity 
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% yd = ambulance stretcher absolute velocity 
% pc = cylinder absolute pressure 
% pt = tank absolute pressure 
% m = increase in cylinder air mass from equilibrium 
% The derivatives of these states are: 
% dofdot = yud, ysd, yd, yudd, ysdd, ydd, pcd, ptd, md 
% Forced (road input) or free vibration can be considered 
% by setting the global variable 'input' to either of 
% 'road' or 'none'. 
% 
% Written by R.I. Henderson 1118/94 
% 
%******************************************************************** 
%******************************************************************** 
% Define Constants 
% Suspension Linkage Constants 
global abc dl d2 e 10 
a = 0.173; 
b = 0.230; 
c = 0.4962; 
dl = 0.4008; 
d2 = 0.3711; 
e = .2575; 
10 = sqrt((dl - d2)"2 + ... % initial isolator length 
((c - d2)*alc + (c - d1)/(c - e)*b)"2); 
% Kinematic Constants 
global C_delta % Cylinder:Suspension movement ratio 
C_delta = (a + b)/lO*(c - d2)/C*(c - d1)/(c - e); 
global C_1 % Common collection of kinematic terms 
C_l = c*b + a*(c - e); 
% Gas Constants 
global Cp Cv gamma R pcrit TO pat av 
Cp = 1.005e3; 
Cv = .718e3; 
gamma = Cp/Cv; 
R=Cp - Cv; 
pcrit = (2/(garnma + 1»"(gammal(gamma - 1»; % crit p. ratio 
TO = 293.15; % 20 deg. C 
pat = 1e5; 
av = 1.790e-5; % absolute visco of air (Rogers & Mayhew) 
% Isolator Constants 
global D L A VcO Vt 
D = 63e-3; % cylinder diameter 
L = 50e-3; % half cylinder stroke 
A = pi/4*D"2; % cylinder area 
V cO = A *L; % static cylinder volume 
Vt = pi/4*(63.5 - 3.25*2),,2*1e-6*0.44; % tank volume 
% Load Constants 
global m_pat m_str pO 
m_pat = 68; % patient mass 
m_str = 25; % stretcher mass 
pO = (m_pat + m_str)*9.8112*... % isolator static absolute pressure 
lO/(a + b)*c/(c - d2)*(c - e)/(c - dl)/A + pat; 
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% Damping Method 
global damping control % defined just prior to initial conditions 
% damping == 'orifice' or 'laminar' flow damping restriction 
% control:= 'passive' or 'switch' or 'active' or 'velrel' damping with above restriction 
% passive fixed restriction 
% switchable - two state (skyhook controlled) restriction 
% active - continuously variable restriction - skyhook control 
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% velrel continuously variable resriction - skyhook approximation relative velocity (yd -
ysd) used to determine md. ie. D(pc) term ignored. 
% Active Damping Coefficient 
global Cact 
Cact 1050; 
% Capillary Constants 
global dc Lc Lcmin Lcmax CR 
dc 
Lc= .1; 
Lcmax 100; 
Lcmin .1; 
CR pi*dcJ\4/(l28*av*Lc); 
% Orifice Constants 
global AoO Ao Aomax Aomin Cd 
AoO pi/4*(4.35e-3)J\2; 
Ao=AoO; 
Aomax pil4*(4.35e-3)A2; 
Aomin pil4*(2.l8e-3)J\2; 
Cd .7; 
% Orifice Flow Coefficients 
global Clo C20 
Clo gamma*R*Cd; 
C20 2 *gammal(R *(gamma 1 »; 
% active orifice damping coefficient (Ns/m) 
% capillary inside diameter 
% capillary length (passive) 
% max active capillary length 
% min active capillary length 
% capillary coefficient 
% passive orifice area 
% starting orifice value for ambeq.m non-passive simulations 
% maximum active damping orifice area 
% minimum active damping orifice area 
% (Ref: 'The Control of Fluid Power', p53) 
% Active Orifice Damping Coefficients (used to find Ao) 
global El E2 
El pO*A*C_deltal(R*TO)*VtI(Vt + VcO); 
E2:= VcO/(gamma*pO*A*C_delta); 
% Bump/Rebound Springs 
global ymax Lb be kbs 
ymax LlC_delta; 
Fmax le-6*(m_pat + m_str)*9.8I; 
Lb=O; 
% maximum suspension stroke (+1-) 
% buffer force at max. compression 
% maximum buffer compression 
be = 1; % buffer exponent 
kbs Fmax/LbJ\be; % buffer force == kbs*(buffer compression)J\be; 
% Tank and Cylinder Equilibrium Air Masses 
global mtO mcO 
mtO pO*VtI(R*TO); % tank 
mcO pO*VcO/(R*TO); % cylinder 
%******************************************************************** 
% Ambulance 114 Vehicle Parameters 
global kt ct mu ks cs ms yts 
kt 392e3; 
ct 179; 
mu 67.5; 
% tyre stiffness (N/m) 
% tyre damping (Ns/m) 
% unsprung mass (kg) 
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ks = 58.5e3; % suspension stiffness (N/m) 
cs = 2180; % suspension damping (Ns/m) 
ms = 512; % sprung mass (kg) 
yts = (m_pat + m_st!' + ms + mu)*9.81Ikt; % tyre static deflection (m) 
% Forced or Free Vibration 
global input 
% Road Disturbance Parameters 
global Z N xf 
% Ambulance Speed (m/s) 
global va 
va = 15; 
%******************************************************************** 
%******************************************************************** 
% Simulation Parameters 
global integrator trace 
% 'orifice' or 'laminar' flow damping restriction 
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damping = 'orifice' 
control = 'switch' % 'passive' or 'switch' or 'active' or 'velrel' damping with above restriction 
posCprocessing = 'on '; % determine acceleration psd and rms accelerations 
format short e; 
file = 'ambeq' 
input = 'road' 
road_type = 'minor' 
if input == 'road' 
if road_type == 'minor' 
profile; 
elseif road_type == 'rough' 
rprofile; 
end, 
end, 
ti = 0; 
tf = 40; 
yui= 0; 
ysi = 0; 
yi = 0; 
yudi = 0; 
ysdi = 0; 
ydi = 0; 
deltai = (yi - ysi)*C_delta; 
Vci = VcO + A*deltai; 
% 'road' or 'none' 
% 'minor' or 'rough' 
% C=500e-8; z,N and xf defined in profile.m 
% C=785e-8; z,N and xf defined in profiler.m 
% unsprung mass displacement 
% sprung mass displacement 
% stretcher displacement 
% unsprung mass velocity 
% sprung mass velocity 
% stretcher velocity 
p_i = pO*((VcO + Vt)/(Vci + Vt))Agamma; 
pci = p_i; % Initial Cylinder Pressure 
pti = p_i; % Initial Tank Pressure 
Ti = p_i*(Vci + Vt)/((mtO + mcO)*R); 
mci = pci *v ci/(R *Ti); 
mi = mci - mcO; % increase in cylinder air mass 
dofO = [yui ysi yi yudi ysdi ydi pci pti mi] 
tol = 4e-6; 
trace = 1; 
integrator = '23' 
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%******************************************************************** 
% Simulation 
clc; 
clear yu ys y yud ysd yd yudd ysdd ydd Vc Vcd 
clear pc pt pcd ptd mt mc m md Tt Tc 
clear bump choked contact 
clear FF Ao Ao_t 
clear C_phi S_phi IfLLC_B LLS_B L2_C_A L2_S_A 
clear ILC_B 12_S_A 
clear Lpsd ysdd yudd 
clear PSDydd PSDysdd PSDyudd PSDy _ys 
clear Ydd Ysdd Yudd 
clear rmsydd rmsysdd rmsyudd msydd msysdd msyudd 
clear Wrms wrms w 
global cnt 
cnt 0; 
t = zeros (7e4,1 ); 
0= zeros(7e4,9); 
if integrator '23' 
[t,o] ode23 (file,ti,tf,dofO,tol,trace); 
elseif integrator '45' 
[t,o] = ode45(file,ti,tf,dofO,tol,trace); 
end 
% Splined Data 
Ts:::: 1140; 
Ns = lrrs*(tf ti) + 1; 
for i l:Ns 
ts(i,l) ti + (i l)*Ts; 
end, 
yu interpl(t,o(:,l),ts); 
ys interpl(t,0(:,2),ts); 
y interpl(t,0(:,3),ts); 
yud interpl(t,o(:,4),ts); 
ysd interpl(t,0(:,5),ts); 
yd interpl(t,0(:,6),ts); 
pc interpl(t,0(:,7),ts); 
pt interpl (t,0(:,8),ts); 
m :::: interpl (t,0(:,9),ts); 
Ns size(ts,l); 
clear ° 
t ts; 
clear ts; 
% used to trigger display of every tenth 't' in 'ambeq' 
% max 2e5,8e4 or 7e4 on old comp's 
% max 2e5,8e4 or 7e4 on old comp's 
% ie. up to 40 Hz 
% time 
% Ns is number of splined data 
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~******************************************************************** 
~ Disturbance 
yg ::::: zeros(size(t»; 
ygd zeros(size(t)); 
if input == 'road' 
for i = l:Ns; 
[height, velocity] road(va, t(i»; 
yg(i) height; 
ygd(i):::: velocity; 
end, 
end, 
~ Derivatives 
yudd ::::: zeros(size(t»; 
ysdd = zel'Os(size(t»; 
ydd ::::: zeros(size(t»; 
pcd = zeros(size(t»; 
ptd::::: zeros(size(t»; 
md::::: zeros(size(t»; 
~ Volume and Volume Derivative 
Vc::::: zeros(size(t»; 
Vcd = zeros(size(t»; 
% Other Data 
CR = zeros(size(t»; 
Lc::::: zeros(size(t»; 
~ capillary coefficient 
~ capillary length 
~ orifice area 
~ actual damping force 
~ desired (skyhook) damping force 
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Ao = zeros(size(t»; 
Fact = zeros(size(t»; 
Fdes ::::: zeros(size(t»; 
mdapp = zeros(size(t»; ~ approx. md - used in 'velrel 'control D(pc) term ignored 
% Unsprung Mass Acceleration 
contact = zeros(size(t»; % records' l' for contact, '0' for liftoff 
for i = l:Ns 
if yg(i) + yts - yu(i) >::::: 0, ~ tyre in contact 
yudd(i) ::::: (ct*(ygd(i) yud(i» - cs*(yud(i) - ysd(i» + .. . 
kt*(yg(i) + yts yu(i» ks*(yu(i) - ys(i» - .. . 
(m_pat + m_str + ms + mu)*9.81)/mu; 
contact(i) 1; 
end, 
if yg(i) + yts yu(i) < 0, % tyre liftoff 
yudd(i)::::: (- cs*(yud(i) ysd(i» ks*(yu(i) - ys(i» -... 
(m_pat + m_str + IDS + mu)*9.81)/mu; 
contact(i) 0; 
end, 
end, 
~ Cylinder Volume and Derivative 
Vc:::::VcO+A*(y ys)*C_delta; 
Vcd::::: A*(yd - ysd)*C_delta; 
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% Tank and Cylinder Air Masses 
mt::::mtO m; 
mc mcO+m; 
% Tank and Cylinder Temperatures 
Tt = pt*Vt.l(mt*R); 
Tc pc. *Vc.l(mc*R); 
0/0******************************************************************** 
% Pressure Derivatives and Air Mass Flow Rate 
if damping == 'laminar' 
fori:::: l:Ns 
if control == 'switch I 
if (pt(i) - pc(i»*yd(i) > 0 
Lc(i) = Lcmax; 
else 
% md and yd same sign 
% high damping - long tube 
Lc(i) = Lcillin; % low damping - short tube 
end, % (for yd = 0 or md = 0 set damping low) 
CR(i) = pi*dcA4/(128*av*Lc(i»; 
end, 
if control == 'velrel ' % ignore D(pc) term in md 
mdapp(i) = pO*Vcd(i)/(R*TO); % approximation to md (ignoring D(pc». 
Fdes(i) = Cact*C_delta*yd(i); % skyhook damping force 
if (mdapp(i) ~= 0) % Lc infinite, therefore leave at previous value 
Lc(i) = pi *dcA 4/(128*av)/(2* A *C_delta*VtI(V cO+ Vt)*R *TO/pO*mdapp(i)/Fdes(i»; 
end, 
if Lc(i) > Lcmax 
Lc(i) = Lcmax; 
elseif LcO) < Lcillin 
Lc(i) = Lcmin; 
end, 
CR(i) = pi*dcA4/(128*av*Lc(i»; % capillary coefficient 
end, 
if control == 'active' 
Fdes(i) = Cact*C_delta*yd(i); % desired (skyhook) damping force 
% md is generated by numerical differentiation of m it cannot be calculated 
% using D.E. since CR(i) not yet known (md is needed to define it). 
ifi == 1 
md(i) = 0; 
elseif i == Ns 
md(i) = (m(i) m(i-l)/Ts; 
else 
md(i) = «m(i+l) + m(i»/2 - (m(i-I) + m(i»I2)/Ts; 
end, 
if (md(i) -= 0) % Lc infinite, therefore leave at previous value 
Lc(i) = pi*dcA4/(128 *av)/(2*A*C_delta*VtI(VcO+Vt)*R*TO/pO*md(i)/Fdes(1»; 
end, 
if Lc(i) > Lcmax 
Lc(i) = Lcmax; 
elseif Lc(i) < Lcmin 
Lc(i) = Lcmin; 
end, 
CR(i) = pi*dcA4/(128*av*Lc(i»; % capillary coefficient 
end, 
end, 
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% Tank Pressure Derivative 
for i = l:Ns 
if pt(i) >= pc(i) 
ptd(i) = -gamma*CR(i)/(2*Vt)*(pt(i)"2 - pc(i)"2); 
elseif pt(i) < pc(i) 
ptd(i) = -gamma*CR(i)/(2*Vt)*(Tt(i)ITc(i»*(pt(i)"2 - pc(i)"2); 
end, 
end, 
% Cylinder Pressure Derivative 
pcd = -gamma*pc.Nc.*Vcd - Vt.Nc.*Tc.ITt.*ptd; 
% Mass Flow Rate (from tank to cylinder) 
md = -Vt.!(gamma*R.*Tt).*ptd; 
% Actual Damping Force 
Fact = 2* A*C_delta*VtI(Vt+VcO).*(pt-pc); 
elseif damping == 'orifice' 
% Orifice Area 
for i = l:Ns; 
if control == 'passive' 
Ao(i) = AoO; 
elseif control == 'switch' 
if sign((pt(i) - pc(i»*yd(i» > 0 % md and yd same sign 
Ao(i) = Aomin; % high damping 
else 
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Ao(i) = Aomax; % low damping (for yd(i) = 0 or md(i) = 0 set damping low) 
end, 
elseif control == 'active' 
Fdes(i) = Cact*C_delta*yd(i); % desired (skyhook) damping force 
% md is generated by numerical differentiation of m - it cannot be calculated 
% using D.E. since Ao(i) not yet known (md is needed to define it). 
if i == 1 
md(i) = 0; 
elseif i == Ns 
md(i) = (m(i) - m(i-l»lTs; 
else 
md(i) = ((m(i+ 1) + m(i»/2 - (m(i-l) + m(i»/2)ITs; 
end, 
% Determine Ao 
if md(i) > 0 
ifyd(i) <= 0 
Ao(i) = Aomax; 
else 
% md positive 
% Ao imaginary 
Ao(i) = md(i)/Cd*sqrt(A *VtI(Vt+ VcO)*R *TO/pO/(Cact*yd(i»); 
end, 
elseif md(i) < 0 
ifyd(i) >= 0 
Ao(i) = Aomax; 
else 
% md negative 
% Ao imaginary 
Ao(i) = (-1 )*md(i)/Cd *sqrt(A *VtI(Vt+ V cO)*R *TO/pO*( -1 )/(Cact*yd(i»); 
end, 
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end, 
if Ao(i) < Aomin 
Ao(i) Aomin; 
elseif Ao(i) > Aomax 
Ao(i) Aomax; 
end, 
end, 
end, 
% Tank Pressure Derivative 
choked = zeros(size(t»; 
for i I:Ns 
if pt(i) >= pc(i) 
% of orifice 
% records '1' for choked flow otherwise '0' 
if pe(i)/pt(i) < peril % choked flow 
ehoked(i) = 1; 
ptd(i) -C 1 0* Ao(i)*Tt(i)*pt(i)/(Vt*sqrt(Tt(i» )*sqrt. .. 
(gammalR*(2/(gamma + 1»A«gamma + 1)/(gamma 1»); 
else 
ptd(i) = -Clo* Ao(i)*Tt(i)*pt(i)/(Vt*sqrt(Tt(i»)*sqrt(C2o* ... 
«pe(i)/pt(i»A(2/gamma) - (Pc(i)/pt(i»A«gamma + 1)/gamma»); 
end, 
elseif pt(i) < pc(i) 
if pt(i)/pc(i) < pcrit % choked flow 
choked(i) = 1; 
ptd(i) = Clo* Ao(i)*Tt(i)*pc(i)/(Vt*sqrt(Tc(i»)*sqrt ... 
(gammalR*(2/(gamma+l»A«gamma + 1)/(gamma 1»); 
else 
ptd(i) = Clo* Ao(i)*Tt(i)*pc(i)l(Vt*sqrt(Tc(i»)*sqrt(C20* ... 
«ptCi)/pc(i»)A(2/gamma) - (pt(i)/pc(i»A«gamma + l)/gamma»); 
end, 
end, 
end, 
% Cylinder Pressure Derivative 
pcd - «TcJTt)*Vt.Nc.*ptd + gamma*pc.Nc.*Vcd); 
% Mass Flow Rate (from tank to cylinder) 
md = -Vt./(gamma*R. *Tt). *ptd; 
% Actual Damping Force 
Fact 2* A *C_delta*Vtl(V t+ VcO). * (pt-pc ); 
end, 
%******************************************************************** 
% Stretcher Suspension Acceleration 
If = 10 + C_delta*(y - ys); 
a + (y - ys)*c*b/(c*b + a*(c - e»; 
L2_C_A c (y ys)*a*b/(c*b + a*(c - e»; 
b + (y - ys)*a*(c - e)/(c*b + a*(c - e»; 
LLC_B c e (y - ys)*a*b/(c*b + a*(c - e»; 
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12_C_A (c - d2)1c*L2_C_A; 
lCS_B = (c dl)/(c - e)*L1_S_B; 
Il_C_B == (c dl)/(c - e)*LCC_B; 
S_phi = (ICS_B + 12_S_A).Ilf; 
C_phi == (l2_C_A -1l_C_B).Ilf; 
ydd = 2*(pc pat)*AI(m_pat + m_str).*(S_phi.*ICC_B + C_phi.*ICS_B)J. .. 
(LCC_B + e*L1_S_B.I(a + b + y - ys» - 9.81; 
bump zeros(size(t); 
for i l:Ns, 
yb = Lb - (ymax - (y(i) - ys(i»); 
if yb >= 0, 
ydd(i) == ydd(i) - kbs*ybAbe; 
bump(i) = yb; 
end, 
yb = Lb (ymax + (y(O ys(i»); 
ifyb >= 0, 
ydd(i) ydd(i) + kbs*ybAbe; 
bump(i) = yb; 
end, 
end, 
% Sprung Mass Acceleration 
% records buffer contact force and deflection 
% rebound buffer contact 
% bump buffer contact 
ysdd (cs*(yud - ysd) + ks*(yu - ys) - (m_pat + m_str)*ydd)/ms; 
%******************************************************************** 
% Reynolds Number 
if damping === 'laminar' 
Re md. *dc.l(pil4*dc.A2*av); 
elseif damping === 'orifice' 
Re md. *sqrt«4* Ao )/pi).I(Ao*av); 
end, 
%******************************************************************** 
if posCprocessing == 'on' 
% Acceleration Power Spectral Densities 
% (Notes on hanning window: 'hanning(Ns)' is default and results in a very 
% spikey output d. 'hannning(Ns/lO), gives very smooth PSD. 'hanning(Ns/4)' 
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% seems to give good compromise. The frequency axis Lpsd is generated automatically. 
% The size of the psd is decided automatically.) 
[PSDydd, Lpsd] psd(ydd, Ns, lITs, hanning(Nsl2»; 
PSDysdd = psd(ysdd, Ns, IlTs, hanning(Nsl2»; 
PSDyudd psd(yudd, Ns, IlTs, hanning(Nsl2»; 
PSDy_ys psd(y ys, Ns, IlTs), hanning(Ns/2»; 
% Acceleration Response Spectra 
N_psd size(PSDydd,l); 
Sydd == sqrt(4*PSDyddlN_psd); 
Sysdd sq11( 4*PSDysddlN_psd); 
Syudd sqrt(4*PSDyuddIN_psd); 
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Sy _ys :::: sqrt( 4 *PSDy _yslN_psd); 
% RMS Accelerations (use splined values since the number of splined 
% values has already been defined (Ns». 
RMSydd == sqrt(sum(ydd.A2)lNs) 
RMSysdd :::: sqrt(sum(ysdd.A2)/Ns) 
RMSyudd sqrt(sum(yudd.A 2)lNs); 
RMSy_ys = sqrt(sum«y ys).A2)lNs) 
% Acceleration FFT's. 
% (RMS acceleration components as a function of frequency. Note that splined 
% data must be used as Ff<l requires data to be equally spaced in time. The 
% frequency axis (fjft) is generated for frequencies up to IfTs so that fourier components 
% are symmetrical about Cftt = 1/(2Ts). Nfft is size(Ns).) 
Ydd = fft(ydd); 
Y sdd = fft(ysdd); 
Yudd :::: fft(yudd); 
Nfft = size(Ydd,l); 
for i = 1 :Nfft 
Cfft(i,l) = (i - l)*lI(Ts*(Nfft - 1»; 
end, 
% Mean Square Acceleration and fillS Frequency Components 
% (the frequency axis for these rms components is Cfft). 
msydd IlNfftA 2*(Y dd. *conj(Y dd»; 
rmsydd = sqrt(msydd); 
msysdd IlNfftA2*(Ysdd.*conj(Ysdd»; 
rmsysdd sqrt(msysdd); 
msyudd IlNfftA 2*(Yudd.*conj(Yudd»; 
rmsyudd = sqrt(msyudd); 
% Weighted RMS Patient Acceleration Components 
for i = l:Nfft 
wei,!) = weight(Cfft(i»; 
end; 
wrms :::: rmsydd. *w; 
% Maximum Values 
max(abs(ysdd» 
max(abs(ydd» 
max(abs(y-ys» 
end. 
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function dofdot ambeq(t,dot); 
% dofdot = ambeq(t,dot) returns derivatives (dofdot) of the system 
% states (dof) for ambsim.m. 
% The ambulance model is 114 vehicle (rear wheel). Stretcher suspension 
% damping is by capillary or orifice restriction and can be passive or 
% active. 
% The system states are stored in the vector (dot): 
% dof = yu, ys, y, yud, ysd, yd, pc, pt, m 
% where yu ambulance unsprung mass absolute displacement 
% ys = ambulance sprung mass absolute displacement 
% y = stretcher suspension absolute displacement 
% yud = unsprung mass absolute velocity 
% ysd = sprung mass absolute velocity 
% yd stretcher suspension absolute velocity 
% pc = cylinder pressure (absolute) 
% pt tank pressure (absolute) 
% m = increase in cylinder air mass 
% The derivatives of these states are: 
% dofdot = yud, ysd, yd, yudd, ysdd, ydd, pcd, ptd, md 
% The system constants are defined as globally in ambsirn.m and 
% can be accessed in ambeq.m. 
% The road disturbance at time t is given by the function: 
% [yg, ygd] = road(va, t) 
% where yg = road vertical displacement (absolute) 
% ygd = road velocity input to wheel (absolute) 
% 
% Written by R.J. Henderson 11/8/94 
% 
%******************************************************************** 
%******************************************************************** 
% Suspension Linkage Constants 
global abc dl d2 e 10 
% Kinematic Constants 
global C_delta C_l 
% Gas Constants 
global Cp Cv gamma R pcrit TO pat av 
% Isolator Constants 
global D L A VcO Vt 
% Load Constants 
global m_pat m_str pO 
% Damping Method 
global damping control 
% Active Damping Coefficient 
global Cact 
% Capillary Constants 
global dc Lc Lcmin Lcmax CR 
% Orifice Constants 
global AoO Ao Aomax Aomin Cd 
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% Orifice Flow Coefficients 
global Clo C20 EI E2 
% BumpIRebound Springs 
global ymax Lb be kbs 
% Tank and Cylinder Equilibrium Air Masses 
global mtO mcO 
% Ambulance 114 Vehicle Parameters 
global kt ct mu ks cs msyts 
% Forced or Free Vibration 
global input 
% Road Disturbance Parameters 
global z N xf 
% Ambulance Speed 
global va 
%******************************************************************** 
%******************************************************************** 
% Initialize Derivatives 
dofdot == zeros(1,9); 
%******************************************************************** 
% Main Program 
yu == dofO); 
ys == dof(2); 
y = dof(3); 
yud = dof(4); 
ysd == dof(S); 
yd == dof(6); 
pc = dof(7); 
pt = dof(8); 
m = dof(9); 
% Road Disturbance Amplitude and Velocity 
if input == 'road' 
[yg, ygd] == road(va, t); 
elseif input 'none' 
yg=O; 
ygd = 0; 
end, 
% Unsprung Mass Acceleration 
if yg + yts - yu >== 0, % tyre in contact 
yudd = (ct*(ygd yud) cs*(yud - ysd) + .. . 
kt*(yg + yts yu) - ks*(yu - ys) -.. . 
(m_pat + m_str + ms + mu)*9.8I)/mu; 
end, 
if yg + yts - yu < 0, % tyre liftoff 
yudd = (- cs*(yud ysd) - ks*(yu - ys) -... 
(m_pat + m_str + ms + mu)*9.8I)/mu; 
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end, 
% Cylinder Volume and Derivative 
Ve = VcO + A*(y ys)*C_delta; 
V cd A *(yd ysd)*C_delta; 
% Tank and Cylinder Air Masses 
mt= mtO - m; 
mc mcO+m; 
% Tank and Cylinder Temperatures 
Tt pt*VI/(mt*R); 
Tc::: pc*Vc/(mc*R); 
%******************************************************************** 
% Pressure Derivatives and Air Mass Flow Rate 
if damping == 'laminar' 
if control == 'switch ' 
if (pt pc)*yd > 0 
Lc=Lcmax; 
else 
Lc Lcmin; 
end, 
CR= pi*dcA4/(128*av*Lc); 
end, 
% md and yd same sign 
% high damping - long tube 
% low damping - short tube 
% (for yd = 0 or md = 0 set damping low) 
if control == 'velrel ' % ignore D(pc) term in md 
mdapp pO*Vcd/(R *TO); % approximation to md (ignoring D(pc»). 
Fdes = Cact*C_delta*yd; % skyhook damping force 
if (mdapp -= 0) % Lc infinite, therefore leave at previous value 
Lc pi *dcA4/(128*av)/(2* A *C_delta*VI/(VcO+ Vt)*R *TO/pO*mdapp/Fdes); 
end, 
ifLc> Lcmax 
Lc Lcmax; 
elseif Lc < Lcmin 
Lc Lcmin; 
end, 
CR pi*dcA4/(128*av*Lc); % capillary coefficient 
end, 
% Tank Pressure Derivative 
if pt >= pc 
ptd -gamma*CRI(2*Vt)*(ptA2 - pcA 2); 
elseif pt < pc 
ptd -gamma*CRI(2*Vt)*(TtlTc)*(ptA2 - pcA2); 
end, 
% Cylinder Pressure Derivative 
pcd -gamma*pcNc*Vcd - VtNc*TcITt*ptd; 
% Mass Flow Rate (from tank to cylinder) 
md -VtI(gamma*R *Tt)*ptd; 
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% Capillary Coefficient for Next Time Step 
if control == 'active' 
Fdes = Cact*C_delta*yd; % skyhook damping force 
if (md -= 0) % Lc infinite, therefore leave at previous value 
Lc = pi *dc"4/( 128 *av)/(2 * A *C_delta*Vt/(V cO+ V t)*R *TO/pO*mdlFdes); 
end, 
ifLc> Lcmax 
Lc::::Lcmax; 
elseif Lc < Lcmin 
Lc = Lcmin; 
end, 
CR == pi*dc"4/(128*av*Lc); 
end, 
elseif damping == 'orifice' 
% Orifice Area 
if control == 'passive' 
Ao=AoO; 
elseif control == 'switch' 
if sign«pt - pc)*yd) > 0 
Ao=Aomin; 
else 
Ao=Aomax; 
end, 
end, 
% Tank Pressure Derivative 
ifpt >= pc 
% capillary coefficient 
% of laminarlcapillary damping 
% md and yd same sign 
% high damping 
% low damping (for yd 0 or md = 0 set damping low) 
if pc/pt < pcrit % choked flow 
ptd = -C1o* Ao*Tt*pt/(Vt*sqrt(Tt))*sqrt... 
(gammalR*(21(gamma + l))"«gamma + l)/(gamma 1))); 
else 
ptd = -C1o*Ao*Tt*pt/(Vt*sqrt(Tt))*sqrt(C20* ... 
«pc/pt)"(2/gamma) (pc/pt)"«gamma + l)/gamma))); 
end, 
elseif pt < pc 
if pt/pc < pcrit % choked Flow 
ptd = C I 0* Ao*Tt*pc/(Vt*sqrt(Tc ))*sqrt... 
(gamma/R*(2/(gamma+1))"«gamma + l)/(gamma 1))); 
else 
ptd = Clo* Ao*Tt*pc/(Vt*sqrt(Tc))* sqrt(C20* ... 
«pt/pc)"(2/gamma) (pt/pc)"«gamma + l)/gamma))); 
end, 
end, 
% Cylinder Pressure Derivative 
pcd = -«Tc/Tt)*VtlVc*ptd + gamma*pcIVc*Vcd); 
% Mass Flow Rate (from tank to cylinder) 
md = -Vt/(gamma*R*Tt)*ptd; 
% Set Orifice Area Ao For Next Iteration (if damping 'active ') 
% (if md = 0 then leave Ao at previous value) 
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if control == 'active' 
ifmd> 0 
ifyd <= 0 
Ao=Aomax; 
else 
% md positive 
% Ao imaginary 
Ao = md/Cd*sqrt(A*VtI(Vt+VcO)*R*TO/pO/(Cact*yd»; 
end, 
elseifmd < 0 
ifyd >= 0 
Ao Aomax; 
else 
% md negative 
% Ao imaginary 
Ao (-I)*md/Cd*sqrt(A *Vt/(Vt+VcO)*R *TO/pO*(-l)/(Cact*yd»; 
end, 
end, 
if Ao < Aomin 
Ao==Aomin; 
elseif Ao > Aomax 
Ao==Aomax; 
end, 
end, 
end, % of orifice damping 
0/0******************************************************************** 
% Stretcher Suspension Acceleration 
% 
% 
% 
If == 10 + C_delta*(y - ys); 
L2_S_A = a + (y ys)*c*b/(c*b + a*(c - e»; 
L2_C_A == c - (y - ys)*a*b/(c*b + a*(c e»; 
Ll_S_B = b + (y - ys)*a*(c e)/(c*b + a*(c - e»; 
LLC_B = c - e - (y - ys)*a*b/(c*b + a*(c e»; 
12_S_A == (c - d2)/c*L2_S_A; 
12_C_A == (c - d2)/c*L2_C_A; 
lLS_B == (c - dl)/(c 
ILC_B = (c - dl)/(c e)*L 
S_phi = (lLS_B + 12_S_A)/lf; 
C_phi = (l2_C_A -ILC_B)lIf; 
ydd = 2*(pc - pat)*A/(m_pat + m_str)*(S_phi*lLC_B + C_phi*lLS_B)/ ... 
(LLC_B + e*LLS_B/(a + b + y ys» - 9.81; 
Rebound Buffer Contact 
yb = Lb - (ymax - (y ys»; 
ifyb >= 0, 
ydd = ydd - kbs*ybAbe; 
end, 
Bump Buffer Contact 
yb = Lb - (ymax + (y ys»; 
ifyb >= 0, 
ydd = ydd + kbs*ybAbe; 
end, 
Sprung Mass Acceleration 
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ysdd = (cs*(yud - ysd) + ks*(yu - ys) - (m_pat + m_str)*ydd)/ms; 
%******************************************************************** 
% State Derivatives 
dofdot(1) = yud; 
dofdot(2) = ysd; 
dofdot(3) = yd; 
dofdot(4) = yudd; 
dofdot(5) = ysdd; 
dofdot(6) = ydd; 
dofdot(7) = pcd; 
dofdot(8) = ptd; 
dofdot(9) = md; 
0/0******************************************************************** 
0/0******************************************************************** 
% Display Simulation Progress for 'Ambsim' 
global integrator trace 
global cnt 
cnt = cnt + 1; 
if trace == 1 & rem((cnt - 50),50) == 0 
home 
t 
end. 
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APPENDIXF 
Laboratory st Results 
Table Suspension Acceleration Transmissibilities in Bounce for Test Series 'A J 
(0.50g) 
Shaker Table Suspension Acceleration 
Input Transmissibilities in Bounce 
Shaker Shaker 34 kg 68 kg 102 kg 68 kg 68 kg 68 kg 68 kg 
Table Table Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient 
Input Freq. 
No. (Hz) 3.5mm 3.5mm 3.5mm No 3.5mm 2.0mm 1.0mm 
Or~fice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Or{fice Orifice 
Al 1.11 - - - -
A2 1.39 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.17 0.27 0.52 -
A3 1.72 0.23 0.17 0.20 0.13 0.17 0.36 0.92 
A4 2.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.28 0.58 
AS 2.63 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.26 0.43 
A6 3.22 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.23 0.37 
A7 3.94 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.22 
A8 4.98 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.17 
A9 5.96 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.13 
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Table F2 Suspension Acceleration Transmissibilities in Bounce for Test Series 'B' 
(O.052g) 
Shaker Table Suspension Acceleration 
Input Transmissibilities in Bounce 
Shaker Shaker 34 kg 68 kg 102 kg 68 kg 68 kg 68 kg 68 kg 
Table Table Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient 
Input Freq. 
No. (Hz) 3.5mm 3.5mm 3.5mm No 3.5mm 2.0mm 1.0mm 
Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice 
Bl 0.36 1.29 1.34 1.25 1.42 1.34 1.05 1.00 
B2 0.45 1.50 1.42 1.47 1.63 1.42 1.25 1.09 
B3 0.55 1.05 1.16 1.17 1.14 1.16 1.10 1.07 
B4 0.69 1.05 1.10 1.00 1.03 1.10 1.07 1.07 
B5 0.85 1.05 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.03 1.13 
B6 1.04 1.04 1.00 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.07 1.14 
B7 1.27 0.94 0.87 0.93 0.92 0.87 0.94 1.08 
B8 1.61 0.79 0.67 0.63 0.63 0.67 0.70 0.98 
B9 1.92 0.77 0.68 0.66 0.70 0.68 0.69 0.91 
Table F3 Suspension Acceleration Transmissibilities in Bounce for Test Series 'C' 
(O.036g) 
Shaker Table Suspension Acceleration 
Input Transmissibilities in Bounce 
Shaker Shaker 34 kg 68 kg 102 kg 68 kg 68 kg 68 kg 68 kg 
Table Table Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient Patient 
Input Freq. 
No. (Hz) 3.5mm 3.5mm 3.5mm No 3.5mm 2.0mm 1.0mm 
Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice 
Cl 0.30 1.01 0.98 0.78 0.97 0.98 0.93 0.86 
C2 0.37 0.98 1.00 1.10 0.97 1.00 0.96 0.97 
C3 0.46 0.98 0.97 1.05 0.97 0.97 0.98 1.00 
C4 0.58 1.01 0.96 0.96 1.03 0.96 0.96 0.99 
C5 0.70 1.00 1.00 1.07 1.00 1.00 1.03 1.04 
C6 0.86 1.06 1.11 1.04 1.11 1.11 1.09 1.09 
C7 1.06 1.03 1.12 1.03 0.96 1.12 1.03 1.09 
C8 1.34 1.05 0.88 0.91 0.92 0.88 0.97 1.08 
C9 1.60 1.05 1.01 0.98 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.15 
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Table Suspension Acceleration Transmissibilities in Pitch for Test Series iD' 
(3.28 radii) with Patient Mass of 68 kg 
Shaker Table Suspension Acceleration 
Input Transmissibilities in Pitch 
Shaker Shaker 
Table Table No mm 3.0mm mm mm 
Input Freq. Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice 
No. (Hz) 
D1 0.59 1.38 1.32 1.30 1.11 1.04 
0.73 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.99 1.11 
D3 0.91 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.78 1.21 
D4 1.14 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.62 1.24 
D5 1.39 0.43 0.47 0.47 0.55 1.12 
D6 1.70 0.63 0.59 0.65 0.69 0.95 
D7 2.09 0.51 0.50 0.56 0.59 0.72 
D8 2.64 0.43 0.47 0.43 0.50 0.57 
D9 3.15 - - -
Table Suspension Acceleration Transmissibilities in Pitch for Test Series iE' 
(1.87 radii) with Patient Mass of 68 kg 
Shaker Table Suspension Acceleration 
Input Transmissibilities in Pitch 
Shaker Shaker 
Table Table No 3.5mm 3.0mm 2.0mm 1.011lm 
Input Freq. Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice Orifice 
No. (Hz) 
E1 0.45 0.97 1.02 0.96 0.98 0.98 
E2 0.55 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.07 1.05 
E3 0.69 1.16 1.13 1.14 1.10 1.10 
E4 0.86 0.93 0.97 0.95 1.04 1.17 
E5 1.05 0.79 0.83 0.84 0.90 1.24 
E6 1.29 0.75 0.78 0.73 0.88 1.25 
1.58 0.80 0.84 0.82 0.86 1.15 
E8 1.99 0.57 0.60 0.58 0.63 0.91 
E9 2.38 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.70 0.83 

APPENDIXG 
Manufacturing Drawings 
This appendix contains four sets of manufacturing drawings: 
Drawing Item Pages 
Numbers 
S1-12 Suspension 219-241. 
B1-5 Rubber Bellows Brackets 243-251. 
ST1A-14 Shaker Table 253-281. 
CMF1-4 Modifications to Cam Followers 283-289. 
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